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 1. THE TRADITIONAL ROLE OF TRIBUTE

 Chinese foreign policy in the nineteenth century can be understood
 only against its traditional Chinese background, the tributary system.
 This system for the conduct of foreign relations had been directly
 inherited from the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) and modified to suit

 the needs of the Manchus. As a Confucian world-order in the Far

 East, it continued formally in existence until the very end of the

 nineteenth century, and was superseded in practice only gradually,

 after 1842, by the British treaty system which has until recently

 governed the foreign relations of Siam, Japan, and other states, as
 well as China. The Chinese diplomatic documents of a century ago

 are therefore really unintelligible unless they are studied in the light
 of the imperial tributary system which produced them.'

 'We are indebted to Prof. C. S. GARDNER for assistance on several points, par-
 ticularly regarding the table of western embassies in part 5. This article, like its
 predecessors, is intended to deal with administrative problems of importance for the
 study of Chinese foreign relations in the nineteenth century. Cf. J. K. FAIRBANK and
 S. Y. TENG, On the Transmission of Ch'ing Documents. HJAS 4.12-46; On the Types
 and Uses of Ch'ing Documents, ibid., 5. 1-71 (Corrigendum p. 59, Shen-ch'eng: for
 ch'eng a read ch'6n A).

 135
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 136 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TENG

 The ramifications of this vast subject, in political theory, in inter-
 national trade, and in diplomacy, have been explored by a few pioneer
 scholars,2 some of whom have traced the development of the admini-
 stration of foreign trade from the Sung up to the late Ming, while
 others have painstakingly established translations of texts concerning
 the seven great Ming expeditions of the early fifteenth century. These
 expeditions under the eunuch CHENG Ho and others in the period 1403-
 1433 took Chinese fleets of as many as 60 vessels and 27,000 men into
 the Indian Ocean and in some cases as far as Arabia and Africa, and
 the period has rightly attracted attention as the high point of Chinese
 tributary relations. Studies of the tributary system in the Ch'ing
 period, however, are less numerous; relatively little effort has been
 made to link the sorry Chinese foreign policy of the nineteenth cen-
 tury with the great tradition which lay behind it. To do so will
 require the efforts of many workers over a long period.

 The present article attempts a preliminary survey of the tributary
 system as it developed under the Ch'ing dynasty of the Manchus
 (1644-1912). In order to reach useful conclusions on a subject of
 such magnitude, we have based this study chiefly upon the various
 editions of the Collected Statutes (Hui-tien),3 which not only are the
 fundamental official source for the general structure of the system,
 but also reflect its history, as mirrored in successive changes and re-
 vised editions, over a period of more than two hundred years. The
 Collected Statutes, moreover, were issued both as a record of admini-
 strative practice and as a guide to the bureaucracy in its day by day
 activities. In this they excel for our purposes the official compilations
 of a later date, such as the Draft History of the Ch'ing Dynasty
 (Ch'ing-shih kao), which are at one remove from the scene and
 compiled by, if not for, posterity. Before proceeding to the pre-
 sentation and analysis of this material, we offer below a brief ex-

 2 [For this long bibliographical note, including the abbreviations used in footnotes,
 see appendix 1 at end of this article.]

 3 Ta-ming hui-tien *a At or Ch'in-ting ta-ch'ing hui-tien A ,; the various
 editions are cited hereafter by the reigns in which they were issued, chronologically as
 follows:

 Wan-li hui-tien (Ta-ming hui-tien, preface dated 1587),
 K'ang-hsi hui-tien (Ta-ch'ing hui-tien, pub. 1690),
 Yung-che'ng hui-tien (pref. 1732),
 Ch'ien-lung hui-tien, and Ch'ien-lung hui-tien tsei-li (both completed 1764),
 Chia-ch'ing hui-tien, and Chia-ch'ing hui-tien shih-li (both completed 1818),
 Kuang-hsui hui-tien, and Kuang-hsi hui-tien shih-li (both pub. 1899).
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 ON THE CH'ING TRIBUTARY SYSTEM 137

 planatory discussion of the function of tribute in the Chinese state,

 which may serve to pose further problems for research.

 For purpose of analysis it may be pointed out (1) that the
 tributary system was a natural outgrowth of the cultural pre-

 eminence of the early Chinese, (2) that it came to be used by the
 rulers of China for political ends of self-defense, (3) that in practice

 it had a very fundamental and important commercial basis, and (4)

 that it served as the medium for Chinese international relations and

 diplomacy. It was, in short, a scheme of things entire, and deserves

 attention as one historical solution to problems of world-organization.

 Behind the tributary system as it became institutionalized in the
 Ming and Ch'ing periods lay the age-old tradition of Chinese cultural
 superiority over the barbarians.4 Continuously from the bronze age,
 when Shang civilization first appears as a culture-island in North

 China, this has been a striking element in Chinese thought, per-

 petuated by the eternal conflict between the settled agrarian society of
 the Yellow River basin and the pastoral nomads of the steppe beyond
 the Wall, as well as by the persistent expansion of the Chinese to the
 south among the tribes whose remnants are now being absorbed in
 Yunnan and Kweichow. From this contact with the nomads of
 the north and west and with the aborigines of the south, the Chi-
 nese appear to have derived certain basic assumptions which may
 be stated as follows: first, that Chinese superiority over the bar-
 barians had a cultural rather than a mere political basis; it rested

 ' Satisfactory equivalents of certain key terms are not easily established. Fan is
 (fence, boundary, frontier) as used with reference to countries outside China has a

 connotation somewhere in between " foreign " and " barbarian "; we have usually used

 the gentler term.

 Man, I, Jung, and Ti k pAJt in conjunction refer to the barbarians of the south,
 east, west, and north, respectively; but I serves also as a generic term for all bar-

 barians together (Cf. Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao 324. 4). The term Ssfi-i Vq I4 (lit. "Four
 barbarians ") is a collective term for the various barbarians dwelling in the four quarters

 of the compass on the periphery of the civilized world of which China was the center. It

 therefore indicates the barbarians in general,-all the barbarians, not those of any par-

 ticular places. BRUNNERT 392 is in error in translating Hui T'ung SsA I Kuan I i E E
 (for A) , as "Residence for Envoys of the Four Tributary States; here were
 domiciled Envoys from Korea, Siam, Tonkin, and Burma.

 Under the Ming the SsA I Kuan had had charge of relations both with the bar-

 barians of the north and west and with those of the east and south, there being no

 Li Fan Yuan (see sec. 3 below). Thus the S&i-i-kuan kao Aft (Lo Chen-yii
 ed., 1924) records relations with the Mongols, Samarkand, Turfan, Tibet, Hami, etc.,

 and also with Champa, Japan, Java, Burma, and the like.
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 138 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TtNG

 less upon force than upon the Chinese way of life embodied in

 such things as the Confucian code of conduct and the use of the
 Chinese written language; the sign of the barbarian was not race or
 origin so much as non-adherence to this way of life. From this it
 followed, secondly, that those barbarians who wished to "come and
 be transformed" (lai-hua), and so participate in the benefits of
 (Chinese) civilization, must recognize the supreme position of the
 Emperor; for the Son of Heaven represented all mankind, both
 Chinese and barbarian, in his ritual sacrifices before the forces of
 nature. Adherence to the Chinese way of life automatically entailed
 the recognition of the Emperor's mandate to rule all men. This
 supremacy of the Emperor as mediator between Heaven and Earth
 was most obviously acknowledged in the performance of the kotow,
 the three kneelings and nine prostrations to which European envoys
 later objected.5 It was also acknowledged by the bringing of a tribute

 5YANO (2) 151-180 summarizes numerous Chinese and western references to the
 subject.

 It should be emphasized that the relationship to the Son of Heaven expressed by
 the kotow was shared by all mankind, Chinese and barbarian alike. The highest
 dignitaries of the empire performed this ceremony on appropriate occasion,-as did
 the Emperor himself when paying reverence to Heaven (pai-t'ien ) The kotow
 performed unilaterally, on the other hand, expressed an inferiority of status in the
 universal order, without which there could be no order. It was therefore appropriate,
 honorable, and indeed good manners when performed in the right context. Other
 contexts might require less elaborate ceremonies, such as one kneeling and three

 prostrations. Strictly speaking, this was also a " knocking of the head," k'o-t'ou ;ffl-
 For clarity we suggest the term " full kotow " for three kneelings and nine prostra-
 tions, (theoretically) knocking the head upon the ground, san-kuei chiu-k'ou 1i

 -WE JL lDjoiP; " modified kotow " for three kneelings and nine reverences bowing
 the head over the hands upon the ground, san-kuei chiu-pai li; and " single kotow"
 or " double kotow " for one-third or two-thirds, respectively, of the full kotow,-
 i-kuei san-k'ou li, erh-kuei liu-k'ou li.

 This universal order of ceremony which expressed the order of all mankind may be
 illustrated by the following random references to the Ta-Ch'ing t'ung-li (chilan 42
 chfin-li, military ceremonial): in the ceremony of announcing the sacrifices, the
 Emperor performed the modified kotow (4b). On receiving a seal indirectly from
 the Emperor, a generalissimo (Ta Chiang Chiin; cf. B 658: Field Marshal) and his staff
 performed the full kotow (12b). In another ceremony, they and the princes and
 high ministers of state followed the Emperor in the modified kotow (21). The princes
 and ministers later performed one kneeling and one prostration (i-kuei i-k'ou li), and
 again one head-knocking from their seats k ?kPfiifPji (21b). When a
 Mongolian prince met a prince of the imperial Manchu clan, they both performed a
 double kotow (Ch. 46 pin-li, ceremonial for guests. 1). Officials at the capital and in
 the provinces saluted each other with three formal bows (5, 11, 15 san-i 4 4$;
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 ON THE CH'ING TRIBUTARY SYSTEM 139

 of local produce, by the formal bestowal of a seal, comparable to the

 investiture of a vassal in medieval Europe, and in other ways. Thus
 the tributary system, as the sum total of these formalities, was the
 mechanism by which barbarous non-Chinese regions were given their
 place in the all-embracing Chinese political, and therefore ethical,

 scheme of things.6

 This general theory is of course familiar to the most casual student
 of Chinese history, and yet the realities of the situation are still a
 matter of dispute. In the intercourse between the Chinese state and

 the barbarians, commercial relations became inseparably bound up
 with tributary. Trade was conducted by barbarian merchants who
 accompanied the tributary envoy to the frontier or even to the

 capital; sometimes it was conducted by the members of the mission

 itself. That tribute was a cloak for trade has been a commonplace
 ever since merchants from the Roman orient arrived in China in 166
 A. D. claiming to be envoys of Marcus Aurelius. Thus Benedict DE
 GOEZ, crossing Central Asia in the year 1604, describes the "sham

 embassies" of merchants from the western kingdoms who "forge
 public letters in the names of the kings whom they profess to repre-
 sent " and " under pretence of being ambassadors go and offer tribute
 to the Emperor." 7Innumerable other examples could be cited where-

 cf. GuLEs 5394 tso-i f1 "to make a salute by bending the body until the hands
 touch a little below the knees, and then rising and raising the hands to the level
 of the eyebrows "). To a superior official, a single kotow might also be used, perhaps
 followed by three bows (14b, 16b, 17). Bows and similar formalities were also

 prescribed for apprentices, friends, and relatives (20-21). In all this, the prescriptions
 regarding precedence in entering doors and directions faced in sitting were equally
 detailed.

 It should be noted (1) that all ceremonies between individuals were reciprocal in
 the sense that both parties took part; (2) that the ceremonial for barbarian visitors

 (chian 45, pin-li) was an integral part of the whole body of ceremonial just referred
 to. Egalitarian westerners were ill-prepared to maintain their proper status, or any
 other, in this system of rites.

 6 Various aspects of the rationale of tribute have been eloquently set forth by T. C.
 LIN (2), and its general background by Owen LATTIMORE, Inner Asian Frontiers of

 China, New York, 1940.

 7 Sir Henry YULE, revised by H. CORDIER, Cathay and the Way Thither . . ., (4
 vols. London 1913-16) 4. 235, 242, 243 n. For other examples cf. GROENEVELDT 4-5,

 DUYVENDAK (1) 74 n., (2) 378-9. CHANG Hsing-lang q',h [Chung-hsi chiao-t'ung
 shih-liao hui-p'ien 4' a " (Miscellaneous historical materials on Sino-

 western relations), vol. 5, p. 534] states that the Kansu Governor reported in 1502
 that there were more than 150 self-styled rulers (wang) trading from the Western
 Regions; cf. Ming-shih 332. 6 (T'ung-wen shu-chii ed. 1894).
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 140 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TtNG

 in tribute, in the minds of the tribute bearers, was merely a formality
 connected with trade; at Macao and Canton, indeed, the Europeans

 in their concentration upon the substance of commerce eventually
 forgot all about the formality which theoretically still went with it.

 This economic interpretation, however, is made from the point of

 view of the barbarians. The motivation of the Court is a different
 matter.

 The argument that the tributary system was developed by the

 Court chiefly for political defense has been succinctly stated by Dr.
 T. F. TSIANG: "Out of this period of intense struggle and bitter
 humiliation [the eleventh and twelfth centuries], the neo-Confucian
 philosophy, which began then to dominate China, worked out a

 dogma in regard to international relations, to hold sway in China

 right to the middle of the nineteenth century.... That dogma asserts

 that national security could only be found in isolation and stipulates
 that whoever wished to enter into relations with China must do so
 as China's vassal, acknowledging the supremacy of the Chinese em-

 peror and obeying his commands, thus ruling out all possibility of

 international intercourse on terms of equality. It must not be con-
 strued to be a dogma of conquest or univeral dominion, for it im-

 posed nothing on foreign peoples who chose to remain outside the
 Chinese world. It sought peace and security, with both of which
 international relations were held incompatible. If relations there had

 to be, they must be of the suzerain-vassal type, acceptance of which
 meant to the Chinese acceptance of the Chinese ethic on the part of
 the barbarian....

 " It must not be assumed that the Chinese Court made a profit out
 of . . . tribute. The imperial gifts bestowed in return were usually
 more valuable than the tribute . . . Chinese statesmen before the latter

 part of the nineteenth century would have ridiculed the notion that
 national finance and wealth should be or could be promoted by means
 of international trade. On China's part the permission to trade was
 intended to be a mark of imperial bounty and a means of keeping the
 barbarians in the proper state of submissiveness. ..." 8

 Thus we might conclude that trade and tribute were cognate aspects
 of a single system of foreign relations, the moral value of tribute being
 the more important in the minds of the rulers of China, and the

 8 T. F. TSIANG (CHIANG T'ing-fu i&f ), "China and European Expansion"
 (Politica 2 no. 5, Mar. 1936, pp. 1-18), pp. 3-4. A lecture delivered at the London

 School of Economics.
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 ON THE CH'ING TRIBUTARY SYSTEM 141

 material value of trade in the minds of the barbarians; this balance

 of interests would allow mutual satisfaction and the system would
 continue to function. From this it might be concluded further that

 the tributary system really worked in reverse, the submission of the

 barbarians being actually bought and paid for by the trade con-

 ceded to them by China. But this last is an over-simplification which

 runs counter to the whole set of ideas behind the system, and it also

 overlooks the interesting possibility, which deserves exploration, of an

 imperial economic interest,-for instance, in the silk export trade. In

 short it seems impossible at present to make more than one generali-
 zation: that the tributary system was a framework within which all

 sorts of intersts, personal and imperial, economic and social, found

 their expression. Further study should reveal an interplay between

 greed and statecraft, dynastic policy and vested interest, similar to
 that in other great political institutions.

 One untouched aspect of the system is its functioning as a diplo-

 matic medium. Since all foreign relations in the Chinese view were

 ipso facto tributary relations, it followed that all types of international

 intercourse, if they occurred at all in the experience of China, had to

 be fitted into the tributary system. Thus Chinese envoys were some-

 times sent abroad to spy out the enemy or to seek allies, and foreign

 envoys came and conducted negotiations at the capital, all within this
 framework. As an introduction to this aspect of the subject, we quote

 below from the prefaces to the sections on tributary ritual in the Ta-

 Ming chi-li TcfZid (Collected Ceremonies of the Ming Dynasty),
 an official work of the Ming period.9 Naturally, these prefaces re-
 count what the Court hoped everyone would believe had generally
 occurred during the course of Chinese history, but this merely en-
 hances their value for our purpose. (We omit passages recounting
 details concerning various tribes and rulers.)

 CEREMONIAL FOR VISITORS: 1. FOREIGN KINGS PRESENTING TRIBUTE

 AT COURT (Fan-wang ch'ao-kung *I_:J"A).
 "The kings of former times cultivated their own refinement and

 virtue in order to subdue persons at a distance, whereupon the bar-

 barians (of the east and north) came to Court to have audience. This
 comes down as a long tradition A*'l .

 9 Ta-Ming chi-li (Palace edition, 1530). We quote from the first two or three pages,

 respectively, forming general introductions (tsung-hsii tJ ) to ch. 30-32 (pin-li
 Ax Ceremonial for Visitors 1-3).
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 142 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TENG

 " In the time of King T'ang of Yin (trad. dates B. C. 1766-1754),
 the Ti-ch'iang [an ancient Tibetan tribe in E. Kansu and Kokonor],

 distant barbarians, came to offer gifts and to visit the king. In the
 time of (King) T'ai Mou (trad. dates B. C. 1637-1563) the remote

 tribes [ch'ung-i AN i. e. those so far off as to require repeated inter-
 pretations] which came to Court (consisted of) 76 countries.

 "When King Wu of the Chou (trad. dates 1122-1116) overcame
 the Shang, (there was) a great meeting of the feudal lords and the

 barbarians on the four quarters (ssii-i), and there was written (the
 chapter on) the meeting of the princes.10 In the autumn officials

 (section) of the Chou li,11 (it is stated that) the interpreting officer
 had charge of the envoys of the countries of the wild tribes of the

 south and east (man-i), of Min (Fukien?), of the north (mai), and

 of the west (jung-ti), and gave them instructions and explanations.
 "The Han dynasty established (an officer) in charge of guests and

 official interpreters, a chief and assistants, to guide the barbarians

 (ssi-i) who came to Court to present tribute. Also they established
 (an office) in charge of dependent states, and a chief interpreter of

 the nine [languages; i. e. one capable of speaking the tongues of foreign
 nations]. Under the Emperor Wu in 11 B. C. the Yeh-lang [chieftain,
 from the Yunnan-Szechwan frontier] came to Court. Thereafter the
 outer barbarians sent tribute to Court without interruption. In 53
 B. C. the chieftain of the Hsiung-nu came to the Court. In 51 B. C.

 the Hsiung-nu chieftain, Chi-chui-shan 12 gIgs came to Court. Both
 had audience at the Sweet Spring Palace.13 In 28 B. C. the barbarians
 from all sides (ssui-i) came to the Court and received direction from
 the grand master of ceremonial for ambassadors.14 Under the Emperor
 Shun in 136 A. D. the king of the Wo-nu (Japan?) came to Court.
 For all of these there were regulations for entertainment at banquets
 and the bestowal of gifts.

 10 Wang-hui d forming chian 7 in the I chou shu BAJA; cf. Kuang han-wei
 ts'ung-shuQkt&S, 1,592 edition, ts'" 34-36.

 1 Cf. Chou Li AN Hsiang-hsi $,* 38.14b (in Shih-san-ching chu-su t~
 VM6. , Kiangsi edition, 1815) (BIOT 2. Kiu 34. fol. 26-27).

 12 Cf. Ch'ien Han shu (Palace edition, 1739) 94 sec. B. 3b. Established as chieftain

 58 B. C., ibid. sec. A. 37. The name is given here as Chi-hou-shan R; likewise in
 K'ang-hsi tzit-tien A P. under INI.

 13 Kan-ch'fian kung tW 2, a summer palace in Shensi, N. W. of Ch'ang-an, dating
 from the time of the First Emperor, cf. GILES (A Chinese-English Dictionary, 1912)
 5823.

 14 Ta hung lu ?kJJS, cf. Hung Lu Ssi i u, Court of State Ceremonial in T'ang
 and Ch'ing, B 935; KUWABARA 7. 14 refers to it as " the office of foreign affairs."
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 ON THE CH'ING TRIBUTARY SYSTEM 143

 "Under the T'ang there was established the Chu K'o Lang Chung

 *MFJW+r- (Secretary in Charge of Guests), in charge of all the bar-
 barians (fan) who came to Court. His activities in receiving and

 entertaining (them) were four in number: Going out to meet and

 greet them (lao A); preparing them for audience (i. e. warning them);

 foreign kings receiving an audience; banqueting the rulers of foreign

 states. The ceremonies for these (activities) were detailed....

 " In the Sung period there were more than forty states which pre-

 sented tribute at Court, all of them merely sending envoys to present

 the tribute. Although foreign kings did not regularly themselves come

 to the Court for audience, still the ceremonies for reception and
 audience which appear in the books of ceremony are about the same

 as for the T'ang.

 " Yuan dynasty: in 1210 the king of the Uigurs, I-tu-hu 1Z't,
 came to Court. Under Shih-tsu (Kublai Khan) in 1264, an imperial

 command was given to the King of Korea (Kao-li), Chih A, order-

 ing him to cultivate the ceremony of shih-chien.15 In the sixth month
 Chih came to the Court at Shang-tu [" Xanadu," near modern Dolonor].

 Thereafter when the (rulers of) foreign countries came to Court, they
 waited for the day of a great Court assembly on the first day of the
 first month or on an imperial birthday, and then performed the
 ceremony.

 " Now it is proposed, as to the reigning dynasty, that when foreign
 kings come to Court, there shall first be despatched an official of the

 city of Nanking (Ying-t'ien fu) to go out to meet them and greet
 them. When they have arrived at the Residence 16 there shall be sent

 16 IQ Cf. Chou 1i )Z JitA Ta hsing jen 37. 20: iJ. (BIOT 2. 406: En un
 sicle ou dans un age d'homme, ils doivent une visite a 1'empereur).

 18 Kuan UV, standing for Hui T'ung Kuan * MP. This refers of course to the Hui
 T'ung Ssii I Kuan V9X (or 4) under the Board of Ceremonies, rather than to
 the Hui T'ung Kuan (Imperial Despatch Office, MAYERS 182 xiv) under the Board
 of War; but it presents a typical problem of translation,-the reference being known
 to all, what English words shall be generally used for it? BRUNNERT 392 gives Residence
 for Envoys of the Four Tributary States, an erroneous interpretation as noted above
 (note 4). CHANG T6-ch'ang 273 uses the romanization Hui-tung-kwan, without attempt-
 ing a translation, but this otherwise sound procedure involves in this case ambiguity
 with the office above mentioned under the Board of War. T. C. LIN (2) 879 offers
 Cosmopolitan Palaces, which is sound in meaning but perhaps a bit flamboyant.
 CHANG T'ien-tse 50 sidesteps the problem of translating Hui T'ung Kuan by using
 Ssfi-i-kuan; this is no solution for the non-sinological reader. In order to conform as
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 144 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TtNG

 further (an official of) the Board (of Ceremony) at the capital to

 prepare a feast. Thereupon they shall practice the ceremonies. They

 are to have imperial audience in the Feng-t'ien Hall *I7UE and to
 have audience with the Heir-apparent in the Eastern Palace. When

 the imperial audiences are finished, a banquet is offered to them. The

 officers and departments (of government) at the capital all are to
 prepare banquets to entertain them. When they return, officers are

 to be sent to escort them out of the boundaries. Now all their cere-

 monial is drawn up to form the section on " Foreign kings presenting

 tribute at court. ... XX 17

 "92. FOREIGN ENVOYS PRESENTING TRIBUTE AT COURT (Fan-shih ch'ao-

 kung NVMA).
 " According to the Chou li, ' when the envoys from the four quarters

 arrive, if they are great guests then they are received ceremoniously;

 if they are small guests then their presents are accepted and their

 statements are listened to.' 18 By small guests is meant the official

 envoys sent by foreign countries. The envoys of foreign countries all

 are barbarians, and do not practice these ceremonies. Therefore one

 only listens to their statements, and that is all. When King Wu over-
 came the Shang, he opened communications with the nine I (eastern
 barbarians) and the eight Man (southern barbarians). . . . States at
 a great distance came to offer up presents; in all cases their offerings

 were accepted and their statements were listened to.

 " Under the Han . . . (a total of) thirty-six states were all de-
 pendents of the Middle (Kingdom) and offered tribute . . . (when)
 they came to present offerings, they all received rewards so as to send

 them away with gifts.

 " In the T'ang when foreign envoys offered tribute, the ceremonies

 for their banqueting and audience had four parts: going out to meet
 and greet them; preparing them for audience; receiving the foreign

 envoys' congratulatory memorials and presents; and the Emperor's

 banquet for the envoys of foreign countries....

 closely as possible to the chief manual now available (BRUNNERT) we suggest Residence
 for Tributary Envoys.

 DUYVENDAK (3) 45-49 uses " lodginghouse " but not as an official title, and agrees
 that LIN has " rather overtranslated." Prof. DUYVENDAK also describes (from the

 Chia-ch'ing hui-tien shih-li) some seven locations of establishments used to house
 embassies at various dates, all nominally under or part of the Hui T'ung Kuan, a title
 which therefore cannot easily be associated with one particular place.

 1 Ta-Ming chi-li 30.a sb.
 18 Cf. Chous Li, Hsiao hsing le'n 37. 24 (BIOT 2. 411) .
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 "Under the Sung when the envoys of foreign countries arrived, they

 were feasted and given audience in the hall of the palace (tzui-ch'en

 tien WAXY) and in the Ch'ung-cheng Hall i The ceremonies
 for going out to meet and greet (the envoys), preparing them for
 audience, and entertaining them at banquets, all were the same as for

 the T'ang....

 " In the Yuan period from the time of the Emperor T'ai-tsu

 (Jenghis Khan, 1206-1227) the Uigurs (wei-wu-erh Ad J), the

 Moslems (hui-hu MNy), the Tanguts (Hsi Hsia), the Western Re-
 gions, and Koryo all sent envoys to present tribute. After the time

 of the Emperor Shih-tsu (Kublai Khan 1260-1294), Annam, Champa,

 Yunnan, Laos,'9 Northern Burma (Mien kuo MM), Tali (in Yun-
 nan), and Fu-lang,20 all sent envoys to offer up tribute.

 " Under the reigning dynasty in 1369, the country of Champa sent

 a minister (named) Hu-tu-man LISW to come with tribute; Koryo
 sent a minister, the President of the Board of Ceremonies, HUNG

 Shang-tsai iVEMP'; Annam sent a minister, T'UNG Shih-min PI HITV
 and others. All presented tribute of local produce. When they had

 arrived (at the borders of China), an officer memorialized for the

 Emperor's information and went out of the capital (ch'u kuo men

 1?1 H) to meet and greet them. On an appointed day after they had
 presented a tributary memorial and presents of local produce at the
 Feng-t'ien Hall, they presented their memorials and local produce at
 the central palace (i. e. to the Empress) and at the eastern palace

 (to the Heir-apparent). After the Emperor sent officials to the Resi-
 dence (hui-t'ung-kuan) to give them banquets, the Heir-apparent

 again sent officials to treat them ceremoniously. The departments
 and offices at the capital all held banquets. When they were about

 to return, a legate was sent to console them and escort them out of
 the boundaries. If it was an ordinary Court, then the clerks in the

 Grand Secretariat (chung-shu) took receipt of the tributary memorials
 and the local produce. On the following day the envoys followed the
 ushers into an imperial audience, and their banquet was conferred

 upon them. The Emperor and the Heir-apparent composed rescripts

 (to the tributary memorials) and treated (the envoys) ceremoniously.

 We now arrange these ceremonies to form the section on ' Foreign
 envoys presenting tribute at court. ..' " 21

 19 M chin-ch'ih, lit. gold teeth, Laos or Shan tribes who gilded their teeth.
 20 age GILES 3659 identifies this with Fu-lin fA, now recognized as the Eastern

 Roman Empire or Syria.
 21 Ta-Ming chi-li 31.1-3.

 2
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 ". SENDING (CHINESE) ENVOYS (ABROAD) (Ch'ien-shih .

 "In ancient times the Son of Heaven, toward the feudal princes
 who had submitted to him, occasionally would observe the ceremony

 of inquiring about charities, congratulations, or mourning sacrifices.
 Envoys were not yet sent to pay visits outside the Nine Chou (i. e.
 the empire).

 " In the Han period the Emperor Kao (B. C. 206-195) sent Lu

 Chia MM on a mission to Nan-yiieh (Kwangtung-Kwangsi), con-
 ferring upon him a seal of office. In the time of the filial (Emperor)

 Wen (179-157) Lu Chia again was sent, receiving an imperial man-
 date (chao) to go to Nan-yiieh. When the filial (Emperor) Wu (140-
 87) had dealings with the barbarians (ssui-i) he sent CHANG Ch'ien

 &k*, on a mission to the Western Regions (in the capacity of) an
 imperial guard (lang MS), and Su Wu SA on a mission to the
 Hsiung-nu as a lieutenant-general (chung lang chiang +P J W) . There-
 after whenever a foreign kingdom had a bereavement, condoling in-

 quiries were made; when they came with inquiries and presents, they
 were answered and rewarded; when they tendered their allegiance, an
 imperial seal was bestowed upon them. The Emperor Kuang-wu in
 A. D. 50 sent the lieutenant-general TUAN Ch'en R*$ and the assist-
 ant governor WANG YU TEVJl, on a mission to the southern Chieftain
 (of the Hsiung-nu). The Chieftain prostrated himself to receive the
 imperial mandate. In 55 A. D. the Chieftain died and (the Emperor)

 sent the lieutenant-general, TUAN Ch'en, in command of an army to
 go and offer condolences....

 " In the T'ang period when an envoy was sent to a foreign country
 he was called 'an envoy to foreign countries' (ju-fan shih A#1X).
 * . @

 "In the Sung period when an envoy was sent to a foreign country
 he was called 'an envoy with a state message' (kuo-hsin shih IM{C{M).
 The Emperor T'ai-tsu in 975 sent the Hsi shang ko men shih ( i?E
 rAPJH{ Usher of the Upper Western Hall), HAO Ch'ung-hsin 4IMA*{
 on a mission to the Khitan, with the secretary of the Court of Sacri-

 ficial Worship as his assistant. From this time on, messengers were
 sent without interruption. ...

 " Under the Yuan in 1211 (the Emperor) sent an envoy to the

 kingdom of the Uigurs. Their ruler, J-tu-hu, was greatly pleased, and
 treated (the envoy) with very extensive ceremony. For this reason
 he sent an envoy to pay tribute. In 1260 (the Emperor, i. e. Kublai

 Khan) sent the Director of the Board of Ceremonies, MENG Chia
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 A IF, and the Assistant Department Director Li Chiin A4d, as en-
 voys to Annam and Tali. In 1266 he sent the Vice-President of the

 Board of War, Hei-ti >M1, as envoy to Japan. In 1291 he sent the

 President of the Board of Ceremonies, CHANG Li-tao 4K<'X, as en-
 voy to Annam; in 1293 he also sent LIANG Tseng Mt and CH'EN Fu
 Ie as envoys to Annam, to summon envoys to come to the Court;
 he also gave an imperial command that the son (of the ruler of

 Annam) should come for an audience.

 " The reigning dynasty has united the whole empire into one.
 Various envoys have been sent out in order to show compassion to

 those at a distance. To such countries as Korea (Kao-li), Annam, and

 Champa imperial proclamations have been promulgated and the im-

 perial commands have been sent to them. Furthermore by imperial

 command envoys have gone and conferred the imperial seal. The

 dynasty has also sent down fragrant presents in order to make sacrifices

 to the mountains and streams of these countries. Its purpose in

 soothing and subduing the barbarians of the four quarters is most
 complete. We now in detail set forth the ceremonies connected with

 the issue of imperial proclamations, the conferring of a seal, and the
 bestowals and gifts to form the section on 'Sending Envoys....' A" 22

 From the official resume just quoted, several things stand out.
 Relations between the Son of Heaven and his tributaries were on an
 ethical basis, and hence reciprocal. The tributaries were submissive

 and reverent, the Emperor was compassionate and condescending.
 These reciprocal relationships required formal expression. Presentation
 of tribute was a ritual performance, balanced by the forms of im-
 perial hospitality and bestowal of imperial gifts. Hence the great im-
 portance of ceremonies, so complicated that they must be practiced
 under guidance beforehand. The detailed regulations given at length
 in official Chinese works 23 might fruitfully be compared with the
 feudal and ecclesiastical ceremonies of medieval Europe.

 22 Ibid. 32.1-3.

 23 Cf. Wan-li hui-tien 58, 8b line 9): " Reception by a foreign country of a seal and
 goods: . . . the foreign king and his officials in a body all kneel. The envoy proclaims
 the imperial decree, reading, 'His Majesty the Emperor commands his envoy
 (to be filled in by name) to take a seal and confer it on your country's king
 and also confer goods.' When this proclamation is finished, the envoy holds
 up in both hands the seal which is conferred and the goods, and facing the
 west gives them to the foreign king. The foreign king kneels and receives them, and
 gives them to his attendants. When this is finished, the ceremonial conductor (yin-li
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 But, as in European experience, very practical results were achieved

 within this cloak of ritual. Mourning for the dead being a major

 ceremony in the Confucian life, the Emperor could properly send his

 envoys abroad on the death of a foreign ruler, at just the time when

 it was desirable to have information as to the new ruler and perhaps

 exert pressure upon affairs in the foreign state. TUAN Ch'en, in going
 to offer condolences to the Hsiung-nu, incidentally took an army with
 him. Bestowal of an imperial seal upon a new ruler has obvious

 analogies to the recognition of new governments practiced in the West.

 Diplomatic courtesies of a sort were extended to tributary envoys,

 who traveled by government post and received state burial if they
 died in China. Other comparisons can be made to show that the

 tributary system functioned, among other things, as a diplomatic

 medium. The fact that the normal needs of foreign intercourse could

 be met in this egocentric manner tended to perpetuate it, and made
 any other system seem impossible. Hence the fatal tenacity with which

 the Manchu Court in the modern period tried to solve its foreign

 problems through the ancient tributary mechanism.

 2. TRIBUTARIES OF THE LATE MING.

 The foregoing essay has attempted to suggest certain lines of
 approach to this subject, any one of which might be made a topic in
 itself. The nature of the sources, however, seems to prescribe a certain
 order of investigation: studies of political theory and national psy-
 chology connected with tribute must wait upon a more complete
 understanding of the basic facts of the system, in particular upon an
 understanding of its economic basis,-what were the conditions of
 trade between the tributaries and China? This important commercial
 aspect, in turn, can be approached perhaps most easily through a
 study of the so-called tribute embassies themselves,-whence did they
 come and how often? This brings us to the immediate question, what
 places outside of China were actively tributary, and what fluctuations
 can be observed in their sending of embassies?

 Students of the Ch'ing period are fortunate not only in their oppor-
 tunities in a virgin field but also in the fact that a number of

 |1) calls out, 'Fall prostrate; rise (to a kneeling position); get up.' The official
 usher calls out the same (commands). The foreign king and his officials in a body
 all fall prostrate, rise (to a kneeling position), and get up . . ." etc. PAUTHIER 14-22
 gives a not impeccable but useful translation of Ta-ch'ing t'ung-li *}fp"JI- (edition
 1756) ch. 43 on tributary ceremony in general.
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 eminent scholars have established, by their studies of the Ming
 period, certain points d'appui from which Ch'ing studies may take
 their start. Researches on the maritime expeditions under CHENG HO
 are a case in point, to say nothing of those concerning medieval travelers
 in Central Asia. Since, moreover, the Manchus took over the Ming
 administration almost as it stood and altered it only by degrees, the
 Ch'ing system of government can really be understood only against its
 Ming background. We therefore begin with a glance at the tributary
 system of the late Ming period.

 With the exception of certain aboriginal border tribes under the
 supervision of the Board of War, all Ming tributary relations were
 under the management of the Reception Department (Chu K'o Ssui
 t~a1) of the Board of Ceremonies.24 We present below (table 1)
 the tributaries listed under the Reception Department in the last
 Ming edition of the Collected Statutes (1587).25 It will at once be

 24 The Statutes open as follows (Wan-li hui-tien 105. 80, in ts'e 7): "Reception
 Department: the Directors, Assistant Directors, and Second Class Secretaries share

 the charge of matters connected with the various barbarians' presentation of tribute

 at Court, and their entertainment and the bestowal of gifts upon them. They select

 their interpreters and attendants, and make known to them the prohibitory regu-

 lations. They also have control over gifts made, by imperial grace to the various

 officials (of the empire) and the tribute of local produce from the various provinces.

 " Court tribute (ch'ao-kung): at the beginning of the dynasty the Court tribute

 (i.e. presented at Court) of the various foreign countries and of the tribal officials
 among the barbarians was clearly recorded in the Administrative Duties [chih-chang

 JW for Chu-sfi4 chih-chang ofiJ (Administrative duties of the various offices), the
 first work listed in the bibliography given in Wan-li hui-tien, ts'e 1, preceding chfian 1].

 Thereafter those who longed to be transformed (i. e. civilized, mu-hua che g1*,)
 multiplied, the cases and precedents daily increased, and the Tribal Officials Office

 (t'u-kuan ya-men) was set up. For this, see under the Board of War; matters con-
 cerning Court tribute are appended here.

 " Barbarians of the east and south, part one: see the Ancestral Instructions [tsu-hsiin

 O11N, for Huang-Ming tsu-hsiin lf~ff, another work listed in the bibliography just
 noted] and the Administrative Duties; there are altogether twenty countries. The
 Ancestral Instructions enumerate the unconquered barbarians as follows: Korea (Kao-
 li), Japan, Great and Small Liu-ch'iu, Annam, Cambodia, Siam, Champa, Samudra,
 Western Ocean (Hsi-yang), Java, Pahang, Pai-hua (Po-hua?), Palembang, Brunei,-
 altogether fifteen countries. In the Duties of Administration there are also recorded
 the countries of Chola, Western Ocean Chola, Lan-pang, Tan-pa, Samudra,-which is
 a bit different from the Ancestral Instructions." The Statute continues from here as
 quoted in note 26.

 25 Wan-li hui-tien 105-108. For comparative purposes we take this list from the
 Ming hui-tien as the most exact available description of the situation in 1587, a

 century before the first edition of the Ch'ing hui-tien in 1690. It may be compared
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 observed that this list includes those distant places visited by the
 fleets under CHENG Ho some two centuries earlier, with most of
 which formal relations had ceased as soon as the Chinese expeditions
 failed to reappear after 1433. It therefore gives a totally incorrect im-
 pression of the number of countries actively tributary in 1587; it is,

 rather, a list of all countries with which the Ming dynasty had ever
 had nominal tributary relations.26 For the reader's guidance it may
 be totaled as follows, under the categories given in the Statutes:

 COURT TRIBUTE:

 'Barbarians of the east and south, part one: 18 (Korea through Tan-pa);
 2Barbarians of the east and south, part two: 45 (Sulu through Cananore);

 'Northern barbarians:
 Small princes toward the north: 3 entries (Mongol princes, et al.)
 Barbarians of the northeast: 2 entries (Jurchen, et al.)

 Western barbarians; part one: 4 entries (Hami etc.)
 38 countries of the Western Regions

 13 other western places.

 'Western barbarians, part two: (Tibet, and aboriginal or border
 tribes, some 20 entries, not listed

 in this article.)

 (Total entries listed below in this article: 123.)

 The Chinese version of these place names and the mechanics of their
 identification we have confined to an index, part 8 below.

 In anticipation of our second problem, how often these tributaries

 were recorded as sending tribute (which may indicate the frequency

 with the quite similar list given in the Ming History, ch. 320-332, a survey of which
 was published by BRETSCHNEIDER in 1876 et seq. (see appendix 1).

 26 This fact is indicated by indirection in the opening passages of the Statute:
 " At the beginning of the Hung-wui period (1368-1398) various envoys were sent

 with imperial proclamations to go and announce them to the various barbarians,
 with a view to establishing peace over the four seas (i. e. all the world). Frequently
 there were accompanying envoys (with the imperial envoys, on their return) who
 came to Court to present tribute. In 1375 it was imperially ordered that Annam,
 Korea, and Champa should send tribute to Court every three years, and when a king
 in those countries succeeded to the throne then the heir-apparent should appear (at
 Court). During the Yung-lo period (1403-1424) on several occasions there were
 troubles in the Western Ocean and (the Emperor) sent palace (i. e. eunuch) envoys
 with 30,000 seamen, taking gold and silks to bestow them as imperial gifts. There
 were sixteen envoys who accompanied (the Chinese, on their return) to present
 tribute at Court."

 Nothing further is said concerning tribute presented during the century and a half
 which had preceded the publication of the Wan-li hui-tien.
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 of trade), we note after each place the dates 27 mentioned by the
 compilers of the Statutes in connection with each place as they listed

 it. These may be presumed to be important milestones at least in the

 opinion of the compilers. (The first seven states, Korea through
 Champa, sent tribute with comparative regularity, and the compilers
 of the Statutes gave certain additional facts which we indicate regard-
 ing the periodicity and route of their tribute embassies.)

 TABLE 1. MING TRIBUTARIES AS OF 1587.

 COUNTRY TRIBUTE EMBASSIES PERIODICITY ROUTE VIA

 Korea 1369 ff. 1372, every 3 Yalu R.,

 (Chao-hsien) yrs. or 1 yr.; Liao-yang,
 after 1403, Shanhaikuan

 annual

 Japan 1374 refused, accepted 1381 10 yrs. Ningpo
 1403-1551 occasional

 Liu-ch'iu 1368 ff. 2 yrs. Foochow

 Annam 1369 ff. 3 yrs. P'ing-yang
 chou,

 Kwangsi

 Cambodia 1371 ff. Court tribute Kwangtung

 (Chen-la) indefinite
 Siam 1371 ff. 3 yrs. Kwangtung
 Champa 1369 ff. 3 yrs. Kwangtung
 Java 1372, 1381, 1404, 1407 1443 every 3
 (Chao-wa) yrs., later

 indefinite

 COUNTRY TRIBUTE EMBASSIES COUNTRY TRIBUTE EMBASSIES

 Pahang 1378, 1414 Chola (Hsi- 1370, 1403
 Pai-hua 1378 yang so-li)

 Palembang 1368, 1371, 1373, 1375, Chola (So-li) 1372
 (San-fo-ch'i) 1377 Lan-pang 1376 (in periods 1403-

 Brunei 1371, 1405, 1408, 1414, 24, 1426-35 joined a

 (P'o-ni) 1425 neighboring country in
 Samudra (Hsii- 1383 sending tribute)
 won-ta-na) Tan-pa 1377

 Samudra (Su- 1405, 1407, 1431, 1435 Sulu 1417, 1421
 men-ta-la) Ku-ma-la 1420

 27 In the Collected Statutes most events are dated by year only. The lunar Chinese
 year overlaps the Gregorian by about 34 days, say 10%. It follows that on the
 average one in ten of the year dates given in the Statutes will represent a time (in
 the western month of January) which is really in the succeeding year.
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 COUNTRY TRIBUTE EMBASSIES COUNTRY TRIBUTE EMBASSIES

 Calicut 1405, 1407, 1409 Maldive Is. "

 Malacca (via Kwangtung) 1405, Burma (A-wa) "

 1411,1412,1414,,1424, Lambri "C
 1434, frequently 1445 (Nan-wu-li)

 ff., 1459 Kelantan "
 Borneo (?So-lo) 1406 Ch'i-la-ni "

 Aru 1407 with Calicut et al. Hsia-la-pi "

 Quilon 1407 with Samudra et al. (Arabia?)
 Bengal 1408, 1414, 1438 K'u-ch'a-ni "

 Ceylon 1411, 1412, 1445, 1459 Wu-she-la-t'ang "

 Jaunpur 1420 Aden "

 Syria (Fu-lin) 1371 Rum, Asia Minor "

 Cochin 1404, 1412 Bengal (P'eng- "

 Melinde 1414 chia-na)

 The Philippines 1372, 1405, 1576 (via She-la-ch'i "

 (Lu-sung) Fukien) Pa-k'o-i "

 Tieh-li Coyampadi "

 Jih-lo-hsia-chih sent tribute with Java (K'an-pa-i-t'i)

 Marinduque F in 1405 Hei-ka-ta "
 (Ho-mao-li) J (also Pai-ka-ta "

 Ku-li-pan-tsu 1405 in 1432)

 (Pansur?) La-sa "

 Ta-hui 1405 Barawa, Africa "
 Hormuz 1405 Mogadisho "

 Coyampadi 1414 Lambri "
 (Kan-pa-li) (Nan-p'o-li)

 Cail Yung-lo period Ch'ien-li-ta "

 (1403-1425) Cananore

 Djofar " (Jurfattan)

 The list of tributaries in the Wan-li hui-tien then continues with the

 northern barbarians, chiefly the Wa-la (Oirats), as quoted below.28

 28 " Court Tribute, part three: Northern barbarians. Of the northern barbarians,
 the Tatars (ta-ta, Tartars) are the largest. Since the Mongolian Yuan (dynasty)
 retired into the Gobi, the remaining troublemakers for generations have called (them-

 selves) Khans (k'o-han, kagan). On the east is Urianghai, on the west Hami, on the
 north Wa-la. The Wa-la (Oirats) became strong and several times defeated the

 Tatars. Thereafter LUrianghai and Hami both tendered their allegiance. But Urianghai
 was then divided to form the three (military) districts of To-yen, etc. (i. e. To-yen,
 Fu-yii, and T'ai-ning). The chief of the Wa-la, Ma-ho-mu , 1ft*, was invested
 as Prince of Shun-ning A The Tatar chief of the Altai offered his allegiance and
 was invested as Prince of Ho-ning4l$. Both sent envoys to present tribute. There-
 after they were rebellious and submissive in an uncertain manner. In the Ch'eng-hua
 period (1465-1487) the small princes also sent tribute. The tribute was without a
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 It then continues: " Western barbarians, first section: from Lanchow
 in Shensi one crosses the (Yellow) River and goes 1500 li to reach
 Su-chou. From Su-chou west 70 li is the Jade Gate (Chia Yu Kuan).
 Everything outside the Jade Gate is called the Western Regions. But
 to the south of Shensi everything beyond the frontier from Szechwan
 to Yunnan is called the Western Tribes (Hsi-Fan). In the Western
 Regions are seven districts: Hami, Anting, A-tuan (Khotan?), Ch'ih-
 chin Mongolia, Ch'ii-hsien, Han-tung, and Han-tung the Left, all
 west of the Gate, Hami being the farthest west

 . ,,

 Hami tribute begun 1404, an- district of
 nual from 1465, every Han-tung

 5 yrs. from 1475 Ch'ih-chin 1404, every 5 yrs. from
 district of begun 1374 Mongolia 1563

 Anting district of 1437
 Ch'ii-hsien

 "The tribute sent to the Court by the thirty-eight countries of the
 western regions all passes through Hami. As to their periods for
 tribute, it may be sent off perhaps once in 3 or once in 5 years. The
 (number of) men may not exceed 35." (The 38 countries are as
 follows: )

 Herat sent an envoy in 35th Ilibalik sent tribute 1391, 1406,
 year of Hung-wu (and Bashibalik) 1413, 1418 (?), 1437,
 (1402), 1409, 1437 continuous from 1457

 Ha-san Nieh-k'o-li

 Ha-lieh-erh (or Mieh-k'o-li)
 Sha-ti-man Badakshan

 Kashgar (Pa-tan-sha)
 Ha-ti-lan (Khotelan?) Balkh

 Sairam (Sai-lan) Almalik?
 Sao-lan (Sairam?) Togmak

 fixed period. In the Lung-ch'ing period (1567-15792) Anda 'f4$- was invested as

 Prince of Shun-i )Hi*. Every year he sends a tribute of horses and has traded (with
 China) to the present time uninterruptedly. The small princes extending toward the

 north (are as follows): The three princes of the Wa-la, [tribute begun 1403; annual,

 with interruptions, from 1458], the Prince of Shun-i [tribute annual from 1570], the

 districts of To-yen, Fu-yfi, and T'ai-ning [1388, tribute twice a year from 1403]. The

 northeastern barbarians are as follows: [Jurchen et al., tribute irregular because of

 distance]. On the west of the sea (is) Chien-chou [annual tribute]."

 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 159-173 gives an extensive critical account of the same subject-

 matter drawn from the Ming History, and a similar account appears in JA ser. 9, vol. 7

 (1896). 173-179.
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 Chalish Ya-hsi

 Kan-shih Yarkand

 Bukhara? Jung (Western

 P'a-la barbarians?)
 Shiraz Pai

 Nishapur Wu-lun

 Kashmir Alani

 Tabriz Khotan? (A-tuan)
 Kuo-sa-ssfi Yeh-ssfi-ch'eng
 Khodjend? (Huo-t'an) K'un-ch'eng (Kunduz?)

 Khodjend (Huo-chan) She-hei
 Kucha (K'u-hsien) Pai-yin

 Khodjend K'o-chieh

 (Sha-liu-hai-ya)

 (The list continues with further countries in the west as follows:)

 Turfan 1430, 1497, 1509, 1510, Medina HsUan-te period

 after 1523 once in (1426-1435)

 5 yrs. Khotan (YU-t'ien) 1408
 includingafterk1430: Jih-lo Yung-lo period

 Karakhodjo (Huo- (1403-1424)
 chou); 1409, 1430 Badakshan

 Liu-ch'en city 1430 (Pa-ta-hei-shang) "

 Samarkand 1387, 1389, 1391, etc.; Andkhui "
 after 1523 once in Isfahan "

 5 yrs. Khorassan 1432
 Kingdom of Rum after 1524 once in 5 E-chi-chieh Chia-ching period

 (Asiai Minor) yrs., via Kansu (1522-1566)
 Arabia (Tien-fang, Hsfian-te period (1426- Ha-hsin "

 Mecca?) 1435), 1517, in
 Chia-ching period

 (1522-1566) fixed
 to be once in 5 yrs.

 (The list concludes with Tibet (chijan 108), followed by a score of
 temples and tribes of the Tibetan border or the southwest.)

 When compared with the lists recorded in other Ming sources, this
 one appears to be relatively complete,29 enabling us to make the
 following tentative analysis:

 29 With this list from the Hui-tien of 1587 may be compared that given in the
 (pre-Ming) Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao ;XjV ch. 324-332, which includes a total of
 97 barbarian places or peoples. The Ch'ing supplement to this work (Ch'in-ting hsii
 wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao), ch. 239-250, the compilation of which was ordered in 1747, in
 a corresponding section lists some 125 places or peoples; this is chiefly for the Ming
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 Eliminating the first seven adjacent states and those entries which

 appear to be duplicates, there are some 50 tributaries communicating

 by sea (of which about 15 remain unidentified so far as we know).
 A dozen of these states are recorded as sending tribute before the

 period of the great Ming expeditions under CHERNG HO (c. 1403-1433).
 But only half a dozen are recorded as doing so after 1433 (Java 1443 ff.,
 Samudra 1435, Malacca 1459, Bengal 1438, Ceylon 1459, Philippines
 1576,-an exception, concerned with a reward for the seizure of

 pirates). Moreover, with the exception noted, not one of these mari-
 time tributaries is recorded as arriving after 1460.

 Turning to the tributaries communicating by land, if we pass over

 the Mongols and others on the north, and the western frontier dis-
 tricts such as Hami, we find a list of 38 tributaries of the western

 region which are said to communicate via Hami. These are listed
 without comment and are almost the same list, item for item, as that
 given in the Ming History (Cf. BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 314-15), also with-

 out comment. Almost half of these places are of doubtful identity,
 so far as we are aware, and the entire list, so closely and yet not
 exactly copied later in the Ming History, seems like a hand-me-down,-

 a traditional roll-call without validity for our purposes; perhaps its
 origin can be found in some work of an earlier period. By contrast,
 the dozen western places which conclude the list, and concerning
 which details are given, are plainly of historical importance, par-
 ticularly Turfan, Samarkand, Rum, and Arabia. These four places,
 plus Ilibalik and the two obscure items at the end, appear to be the
 chief " tributaries " which functioned independently via Central Asia,
 all the others being grouped under Hami. They seem well suited to
 serve as the alleged or actual sources of merchants in caravan trade.
 It is significant that their tributary activity appears regularly estab-
 lished at the beginning of the Chia-ching period after 1522.

 These observations warrant the hypothesis that the chief activity
 in the sending of tribute embassies under the Ming shifted from the

 period and a great number of the entries are for aboriginal or border tribes or places
 really within the confines of nineteenth century China.

 Another work, the Ta-ming i-t'ung chih *a-ta,> ch. 89-90,-used by BRET-

 SCHNEIDER,-gives a list of 56 tributaries, all of which are included in the list given
 above. BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 176-315 chiefly from the Ming History sections on foreign
 countries (Ming-shih wai-kuo chiian, ch. 329-332), lists 43 tributaries plus 38 smaller
 places (29 via Hami) all of which had intercourse with China from the west by land;
 a score of these are not in the list above, half of them being very obscure items.
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 southern sea-routes to the northwestern land-routes after the middle

 of the fifteenth century, just as the capital had been shifted from

 Nanking to Peking in 1421.

 This general hypothesis is supported by reference to the lists of

 tribute embassies recorded at the end of each annual section in

 the annals of the Ming History (Ming-shih pe'n-chi). For analytical

 purposes we have constructed a chart of these embassies as recorded

 for the period 1369-1643. Publication of so voluminous a document

 does not seem feasible, particularly when there are so many problems

 of identification and the like still; unsolved; but certain observations

 may be based upon it. Judging by the completeness with which the

 embassies from the Southern Sea and the Indian Ocean were recorded
 during the period of the great maritime expeditions,30 this record given

 in the annals may be considered complete enough for survey pur-

 poses.31

 1. First it is worth noting again that embassies from Southeast

 Asia began to come to the Ming capital from the very beginning of

 the dynasty, years before the first of the maritime expeditions under

 CHERNG HO were sent out. This is not surprising in view of the long
 growth of Chinese trade with this region and the Mongol expeditions

 which had already sailed through it. Thus in the period from 1369
 to 1404 (CHENG HO'S first expedition occupied the years 1405-1407)
 tribute is recorded from Java (Chao-wa) in 11 different years, from

 Java (She-p'o) in 1378, from Brunei (P'o-ni) in 1371, from Pahang

 (P'eng-heng) in 1378, from Samudra (Hse-wen-ta-na) in 1383, from

 Palembang (San-fo-ch'i) in Sumatra 6 times, and from Chola (So-li)

 on the Coromandel coast of India in 1372. This agrees with the dates
 given in the Collected Statutes and noted above.

 In this period embassies from states adjacent to China,-Korea
 (Kao-li, Koryo), Liu-ch'iu, Annam, Champa, Cambodia, Siam, Tibet

 (Wu-ssui-tsang),-are comparatively regular and frequent. It is note-

 30 PELLIOT (1) 317 n. states that all the South Sea embassies in the period of the
 Ming expeditions were recorded in the Ming-shih pen-chi. In the case of Central Asian
 embassies the Hui-tien seems to refer to some not recorded in the Pen-chi. This is
 not unexpected, judged by the example of the Ch'ing records analyzed in part 6

 below. On the other hand nearly all the references to XV century embassies from Java

 and Champa collected by FERRAND 14.5-11 are included in the Ming History.
 31 The annals (Chung-hua shu-chii edition) list some 36 tributaries arriving in the

 period 1369-1404, some 55 in the period 1405-1433, some 16 in 1434-1500, and some

 14 in the long period 1500-1643.
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 worthy, however, that relatively few are recorded from Central Asia:
 Samarkand 3 times, Bashibalik once, and but few others.

 2. During the much-studied period of the maritime expeditions up

 to 1433, when tribute embassies from the Indian Ocean graced the

 court frequently, the activity of embassies from Central Asia steadily
 increased. Beginning in 1421 the Wa-la (Oirats) are recorded in al-

 most every year up to 1453. Meanwhile Badakshan, Shiraz, and
 Ispahan are recorded for 1419, Herat in 1415 and later, Ilibalik from
 1426; and, most important, Hami, the funnel for Central Asian trade,

 begins to be regularly recorded in 1415, as does Turfan also.

 3. During the remainder of the sixteenth century after the end of
 the maritime expeditions in 1433, Tibet and the other countries ad-
 jacent to China are recorded with a good deal of regularity with the
 exception of Korea (Chao-hsien) which appears in the record only a
 few times after 1397 (perhaps because it could be taken for granted),
 while Japan is recorded half a dozen times. Of the many countries
 from the Indian Ocean and the South Sea, only Java and Malacca
 (recorded 10 times between 1439 and 1481) continue with much
 regularity, Ceylon (Hsi-lan-shan) being recorded along with Malacca
 in 1445 and 1459. Meanwhile tribute embassies from Hami are noted
 in more than half the years of the period (1434-1500), Turfan and
 Samarkand less frequently, about one year in four, and Ilibalik half
 a dozen times. Thus there is a marked shift of tributary activity
 from the maritime south to the continental west.

 4. During the sixteenth century there is a thinning out of the
 number of embassies noted in the annals. Liu-ch'iu appears 50 times,
 every other year on the average. Annam, however, appears' only 19
 times; Siam, only 9; Champa, 4 (to 1543); and Japan, 7. By way of
 contrast, the embassies recorded from Central Asia remain relatively
 numerous: Tibet, 26; Hami, 19; Turfan, 24; Samarkand, 16; Arabia

 (T'ien-fang), 13; and Rum (Lu-mi, in Asia Minor), 6.

 5. In the last years of the dynasty, 1600-1643, the embassies from
 Central Asia wither away like those from elsewhere: Liu-ch'iu, 15;

 Annam, 7; Siam, 9; Tibet, 9; Turfan, 3; Hami, 3; Samarkand, Arabia,
 and Rum, each once (in 1618, with Hami and Turfan).

 Certain implications of these data are discussed below in section 6.
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 3. THE Li FAN YtAN (COURT OF COLONIAL AFFAIRs) UNDER THE
 CH'ING.

 The inauguration of the Manchu dynasty led to a thorough re-

 shuffling of the relations between China and Central Asia. The
 Manchus therefore divided their inheritance of tributaries from the
 Ming into two categories, those from the east and south, who con-

 tinued to be under the Reception Department (Chu K'o Ssut) of the
 Board of Ceremonies, and those from the north and west, who' were

 put under a new agency, the M-11K Li Fan Yuan. Since this article
 is concerned primarily with the former, among whom were included
 the maritime nations of Europe, we shall take only brief note of the

 Ch'ing tributaries to the north and west.

 The tributaries of the north and west were primarily the Mongols.

 So important were Mongol relations that a special department of the
 Manchu administration, a Mongolian Office (Meng-ku Ya-men), was
 set up, some years before the entrance into China. In 1638 this Mon-
 golian Office was changed into the Li Fan Yuan,32 the so-called Court
 of Colonial Affairs or Mongolian Superintendency,33 which continued
 as an important part of the government of China under the Ch'ing
 dynasty.

 It is worth noting first of all that the Li Fan Yuan managed Manchu-
 Mongol relations through the forms of the ancient tributary system.4

 32In the sixth month of 1638; cf. Ch'in-ting li-tai chih-kuan piao JI1KKR,
 O* (Table of offices and officials of successive dynasties), compiled by CHI Chun
 Cft et al., Kuang-ya shu-chii , Qe edition, 17.5.

 3 Although the term " Colonial " seems unfortunate, we favor the translation of

 BRUNNERT (a) because some sort of translation is necessary for non-sinologists and

 (b) for the sake of conformity to a manual of titles. MAYERS 183 gives a descriptive

 translation, " The Mongolian Superintendency . . . which has, sometimes been called

 the Colonial Office." P. HOANG, Melanges sur l'administration (Varietes sinologiques

 no. 2-1, Chang-hai 1902) 135 gives a more literal version, " Cour supreme de l'admini-

 stration des Vassaux." Dr. H. B. MORSE and many others have followed MAYERS.
 HSIEH Pao-chao (The Government of China 1644-1911, Balt. 1925) 322, under

 American influence, uses " Department of Territories."

 34 Here as everywhere the reader must remember that tribute was a substitute for
 more forceful domination, rather than an expression of such domination. In actual
 fact, as Owen LATTIMORE puts it, "control was by manipulation rather than by
 decree" (The Mongols of Manchuria, N. Y. C. 1934, 50).

 HSIEH Pao-chao, op. cit., not only thoroughly misrepresents the nature of the
 tributary system (pp. 235-7) but also fails to indicate its use in the government of
 Mongolia and Tibet (pp. 321-341).
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 The K'ang-hsi edition of the Hui-tien introduced this new department

 in these rapturous terms: 35

 " When our Dynasty first arose, its awe-inspiring virtue (te)
 gradually spread and became established. Wherever its name and

 influence reached, there were none who did not come to Court.

 As to the leaders of the Mongolian tribes, those who first tendered

 their allegiance all submitted to our jurisdiction and are regarded as

 of one body (with the Manchus). Those who came later were a vast

 host; and all of them coming with their whole countries or with their

 entire tribes happily tendered their allegiance. Since the land was

 extensive, the people were numerous. Thereupon they were ordered

 each to preserve his own territory, and in the years for audience to

 present a regular tribute. The abundant population and the vast

 area,-from ancient times down to the present there had been noth-
 ing like them! Therefore, outside the Six Boards, there was estab-

 lished the Court of Colonial Affairs (Li Fan Yuan)...

 Thus the origin of tribute is affirmed to lie, as usual, in the all-
 pervading virtue of the Son of Heaven, while the cognate principles
 of imperial compassion and reverent barbarian submission are ex-
 pressed in another introductory passage, on Court assemblies: 36
 "Among the 49 banners, from the princes on down, annually or
 seasonally there must be some who come to the capital. They are
 made to divide the years (of their attendance) to represent each other,
 in order to save them labor and weariness, and hay and grain are
 given them, in order to relieve their exhaustion and fatigue. Thus
 the system of visiting (the Court) for audience and the benevolence
 (of the Emperor) in soothing and guiding them are both accomplished."
 The general nature of the administration exercised by this new

 agency will appear from a recital of the main divisions of the K'ang-
 hsi Statutes concerning it. Successive sections dealt with the' Ranks
 of Nobility among the Mongolian princes; the Assemblies, held tri-
 ennially and concerned with judicial matters, fines being exacted for
 non-attendance; the Registers of Males, including all between 18 and
 60, with penalties for false report; the Postal Transmission system,

 with regulations for the use of post-station horses and facilities; the
 system of Guard Houses, with prohibitions of unannounced movements,
 unauthorized trips to Kuei-hua to sell horses, overstepping of tribal
 boundaries, or use of others' pasture, and the like; a set of Strict Pro-

 3 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 142. 36 Ibid., 143. 1.
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 hibitions regarding Persons Absconding, with penalties; the Soothing

 and Reuniting of Persons who Absconded, with penalties for non-

 co6peration.37 As Mr. Lattimore points out,38 these regulations were

 in general designed to check the reuniting of the Mongol tribes under

 another Jenghis Khan, a process which could occur only when relation-

 ships in Mongolia were so fluid as to allow the concentration of many

 personal loyalties under one tribal leader. Further regulations then

 dealt with Assemblies at Court, Presentation of Tribute, Banquets,

 Court Tribute, and Bestowal of Rewards,-all in the traditional forms

 of the tributary relationship.39

 The later Ch'ing rulers appear to have covered the tributary rela-

 tionship with a sugar coating heavy enough to make it decidedly

 palatable. On the one hand it was decreed that " the various ranks

 of princes among the Mongols at the New Year festival all in Court

 dress are to look toward the throne and perform the ceremony of the

 three kneeling and nine knockings of the head "; 40 and there were

 further regulations for the presentation of tribute and the bestowal
 of gifts and banquets in return. Yet within the limits of these formali-

 ties the system was developed to allow a maximum of Manchu super-

 vision and control with a minimum of irritation on the part of the
 Mongols. The nobility among the Inner Mongols, for example, were
 divided into three classes (pan), of which one came to Court each

 year in rotation, just before New Years. Limits were put on the num-

 ber of retainers that each might bring to the capital and on the length

 of time they might stay, and they were required to practice the cere-

 monies on their arrival; but beneath all these details the fact stands
 out that considerable payments were made to and for them. The seven
 ranks of Mongol nobility each received annually from the imperial

 coffers an emolument ( fit lu) corresponding to his rank. In the case

 3 Ibid.. 142 passim.

 38 0. LATTIMORE, Inner Asian Frontiers of China 90. The Li Fan Yuan kept a
 record of boundaries, with maps, of ranks and titles, and of genealogies, revised every

 decade; it conferred patents of nobility, enforced regulations of the sort mentioned

 above, and had a hand in marriages. Among other things it is provided that Mongols
 who have had smallpox are to be received in audience at Peking while those who

 have not had it, and therefore might carry it, are to be received in audience at Jehol.
 Cf. Kuang-hsii hIui-tien 64. 10a. The Huang-ch'ao fan-pu yao-liieh f

 (A general survey of the feudatory tribes under the reigning dynasty) (18 chfian,
 piao 4 chfian, preface 1839, colophon 1845) gives a chronological summary of edicts
 on these matters of administration.

 3 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 143-144. 40 Kuang-hsil hui-tien 65. 4.
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 of a first class prince, this stipend might come to Tls. 2000 in silver

 (feng yinfi4R) and 25 rolls of silks (feng pi *) or satin (feng tuan
 A ). " Chieftains (Dzassak), hereditary nobles (Daidji), and Tabu-
 nang, have a stipend of Tls. 100 in silver and 4 rolls of satin. '41

 Further, the expenses of the noble's suits were taken care of in Peking,
 provisions being due to them for as much as 40 days. Thus a chieftain,

 the lowest of the seven ranks, was allowed to have ten retainers and
 receive provisions while in Peking in the following amounts: every

 day, in silver Tls. 1.61, in rice 6.5 pints; for three riding horses and

 ten lead horses, every day for fodder Tis. 0.875511.42 There were also
 the customary banquets and presents, and even a gift of travel ex-
 penses on departure. In contrast to all these imperial donations, the

 statutory tribute presented at Court, as recorded for the late nine-
 teenth century, was purely nominal. " The annual tribute of Inner

 (Mongol) chieftains is not to exceed ... one sheep and one bottle of

 milk-wine (koumiss) .4 (This use of the velvet glove does not imply that
 the Mongols did not contribute heavily elsewhere). In the nineteenth
 century the regulations for Outer Mongolia, including the lamaseries,

 and for East Turkestan (the moslems of the Hami and Turfan areas)
 were along the same lines." The Dalai Lama and others in Tibet
 were likewise now included in the system.45

 Enough has been said to indicate that the traditional system of
 tribute was applied to northern and western Asia, though in a form
 adapted to new circumstances. This success in using old bottles for
 new wine must have given strength to the continuing Manchu effort
 to keep the European traders bottled up at Macao and Canton.

 As a second point it is noteworthy that the jurisdiction of the Li
 Fan Yuan was extended to Central Asia only gradually. Relations
 with Turfan were not under its control until sometime after 1732 (see

 41 Ibid., 65. 1. 43 Ibid.. 4.
 42 Ibid., 5b. 44 Ibid., chilan 68.
 45 Cf. Kuang-hsil hui-tien 67.12b-13b: " Tribute from Tibet arrives at fixed intervals:

 Tibet (Hsi Tsang, i. e. central Tibet, Lhasa) once every year sends an envoy to present
 tribute. Anterior Tibet (Ch'ien Tsang, i.e. eastern Tibet) and Ulterior Tibet (Hou
 Tsang, i. e. western Tibet) each send tribute once every third year. . . . The Po-k'o-
 pa-la Living Buddha of Chamdo (eastern Tibet) sends an envoy to present tribute
 once every five years. . . . The Gurkha Erdeni King (King of Nepal) sends an envoy
 to present tribute once in five years. . . ." Officers are deputed to escort these
 tributary envoys, who are often abbots; their suites are limited in size but they are
 allowed to use the postal stations, for which purpose the Board of War issues tallies,
 and so on.

 3
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 Table 2 in section 4 below). It appears that the Manchu conquests
 which built up a great continental empire including Mongolia, Tibet,
 and Chinese Turkestan,-ending with the conquest of Kashgar by
 1760,-led to a reorganization of the Li Fan Yuan and an extension
 of its activities.46 This meant in turn that tributary relations and
 tributary trade with the continent to the north and west of China
 were put in a special category, removed from the inherited tributary
 administration under the Board of Ceremonies. Central Asian trade
 in the later Ch'ing period thus becomes a special study, connected
 with the administration of the Li Fan Yuan, and until extensive re-
 search is done upon the working of this new agency, Manchu relations
 with Central Asia cannot easily be fitted into our picture of the tribu-
 tary commercial system as a whole. In particular, a correlation be-
 tween tribute and trade, such as it may have been for the Ming period,
 becomes impossible for this area under the Ch'ing because tributary
 embassies ceased to be even a chief form of economic intercourse.

 For this reason an examination of the tributary embassies from the
 north and west recorded at the end of each annual section in the
 Draft History of the Ch'ing (Ch'ing-shih kao, pen-chi, see Table 5
 below) cannot yield results as significant as those gained in this way

 " In the first two editions of the Statutes the Li Fan Yuan was divided into four
 departments, as follows: 1. Department of Records of Merit (Lu Hsiin Ch'ing Li Ssfi

 AfdW), 92. Department of Guests (Pin K'o A 3. Department for Receiving
 Princes of Outer Mongolia (Jou Yuan A BRUNNERT 495.4; lit. "for gracious

 treatment of persons from afar "), 4. Judicial Department (Li Hsing RffiJ) . In
 the third and later editions. that is, from 1764 on, there were six departments; these
 are named as follows in BRUNNERT 495. 1-6, where further details may be found:
 1. Department of the Inner Mongols, 2. of the Outer Mongols, 3. for Receiving

 Princes of Inner Mongolia, 4. for Receiving Princes of Outer Mongolia, 5. Department
 of Eastern Turkestan, 6. Judicial Department. There were in addition a Treasury, a
 Mongol Translation Office, a Tangut Studies Office, Inspectors, Secretaries, a Chancery,
 and so on. For the nineteenth century the Mongol tribes and banners may be tabulated

 as follows (for details see BRUNNERT pp. 442-464, which, however, omits a simple
 synoptic table such as this):

 AREA TRIBES BANNERS

 Inner Mongolia (So. of the Gobi) .............................. 24 49
 Outer Mongolia (across the Gobi) .............................. 6 86
 Kokonor (Ch'ing Hai Mongolia) (Kukunor) ...................... 5 28
 Kobdo (between the Altai and the T'ien Shan, Oelots, Durbets, etc.) 11 34
 Hami-Turfan (Moslems) ................. ... 2

 Cf. Kuang-hsii hui-tien 63-68 or, for details, Ch'in-ting Li-Fan-Yuan tse-li ,

 ffjqM'JfjI (1908 movable type edition, 64 chuan).
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 for the Ming period. The chart which we have constructed of these
 recorded embassies shows a vast profusion of Mongol tribes and

 dignitaries presenting tribute at various times up to the beginning

 of the K'ang-hsi period (1662). From that time on, however, places
 in the north and west practically disappear from the record; during

 the remainder of the dynasty the embassies listed are almost entirely
 from the south and east. The classification of Turfan as a tributary

 until after 1732 might be taken to indicate that up to that time it
 was serving as a funnel for caravan trade with regions to the west, as
 Hami had done under the Ming; but the tribute embassies recorded
 in the Ch'ing-shih kao as from Turfan are so very few as to leave the
 whole question in obscurity.

 4. CH'ING TRIBUTARIES FROM THE SOUTH AND EAST - GENERAL
 REGULATIONS.

 Before touching upon the status formally accorded to Europeans
 in the Ch'ing tributary system, we must look at the general scheme
 into which they were fitted. The Ch'ing regulations for the Reception
 Department of the Board of Ceremonies were modelled upon those
 which have been described, by Professors CHANG Te-ch'ang, YANO
 Jinichi, T. C. LIN, UCHDA Naosaku, and others, for the Ming period.47
 Needless to say, an understanding of these rules will explain many of
 the points of friction that arose when Sino-European diplomatic rela-
 tions became intensified. We therefore quote at length the statement
 of administrative principles made in the 1690 (K'ang-hsi) edition of
 the Collected Statutes.48 (We have ourselves numbered the sections
 of the text, to facilitate reference.)

 "GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE PRESENTATION OF TRIBUTE AT

 COURT:

 " The prosperity of the united country exceeds that of all previous
 ages. East, west, north, and south, those who declare themselves sub-

 17 See appendix 1.

 48 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72 (Board of Ceremonies 33). 1-3b: " Reception Department:
 The Senior Secretaries, Second-class Secretaries, and Second-class Assistant Secretaries
 divide the charge of the barbarians that send tribute to the Court, the receiving and
 entertainment of them, and the bestowal of presents upon them. They examine their
 translated documents; they explain the prohibitory regulations, together with the
 Superintendent of the Residence for Tributary Envoys. All rewards bestowed upon
 officials and the local tribute of the various provinces are, also under their control."
 (The general regulations then follow.)
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 missive feudatories and present tribute at Court are beyond counting.
 As to the Mongolian tribes, the Court of Colonial Affairs (Li Fan
 Yuan) has been especially established to control them. Likewise the
 various aboriginal tribes are under the control of the Board of War.
 As for those which are under the Reception Department and the
 Residence for Tributary Envoys,-the years when they present tribute
 come at certain intervals, the persons who come to Court are of a
 certain number, the local products (presented as tribute) are of a
 certain amount, the rewards bestowed are of certain categories. Here
 we put the general regulations first of all, and then the various coun-
 tries in order according to their priority in presenting tribute:

 1. "In the Ch'ung-te period (1635-43) it was settled that on (the
 rulers of) all foreign countries which tendered their submission there
 should be bestowed an imperial patent of appointment (ts'e-kao), and
 there should be conferred a noble rank, and thereafter whenever
 memorials and official despatches ought to be presented, they should
 all be dated by the Ta Ch'ing dynastic reign-title. On the occasion of
 imperial birthdays, New Years days, and winter solstices, they should
 present a memorial in the imperial presence and offer a tribute of
 local products, and present a (congratulatory) tablet to the Empress
 and the Heir-apparent and offer a tribute of local products, sending
 an official delegate to the Court congratulations.

 2. "In the Shun-chih period (1644-61) it was settled that when-
 ever foreign countries presented tribute to the Court with a memorial
 and local products as proof of the fact, the Governor-General and
 Governor concerned should examine their authenticity and then per-
 mit them to present a memorial and send the tribute to Court.

 3. " Whenever foreign countries, in presenting tribute to the Court,
 send back the imperial seal granted them in the Ming period, the
 local authorities may be allowed to present a memorial (on their
 behalf) .

 4. " The officers and servants who bring tribute on any one occasion
 must not exceed a hundred men; only twenty officers and servants
 may enter the capital, all the rest remaining at the border to await
 their reward. The ships which bring tribute must not be more than
 three; each ship must not exceed a hundred men.

 5. " Whenever a tribute envoy reaches the capital, the local pro-
 ducts which he is presenting as tribute are reported by the Residence
 for Tributary Envoys to the Board of Ceremonies. The Superintend-
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 ent in charge of the said Residence goes to the Residence, examines

 the things, and sends officers and underlings to control them. The

 said Board memorializes for the Emperor's information. The tribute

 objects are handed in to the Imperial Household Department. Ele-

 phants are transferred to the Imperial Equipage Department; horses

 are transferred to the Palace Stud. Daggers, deer's skin, blue squirrel

 skin [ch'ing-shu p'i *Jt A for ch'ing-shu p'i JR] and such things are
 handed over to the Imperial Armory. All sulphur brought in is kept

 and given to the Governor-General and Governor concerned, to be

 stored.

 6. " For foreigners to send presents to the Governor-General and

 Governor concerned (in their case) is forbidden in perpetuity.

 7. " Whenever a foreign ship comes privately to trade without
 reason and not in a year when tribute is presented, the Governor-
 General and Governor concerned shall forthwith stop it and drive it
 away.

 8. " Whenever a foreign country sends tribute, all those ships which

 take over charge of tribute and ships which keep watch on tribute,
 and the like, aside from the ships specified by the regulations, are to
 be stopped and sent back. They must not be allowed to enter.

 9. " Whenever the principal tribute ship has not arrived, the ships
 which protect tribute or keep watch on the tribute are not allowed
 to trade.

 10. " Whenever a foreign tribute envoy happens to die en route,
 the Board of Ceremonies shall memorialize to order the Inner
 Secretariat49 to compose a funeral essay (to be recited and burned
 at the grave) and the Financial Commissioner on the the spot to
 prepare the sacrificial offerings. A High Official (T'ang Kuan lt,
 B 304) shall be sent to offer the sacrifices on one occasion, and also
 arrange for a cemetery, set up a stone, and confer an (imperial) in-
 scription. If an envoy who came with (the deceased) volunteers to
 take back the corpse, he may do so. If (an envoy) reaches the capital
 and dies, a wooden coffin and red satin shall be supplied and an official
 of the Department of Sacrifices shall be sent to issue the imperial
 orders for the sacrifices. The carts and men which were to be supplied
 by the Board of War and the clothing and satins and such things
 which were to be presented (to the deceased) shall still be handed

 49 Nei Yuan PE, presumably the Nei Mi Shu Yuan i one of the Nei San
 Yfuan in charge of correspondence with foreign countries.
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 over to the envoy who came with him, for him to take back and
 bestow. If an attendant of the tribute mission dies at the capital, a
 coffin and red silk shall be supplied; if he dies en route, (the mission)

 may proceed to bury him of its own accord.

 11. " When a tribute envoy returns to his country, by regulation
 there is deputed a Ceremonial Usher of the Court of Colonial Affairs

 (Ssu' Pin isU Pan AVJV, B 940) and there is issued tq him an
 official express rider's tally (k'an-ho). He is sent along with the

 official post and on the way is watched over and urged on, and not

 allowed to loiter and cause trouble, nor to trade in goods forbidden

 by the regulations. (When the envoy) has been clearly handed over

 to the Governor concerned, (the Ceremonial Usher) at once returns

 (to the capital). The Governor-General and Governor concerned,
 according to the regulations, send (the tribute envoy) out of the
 frontier.

 12. " In 1664 it was settled that whenever foreign countries admire

 (Chinese) civilization (mu-hua) and come with a tribute of local
 produce, it should be examined and accepted as they present it,
 without adhering too closely to the old regulations.

 13. " In 1666 it was memorialized and sanctioned that when foreign

 countries present a memorial to the throne they need not give it to
 an envoy, sent to bring it along with him. They should be ordered to
 depute a special officer to give it to the Governor-General and Governor
 concerned, who will in turn memorialize on their behalf.

 14. " In 1667 it was settled that whenever a foreign country tenders

 a document to the Governor-General and Governor (concerned in its
 case), the said officers should straightway open and examine the
 original document, deliberate, and: memorialize the throne.

 15. " No Governors-General, Governors, Provincial Commanders-
 in-chief, or other such officials may unauthorizedly and of their own
 accord send a communication (i-wen) to a foreign country.

 16. " In 1669 it was memorialized and sanctioned that whenever
 the principal and assistant tribute envoys of a foreign country and
 the fixed number of their attendants come to the capital, their pro-
 visions en route and the men, horses, boats, and carts of the postal
 service are to be supplied, in accordance with the regulations, by the
 Governor-General and Governor concerned. They are to depute
 officials to accompany (the tribute mission), and troops to escort it
 to the capital. When the tribute envoy returns to his country, for
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 the provisions en route and the men and boats of the post service,
 the Board of War is to provide them with postal tallies. As to the
 men (of the mission) who have remained at the frontier, the local
 authorities concerned according to the regulations give them pro-
 visions and carefully guard them. Later when the tribute envoy
 returns to his country, they are sent along with him out of the
 frontier." 50

 Since foreign trade was technically tributary trade, we quote fur-
 ther the regulations of 1690 on foreign trade, omitting an initial
 passage on commerce with Korea, and numbering the sections.

 THE TRADE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES:

 1". . . In the Shun-chih period (1644-1661) it was fixed that after
 foreign countries bringing tribute to Court have come to the capital
 and their rewards have been distributed to them, a market may be
 opened in the Residence for Tributary Envoys, either for three days
 or for, five days. But Korea and Liu Ch'iu need not adhere to this
 time limit. The Board of Ceremonies shall communicate with the
 Board of Revenue, which shall ahead of time detach Wu-lin men 52
 to do the receiving and buying. When the despatch in reply has passed
 through the Board (of Ceremonies) then they shall issue a notice (of
 the opening of the market) and despatch officials to superintend it.
 They shall give orders for just and fair trade. It is altogether pro-
 hibited to collect or buy works of history. As to black, yellow, purple-
 black, large flowered, Tibetan, or lotus satins; together with all for-
 bidden implements of war, saltpetre, ox-horn, and such things,-all
 shopmen and hongists shall' bring their goods to the Residence (for
 sale) and exchange them justly and fairly.

 2. " Dying-cloth, thin silk, and such goods shall be handed back
 within fixed limits. If there are any who buy on credit and intentionally
 delay (payment), cheating or seeking " squeeze," with the result that
 the foreigners wait a long time, they, together with those who trade
 with them in private, will be condemned; and will be put in the

 "0 Ibid. Yung-cheng hui-tien 104. 1-3b, aside from minor textual changes, is practi-
 cally identical in connect with K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72. 1-3b, only one or two items
 having been added; the chief difference is that the earlier edition presents the material
 chronologically, the later edition under topic headings.

 51 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 73. 12-14b.
 52 ".*A, a transliteration of the Manchu title for K'u Shih If* Treasury

 Overseers. For this information we are indebted to Mr. S. POLEVOY.
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 cangue for one month in front of their shops. If there are foreigners
 who purposely violate the prohibitory regulations and secretly enter
 people's houses to trade, the goods dealt in privately will be confiscated.
 In the case of those who have not yet been given their (imperial)
 rewards (i. e. gifts), there will be consideration of a proportional
 diminution.

 3. " All soldiers and commoners inside or outside the Residence or
 neighboring it on any side, who on behalf of foreigners deal in pro-
 hibited goods, will be condemned to the cangue for a month, and
 banished to the border for military service for life. If there are those
 who take contraband implements of war, copper or iron, or such
 things, and sell them to foreigners to get a profit, according to the
 law for taking military implements out of the border in secret and
 thereby revealing affairs (of military importance), the ringleaders'
 heads will be cut off and exposed as a warning to the multitude. At
 the time of trade, the Board of Ceremonies will issue a notice giving
 such official information.

 4. " Whenever a foreign tributary envoy returns to his country,
 the officers and men who escort him on his way are not permitted to
 trade privately in contraband goods.

 5. "In 1664 it was fixed that when a foreign country presents
 tribute, as to goods brought along at this opportunity, if the tributary
 envoy wishes himself to provide the porters and transportation in
 order to bring the goods to the capital for trade, he may do so. If he
 wishes to trade there (at the port or place of entrance) the Governor-
 General and Governor concerned shall select capable officers and de-
 pute them to superintend (the trade), so that no trouble may arise.

 6. " In 1685 it was proposed and imperially sanctioned that, as to
 the goods brought in foreign tribute vessels, if there is a stoppage in
 the collection of their customs duties, the other (goods) brought pri-
 vately for trade may be traded; and it is permitted that the officials
 of the Board (of Revenue) who have been deputed (to superintend),
 collect customs duties according to the regulations.

 7. "It is also proposed and imperially sanctioned that when a
 foreign merchant's vessel returns to its country, in addition to contra-
 band goods, it shall not be allowed to take people of the interior (i. e.
 Chinese passengers), nor to export secretly such things as big beams,
 iron nails, oil, or hemp for making ships. Of rice and grain it may
 only take (enough for) provisions; it is not allowed to carry more.
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 When trade is finished and it is time to return to their country, the
 Governor-General and Governor concerned shall select and depute
 virtuous and able officers who shall make a strict examination and
 put a stop to smuggling.

 8. " Whenever people of the interior (i. e. Chinese) have strayed
 to foreign countries and wish to return by ship to their native place,
 they may be permitted to come back to their former territory; they
 shall report in detail to the local authorities concerned, who shall make
 an investigation and allow them to return to their native place.

 9. " On the day when a foreign vessel completes its trade, the
 officers and men of the foreign country are all to be sent back; they
 must not linger at length within (China).

 10. "Whenever a tribute vessel returns to its own country, the
 goods which it takes along are exempt from the collection of customs
 duties. It was also proposed and imperial agreement was given that
 'heretofore implements of war have been prohibited and not allowed
 to be taken away for saleA to foreign countries; but when merchants
 come and go on the high seas, if they have no military weapons with
 which to protect themselves, it is to be feared that they may be
 plundered; hereafter for merchants of the interior (China) engaged
 in trade, such things as the cannon and military implements which
 they carry with them, ought to be in proportion to the size of the
 ship and the number of men. The Governor-General and Governor
 concerned should deliberate and fix the number, and at the time when
 a voyage is begun, they should order the officers who collect customs
 duties on the seacoast and the officers who are defending the seaports,
 to examine clearly the numbers (of arms) and permit them to be
 taken along. When they return they shall make a further examination
 in comparison with the original numbers.' " 53

 The foregoing principles of administration were made more num-
 erous and detailed in the Ch'ien-lung edition of the Statutes, which
 were thoroughly revised and expanded and set the standard for the last
 century and a half of the dynasty's existence. These Ch'ien-lung regu-
 lations of 1764 were in effect, for instance, at the time of the MACART-
 NEY and AMHERST embassies of the British and during the Dutch
 embassy of VAN BRAAM and TITSINGH in 1794-95. They help to ex-
 plain the demands, such as that for the practice of the kotow, which
 so annoyed the European representatives. (For the reader's con-

 3 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 73.12-14b.
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 venience we have italicized the topic headings, and given serial num-

 bers to each section in the original text, some sections of which are

 omitted.) 54

 "CEREMONLAL FOR VISITORS (PIN-LI fi4), COURT TRIBUTE:

 1. "As to the countries of the barbarians on all sides (ssui-i) that
 send tribute to Court, on the east is Korea; on the southeast, Liu-ch'iu
 and Sulu; on the south, Annam and Siam; on the southwest, Western

 Ocean (hsi-yang), Burma, and Laos. (For the barbarian tribes of

 the northwest, see under Court of Colonial Affairs.) All send officers

 as envoys to come to Court and present tributary memorials and pay
 tribute.

 2. "As to the imperial appointment of kings of (tributary) coun-
 tries, whenever the countries which send tribute to Court have a
 succession to the throne, they first send an envoy to request an im-
 perial mandate at the Court. In the cases of Korea, Annam, and Liu-
 ch'iu, by imperial command the principal envoy and secondary en-
 voy (s) receive the imperial patent (of appointment) and go (to
 their country) to confer it $*bt4. As for the other countries, the
 patent (of appointment) is bestowed upon the envoy who has come
 (from his country) to take it back, whereupon an envoy is sent
 (from that country) to pay tribute and offer thanks for the imperial
 favor.

 3. " As to the king of Korea, (the patent) is bestowed upon his
 wife (fei st) the same as upon the king. When the son grows up,
 then he requests that it be bestowed upon him as the heir apparent.
 In all cases officials of the third rank or higher act as principal and
 secondary envoys. Their clothing and appearance, and ceremonial and
 retinue (i-ts'ung) in each case are according to rank. In the cases of
 Annam and Liu-ch'iu, officials of the Hanlin Academy, the Censorate,
 or the Board of Ceremonies, of the fifth rank or below, act as principal
 and secondary envoys; (the Emperor) specially confers upon them
 ' unicorn' (ch'i-lin) clothing of the first rank, in order to lend weight
 to their journey. In ceremonial and retinue (i-ts'ung) they are all
 regarded as being of the first rank. When the envoys return, they
 hand back their clothing to the office in charge of it.

 [4. Periodicity of tribute, 5, Route of tribute envoys, see Table 3
 below.]

 " Ch'ien-lung hui-tien 56.1-8b.
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 6 "As to tribute objects, in each case they should send the pro-

 ducts of the soil of the country. Things that are not locally produced
 are not to be presented. Korea, Annam, Liu-ch'iu, Burma, Sulu, and

 Laos all have as tribute their customary objects. Western Ocean and

 Siam do not have a customary tribute....

 7. "As to the retainers (who accompany an envoy), in the case

 of the Korean tribute envoy there are one attendant secretary, three
 chief interpreters, 24 tribute guards, 30 minor retainers who receive

 rewards, and a variable number of minor retainers who do not receive

 rewards. For Liu-ch'iu, Western Ocean, Siam, and Sulu, the tribute

 vessels are not to exceed three, with no more than 100 men per vessel;

 those going to the capital are not to exceed 20. When Annam, Burma,
 and Laos send tribute, the men are not to exceed 100, and those going
 to the capital are not to exceed 20. Those that do not go to the capital
 are to be retained at the frontier. The frontier officials give them a
 stipend from the government granary, until the envoy returns to the
 frontier, when he takes them back to their country.

 [8. Presentation of tributary memorials, after arrival at Peking.]

 9. " As to the Court ceremony, when a tribute envoy arrives at
 the capital at the time of a Great Audience or of an Ordinary Audience,
 His Majesty the Emperor goes to the T'ai Ho kA11 palace and, after
 the princes, dukes, and officials have audience and present their con-
 gratulations, the ushers lead in the tributary envoys and their attend-
 ant officers, each of them wearing his country's court dress. They
 stand in the palace courtyard on the west in the last place. When
 they hear (the command of) the ceremonial ushers they perform the
 ceremony of three kneelings and nine knockings of the head [the full
 kotow]. They are graciously allowed to sit. Tea is imperially bestowed
 upon them. All this is according to etiquette (for details see under
 the Department of Ceremonies). If (a tribute envoy) does not come
 at the time of an Audience, he presents a memorial through the Board
 (of Ceremonies) asking for an imperial summons to Court. His
 Majesty the Emperor goes to a side hall of the palace (pien-tien)

 etc. 55

 [10-13. There follow details concerning further ceremonies, with

 6 The practice of the ceremonies is charmingly described in Prof. DUYVENDAK's long
 article, (3) "The Last Dutch Embassy to the Chinese Court (1794-1795)."
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 performances of the kotow; banquets; and imperial escorts, including
 those provided for westerners because of their services as imperial
 astronomers.]

 14. " As to trade,-when the tribute envoys of the various countries
 enter the frontier, the goods brought along in their boats or carts may
 be exchanged in trade with merchants of the interior (China); either

 they may be sold at the merchants' hongs in the frontier province or
 they may be brought to the capital and marketed at the lodging
 house (i. e. the Residence for Tributary Envoys). At the customs
 stations (lit. passes and fords) which they pass en route, they are all
 exempted from duty. As to barbarian merchants who themselves
 bring their goods into the country for trade,-for Korea on the border
 of Sheng-ching [Fengtien province], and at Chung-chiang fPit [north-
 east of Chengtu, Szechwan], there are spring and autumn markets,
 two a year; at Hui-ning [southeast o4 Lanchow, Kansu], one market
 a year; at Ch'ing-yfian [in Chihli, now Chao-hsien], one market every
 other year,- (each) with two Interpreters of the Board of Ceremonies,
 one Ninguta (Kirin) clerk, and one Lieutenant to superintend it.
 After twenty days the market is closed. For the countries beyond the
 seas, (the market) is at the provincial capital of Kwangtung. Every
 summer they take advantage of the tide and come to the provincial
 capital (Canton). When winter comes they wait for a wind and
 return to their countries. All pay duties to the (local) officers in

 charge, the same as the merchants of the interior (China).

 15. " As to the prohibitions,-when a foreign country has some-
 thing to state or to request, it should specially depute an officer to
 bring a document to the Board (of Ceremonies), or in the provinces
 it may be memorialized on behalf (of the country) by the Governor-
 General and Governor concerned. Direct communication to the Court
 is forbidden. Foi a tribute envoy's entrance of the frontier and the
 tribute route which he follows, in each case there are fixed places. Not
 to follow the regular route. or to go over into other provinces, is
 forbidden. It is forbidden secretly (ssui TL, i. e. without permission)
 to buy official costumes which violate the regulations, or books of
 history, weapons, copper, iron, oil, hemp, or combustible saltpetre; or
 to take people of the interior or rice and grain out of the frontiers.
 There are boundaries separating the rivers and seas; to catch fish
 beyond the boundaries is forbidden. The land frontiers are places of
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 defensive entrenchments where Chinese and foreign soldiers or civilians
 have established military colonies or signal-fire mounds, or cultivated
 rice-fields and set up huts; to abscond and take shelter (on either side)
 is forbidden. It is forbidden for civil or military officials on the frontier
 to communicate in writing with foreign countries not on public busi-
 ness. When commissioned to go abroad, to receive too many gifts, or
 when welcomed in coming and going, privately to demand the pro-
 ducts of the locality (i. e. as " squeeze") is forbidden. Offenses
 against the prohibitions will be considered according to law.

 [16. Charity and sympathy to be shown regarding foreign rulers'
 deaths, calamities, etc.]

 17. "As to the rescue (of distressed mariners) ,-when ships of
 foreign merchants are tossed by the wind into the inner waters (of
 China), the local authorities should rescue them, report in a memorial
 the names and number of distressed barbarians, move the public
 treasury to give them clothing and food, take charge of the boat and
 oars, and wait for a wind to send them back. If a Chinese merchant
 vessel is blown by the wind into the outer ocean, the country there
 can rescue it and give it aid, put a boat in order and send them (the
 merchants) back, or it may bring them along on a tribute vessel so
 as to return them. In all such cases an imperial patent is to be issued,
 praising the king of the country concerned; imperial rewards are to be
 given to the officers (of the tributary country) in different degrees."

 These regulations conclude with a section on the Residence for
 Tributary Envoys (Hui T'ung Ssui I Kuan), which was organized
 much as in the Ming period.56

 The two following synoptic tables present essential data showing
 the vicissitudes of the Ch'ing tributary system.

 58 Ch'ien-lung hui-tien 56. 8b-11. Cf. Wan-li hui-tien 109. 99b; K'ang-hsi hui-tien
 73. 14b; YANO (2) 133-150.
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 TABLE 2. REGULAR CH'ING TRIBUTARIES.

 Table of regular tributaries as listed in the various Ch'ing editions of the
 Collected Statutes, in the order of listing. For data regarding each country,
 see the Index at the end of this article and Table 3 below.

 K'ang-hsi Yung-cheng Ch'ien-lung Chia-ch'ing Kuang-hsii
 72. 4-19b 104. 4-38b 56. 1 31. 2-4 39. 2-3
 (1690) (1732) (1764) (1818) (1899)

 Korea Korea Korea Korea Korea
 Turfan Liu-ch'iu Liu-ch'iu Liu-ch'iu Liu-ch'iu
 Liu-ch'iu Holland Sulu Annam Annam
 Holland Annam Annam Laos Laos
 Annam Siam Siam Siam Siam

 Siam The countries of the The countries of Sulu Sulu
 Western Ocean the Western Burma

 Western Ocean (viz. Portugal, the Ocean Holland a
 country Papacy) b Burma Burma
 (73. la-12a) Laos
 The various mon- Sulu Western Ocean
 asteries of the (Portugal, I-ta-
 Western Tribes- Turfan li-ya, Portugal,
 men (i. e. East- England) c
 era Tibet) Monasteries of the

 Western Tribes- Countries hav-

 men (as in K'ang- ing commer-
 The Manchurian hsi) cial relations d

 tribes (lit. the

 tribes of the Barbarian Mona-

 eastern sea) steries of the
 border region of

 Szechwan province

 (a). Holland was omitted in 1764, having been inactive since 1686, but reappears
 in 1818.

 (b). Specific European countries were not listed by name, though easily identifiable.
 (c) Portugal appears as two different countries with very similar names, see Index

 below. I-ta-li-ya was the Papacy.

 (d). For the list of countries having commercial relations with China in the Chia-
 ch'ing (1818) edition of the Hui-tien (ch. 31. 3-4) see part 6 below. The list included
 Portugal (Kan-ssfi-la), France (Fa-lan-hsi, or Fo-lang-hsi; stated to be the same as
 Fu-lang-chi, Portugal), Sweden, and Denmark.
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 TABLE 3. FREQUENCY AND ROUTES OF EMBASSIES.

 Table of the statutory frequency, and the routes of regular tribute embassies, as listed

 in the various Ch'ing editions of the Collected Statutes.

 Note: the phraseology is chiefly translated from the Statutes; the order of the countries varies in the different

 editions, see Table 2.

 K'ang-hsi Yung-cheng Ch'ien-lung Chia-ch'ing Kuang-hsil
 72.3b-19b 104.4-38b 56.1 31.4 39.3

 KOREA

 Has annual tribute Same as K'ang-hsi. Comes annually, cross- Tribute four times a Same as Chia-ch'ing
 and festival tribute, ing the Yalu R. to en- year, presented all

 an annual custom; ter the boundaries; together at the end

 tribute route via via the land route of the year; tribute

 Feng-huang-ch'eng from Feng-huang- route from Feng-

 ,I& fiW ch'eng, goes to Muk- huang-ch'eng to
 den, enters Shanhai- Mukden, entering
 kuan and proceeds to Shanhaikuan.

 the capital.

 LIU-CH'Iu

 Fixed tribute period " " Comes every other Tribute once every " " "

 once in two years; year via Min-an-chen, other year via Min-
 tribute route via Fukien.a an-chen, Fukien P-A
 Min-hsien, Fukien

 Ph'.

 ANNAM

 Tribute period at CC" " Comes again after six Tribute once in two
 first fixed at once in years, via T'ai-p'ing- years, sending an en-

 three years; later fu, Kwangsi ko voy to Court once
 changed to twice in R.b in four years to
 six years; tribute present two tributes
 route via P'ing-yang- together; via P'ing-

 chou, Kwangsi V yang-chou in Kwang-
 9J'Jit;44 si entering Chen-

 nan-kuan Aii;
 SIAM

 Tribute period once " " " Three years, via Hu- Tribute once in three " "
 in three years, trib- men (i.e. Bocca Tigris, years, via Hu-men,
 ute route via Kwang- Canton) ." Kwangtung.
 tung.
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 K'ang-hsi Yung-cheng Ch'ien-lung Chia-ch'ing Kuang-hsii

 HOLLAND

 Tribute period at " " " Omitted Tribute at no fixed omitted
 first fixed at once period; the old regu-
 in eight years, later lations were fortrib-
 changed to once in ute once in five
 five years; tribute years; via Hu-men,
 route via Kwangtung, Kwantung.
 recently changed to

 Fukien.

 WESTERN OCEAN

 Because this place The countries are A long route; tribute Tribute at no fixed omitted
 is distant, a tribute distant and it is at no fixed period, via periods, via Macao,
 period was not fixed; difficult to fix trib- Macao, Kwangtung.a Kwangtung.
 tribute route via ute periods; tribute
 Kwangtung. Re- objects also are not
 cently some of these fixed in quantity;
 people have re- tribute route via
 mained to dwell at Kwangtung.
 Macao.

 TURFAN Same as K'ang-hsi. omitted omitted omitted
 Tribute period once
 in five years; tribute
 route via Shensi-
 Kansu.

 LAOS (Nan-chang)

 omitted omitted Comes once in ten Tribute once in ten Same as Chia-ch'ing
 years, via P'u-erh-fu, in years, via P'u-erh-
 Yunnan jJrf.b fu in Yunnan.

 SULU

 omitted (tribute began Five years, via Amoy.a Tribute once in five Tribute once in five
 1726), tribute years or more, via years, via Amoy,
 route via Fukien. Amoy. Fukien.

 BURMA

 omitted omitted A long route; tribute Tribute once in ten Same as Chia-ch'ing
 at no fixed periods, years, via T'eng-
 via Yung-ch'ang-fu in yiieh-chou, in Yun-
 Yunnan 7KUi fb nanE3

 (a). Regarding Liu-ch'iu, Sulu, Western Ocean, and Siam, the text reads "they all float their ships on the
 sea and pass through the ocean to enter the boundaries (of China)."

 (b). Regarding Annam, Burma, and Laos, the text reads, "all travel by land and knock at the door (k'uan-
 kuan BfR) to enter the boundaries."
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 In comment on the foregoing tables it may be noted that until after

 1732 relations with Turfan and certain places in E. Tibet were not

 yet under the jurisdiction of the Li Fan Yuan, while Russia was under

 it until 1858 57 and so does not appear here. Spain and America (the

 United States) are not listed as countries. The Western Ocean (Hsi-
 yang) grows from one country in 1690 to several countries in 1732,

 and in the latter case is treated at some length, tribute objects being

 listed for each of the three countries incorrectly distinguished. West-

 ern Ocean is retained as a sort of catch-all for the Europeans until

 after 1818. Meanwhile Holland is in high favor in the first two editions,

 after its naval assistance to the imperial forces in the 1660s, but is

 dropped in the Ch'ien-lung period and reappears in 1818 presumably

 because of the embassy of 1794-95. The total of countries listed 58 is

 markedly less than for the Ming period, even deducting for the trans-

 fer of northern and western continental places to the Li Fan Yuan.

 6 Cf. Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 52 (Li Fan Yuan). 23. The Imperial Agent at Urga was
 in charge of frontier affairs concerning Russia and correspondence with the Russian

 " Senate " (sa-na-t'6 ya-men mix* Mr P9)
 68 See appendix 2: Additional lists of Ch'ing tributaries.

 4
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 5. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN THE CH'ING TRIBUTARY SYSTEM.

 Just as the ancient forms of tribute were adapted to provide a
 vehicle for Manchu-Mongol relations under the Li Fan Yuan, so a

 similar adaptation of the traditional system was achieved in the case
 of the Europeans who came by sea after 1500.59 This modification
 was worked out during a period of two generations of conflict between
 the Ming and the Portuguese, and resulted in the middle of the six-
 teenth century in the Macao system whereby the Portuguese bar-
 barians, already tributary in form, were made innocuous in fact by a

 sort of quarantine. They lived on the walled-off peninsula at Macao,
 paying a land rent to the local Chinese authorities and going to

 Canton only periodically to trade. Into this system the English East
 India Company fitted itself at the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
 tury, although by the end of that period Canton was becoming the

 real center of foreign activity. Until the third decade of the nineteenth

 century the effort at quarantine continued. Foreigners were restricted
 to the Canton factories, outside the city walls, until 1858; even the

 first treaties after 1842 had restricted them to the five treaty ports

 or a day's journey therefrom. This bare recital should suggest that
 the Ch'ing administration was by no means incapable of adaptation
 in the face of danger. Manchu foreign policy was blindly stubborn
 in support of the ancient system but not lacking in defensive make-
 shifts.

 In the seventeenth century the Portuguese had been safely confined
 to Macao and the other western countries had not yet grown to be a
 menace. The K'ang-hsi edition of the Statutes expatiates upon their
 tributary activity, particularly that of Holland, with evident satis-
 faction. The record of European embassies is as follows; note the high
 degree of confusion which obtained in the case of Western Ocean
 country (Hsi-yang kuo). 60

 "THE COUNTRY OF HOLLAND: Holland is in the southeastern sea.

 In 1653 it asked (the privilege of) sending tribute. In 1656 it sent
 tribute . . . [for periodicity and route, see Table 3].

 " In 1653 the country of Holland sent an envoy sailing across the
 sea requesting permission to cultivate (friendly relations) by sending
 tribute to Court. In 1655 the Governor of Kwangtung memorialized

 " On the treatment of Europeans as tributaries in the Ming period see the study of
 the Ming History by CHANG Wei-hua.

 60 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72.12-14.
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 stating that the country of Holland had sent an envoy to offer a

 tributary memorial and local produce, and to ask (the privilege of)

 presenting tribute (at Court). The Board of Ceremonies replied giv-
 ing permission that the Governor-General and Governor concerned

 should consider deputing officials and troops to escort him to the

 capital; the number of men coming to the capital should not exceed

 twenty. It was also ordered that the Governor-General and Governor

 concerned should select three or four men well versed in the language

 of Holland, to come along with them. In 1656 the envoys of Holland,

 Pieter VAN GOYER (and) Jacob VAN KEYSER (Pi-li-wo-yiieh-yeh-ha (or

 k'a) -kuei-jo P fifi I .tr) ,61 and others reached the capital.

 They lodged at the Residence for Tributary Envoys and presented one

 memorial. The Board of Ceremonies replied, giving permission that

 tribute be presented once in five years, the route to be through Kwang-

 tung; each time tribute was presented, the officers and subordinates

 should not exceed one hundred men, and those officers and subordi-
 nates entering the capital should be only twenty men; the rest should

 all wait and dwell in Kwangtung; the taotai of that region should
 guard them with great care; when the men who had gone to the capital
 returned, they should all together be sent back to their native country;
 they must not dwell permanently on the seacoast. An imperial rescript
 was received (reading): 'The country of Holland reveres righteous-
 ness and pays its allegiance by sailing across the sea to cultivate
 tributary (relations). We are mindful that the route is dangerous and
 long. Let them come once in eight years to Court, thus manifesting
 our compassionate sympathy for men from afar.'

 " In 1663 the country of Holland sent an admiral [Balthasar BORT?;

 1?1MF ch'u hai wang] in command of warships to Min-an-chen [near
 Foochow], where they helped exterminate the sea rebels, and also asked
 permission to trade. An imperial rescript was received: 'Let them
 come to trade once in two years.' In 1664 the country of Holland sent

 the admiral to assist the (imperial) troops in exterminating pirates;
 they recovered Amoy and Chin-men 419th [in Fukien]. Two com-
 mand-edicts (ch'ih-yii) were promulgated and officials and clerks of
 the Board of Ceremonies were sent to go there and offer them a reward,

 presenting them with silver and satin. Together with the Governor-

 General concerned they gave (these things) to the Hollanders to take
 back with them.

 61 For a list of western envoys to China, see below, table 4. Cf. ROCKHIL (4)
 437-442, for a brief account of the Dutch Embassy of 1656.
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 "In 1666 Holland [Pieter VAN HOORN?] 62 presented tribute and

 traded. An imperial rescript was received: 'Since Holland sends

 tribute once in eight years, let its biennial trade be permanently sus-

 pended.' In 1667 it was memorialized and imperial agreement was

 received 'Holland has broken the regulations and come via Fukien to

 present tribute. Aside from the present occasion, which will not be
 discussed, hereafter in a year when they send tribute they must enter

 via Kwangtung; they must not be allowed to enter by other routes.'

 "In 1686 it was agreed and imperially sanctioned that 'the time

 for Holland's presentation of tribute originally was fixed at once in

 eight years. Now the king of that country, having been moved by the

 receipt of the imperial benevolence, again asks a fixed time (for

 tribute). He should be permitted (to send tribute) once in five years.
 The places of trade may only be in the two provinces of Kwangtung

 and Fukien. On the day when (trade) is completed, straightway

 order them to return to their own country.' It was further ordered

 that the tribute route of Holland be changed to come via Fukien.
 Further, it was agreed and imperially sanctioned that 'the route

 from Holland is dangerous and long. To navigate the seas and present

 tribute is grievous toil. Hereafter, as to the local produce presented

 as tribute, let the (fixed) amount be considered and reduced.'
 "WESTERN OCEAN COUNTRY (Hsi-yang kuo): Western Ocean is in

 the southeastern sea . . . [for tribute period and route, see Table 3].

 " In 1667 the Governor of Kwangtung memorialized stating that

 Western Ocean country [i. e. Portugal] had sent an official to present
 tribute, with one principal tribute vessel and three escorting vessels.
 In 1668 it was memorialized and imperially sanctioned that when
 Western Ocean sent tribute thereafter the ships must not exceed
 three, and each ship must not exceed one hundred men. In 1669 it

 was memorialized and imperially sanctioned to order the principal

 and secondary envoys and their retinue, twenty-two persons, to come
 to the capital. The subordinates detained at the border were to be
 given provisions by the local authorities concerned, and also to be

 carefully guarded. In 1670 the tributary envoy of Western Ocean
 country, Manoel DE SALDANHA (Ma-no-wu-sa-la-ta-jo P.%P iOlM
 I,) arrived at the capital, presented a tributary memorial, and offered
 tribute. After he had been rewarded with gifts and a banquet, an
 Usher of the Court of Colonial Affairs (Li Fan Yuan) was deputed

 62 See table 4 below, for this and later names inserted in text.
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 to escort him back to Kwangtung and hand him over to the Governor-

 General there, who should depute an officer to escort him out of the
 frontier. The tributary envoy of Western Ocean country, Manoel DE

 SALDANHA (Ma-no-sa-erh-ta-nieh Xwj fl$) 63 traveled as far as
 the region of Shan-yang in Kiangnan [i. e. Huai-an, Kiangsu] and died
 of illness.64 The Board of Ceremonies memorialized and it was im-

 perially sanctioned that the Inner Secretariat [of the Nei San Yuan]

 should compose a funeral address and the local Financial Commis-

 sioner prepare the sacrificial offerings; a high official of the Board

 should be sent to offer sacrifices one time and also arrange a place for
 burial, erect a stone tablet and confer an (imperial) inscription; if

 the tributary envoy accompanying (the deceased) wished to take the

 remains back with him, he should be allowed to suit his own con-

 venience.

 " In 1678 the king of Western Ocean country, Alfonso [A-feng-su

 PJ g, i. e. Alfonso VI of Portugal] sent an envoy [Bento Pereyra DE
 FARIA] who presented a tributary memorial, offered a lion (as
 tribute), and came to the capital. The Board of War supplied him
 en route with provisions and with the men and boats of the postal

 stations. The Board of Ceremonies again sent an official to escort him
 back to Kwangtung, to hand him over to the Governor-General and
 Governor there, who deputed an official to escort him out of the
 frontier." 65

 In these accounts the manner in which the European envoys are
 assimilated to the traditional system, even to Confucian sacrifies for
 the dead Portuguese envoy, are so striking as hardly to require com-
 ment. Whatever the facts, the official record is preserved perfectly
 intact.

 The Ch'ien-lung edition of the Hui-tien (1764), regulations from
 which were quoted in the preceding section, made no detailed refer-
 ence to European countries in its section on tribute,66 although the
 voluminous Tse'-li published simultaneously of course contain much
 material, into which we have gone not gone.67

 " Plainly the same person as above, but here given entirely different characters, which
 are different again in the Yung-cheng edition 104. 30b line 6.

 6 This is in conflict with Prof. PELLIOT'S statement (4) 424 that SALDANHA "mourut
 en revenant a Macao, a la fin de 1670 ou dans le courant de 1671." Note that this
 case was treated according to the regulation translated above, following note 49.

 65 K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72. 12-14. 66 Ch'ien-lung hui-tien 56.
 67 A great mass of material, on the subjects touched upon in the regulations trans-

 lated above, is included in the Hui-tien tse (shih)-li; cf. Kuang-hsil hui-tien shih-li
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 The Chia-ch'ing edition completed in 1818 is for our purposes by far
 the most interesting version of the Statutes. This formed the last real

 revision,-the Kuang-hsii edition of 1899 being modeled closely upon

 it,-and in it there is preseved the same agreement with traditional

 tributary forms as in the earlier editions. Here the countries of

 Europe which are about to beat down the gates are complacently

 listed alongside Sungora, Kelantan, Trengganu, Ligor, and similar

 small places of the Malay peninsula. European geography and
 peoples are still in shadowy confusion and relegated to obscurity. Per-

 haps we must assume that the official compilers by 1818 really knew

 the situation more fully but disdained to give the European invaders

 their due prominence. In that case we have at least an indication of

 stubborn prejudice and wishful thinking. At all events, these descrip-
 tions remained official, and were no doubt for a time consulted

 by the bureaucracy, until the publication of the last edition of the
 Collected Statutes in 1899. In the 1899 edition all reference to these

 western countries was omitted, although the other passages on Korea,
 Annam, etc., already out of date, were reprinted verbatim. We give
 these official summaries at length below so that the references to
 Europeans may be seen in situ.68

 "THE COUNTRIES OF THE BARBARIANS THAT SEND TRIBUTE TO COURT
 ARE (AS FOLLOWS):

 "KOREA (Chao-hsien): Korea is the same as ancient Kao-li

 (Koryo). During the period of Ming Hung-wu (1368-98) Li Ch'eng-

 kuei Child (Kor. I. Songgye) established himself as king and changed
 the name of the country to Korea (Chao-hsien). In 1637 King Li
 Tsung Add (Kor. I. Chong) put his whole country forward to offer
 its allegiance and was appointed by imperial command 69 King of

 502-514, 219, 251, 307. DUYVENDAK (3) illustrates the great possibilities of this
 material (also JAMIESON 99-109, but quite unreliably).

 68 Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31. 2-4; except where otherwise noted, this text reads the
 same as Kuang-hsfi hui-tien 39. 2-3.

 PAUTHIER (Histcire 178-182) published various extracts from this chilan in 1859.
 JAMIESON in 1883 in the China Review, 12. 96-98, published a very rough translation
 of this passage, which was made without benefit of PAUTHIER'S work, omitted or
 confused a number of passages, and failed in many identifications. DUYVENDAK (3)
 52 translates the main headings given in Kuang-hsie hui-tien 39, but not this passage.

 69 Ch'ih-feng # d which we translate here and below as "appoint by imperial
 command," and ch'ih-yii -, " command-edict," used below for Laos and Sulu, both
 appear to correspond in a general way to the conferring of " letters patent " in the
 west. We avoid the western term because it would over-simplify the Chinese situation.
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 Korea. This country's border on the north is the Ch'ang-pai moun-
 tains, on the northwest it is the Yalu river, on the northeast it is the

 Tumen river, on the east, south, and west it is the seacoast.

 " LIu-CH'IU: Liu-ch'iu at the beginning of the Ming consisted of

 Chung-shan 't- LI, Shan-nan A, and Shan-pei 4b (lit. the central
 mountains, south of the mountains, and north of the mountains), each

 having a king. Subsequently Shan-nan and Shan-pei were absorbed

 by Chung-shan. In 1654 the eldest son of the King of Liu-ch'iu,

 SHANG Chih AM, handed in the patent and seal of the late Ming
 period, whereupon an imperial command appointed him King of

 Chung-shan. This country is in the great southeastern sea to the
 east of Fukien.

 "ANNAM (Yfieh-nan): Yiieh-nan is the ancient Chiao-chih. Its
 old name was Annam. In 1666 the eldest son of (the king of) Annam,

 Li Wei-hsi W&W handed in the patent and seal of the Ming period,
 whereupon he was appointed by imperial command King of Annam.

 In 1789 the Li family lost the throne. The country chose JUAN

 Kuang-p'ing Vi%+ to be head of the country (kuo-chang). He
 came (lit. knocked at the gate) to offer allegiance and also asked

 that he might come to Court. Thereupon JUAN Kuang-p'ing was
 appointed by imperial command King of Annam. In 1802 JUAN

 Kuang-tsuan i again lost the throne. The head of the state of Nung-
 nai Ai #i [Nung was in Tongking-Kwangsi], JUAN Fu-ying AdUd, sent
 an envoy to present (at Court) a memorial and tribute. He also tied
 up and sent escaped pirates from the seas of Fukien and Kwangtung
 and presented the patent and seal formerly received by Annam. The
 Emperor Jen-tsung (Chia-ch'ing period) approved his respectful
 submissiveness and issued a proclamation changing the name of the
 country to Yiieh-nan, whereupon by imperial command he appointed
 JUAN Fu-ying King of Yiieh-nan. This country's northern border is
 Kwangsi, its western, Yunnan; on the east and south, the coast of the
 great sea (ta-hai). Over the sea to the south is the ancient territory
 of Jih-nan E17M [southern part of Annam]; it also was absorbed in
 Yiieh-nan.

 LAOS (Nan-chang): Nan-chang is the same as Lao-chua. In 1730
 the king of the country, Su-ma-la-sa *X , first sent an officer
 to present a memorial and bring tribute. By imperial proclamation a
 command-edict (ch'ih-yii) was bestowed on the king of the said
 country. In 1795 an imperial command first appointed him King of
 Nan-chang. This country is beyond the frontier of the southernmost
 part of Yunnan.
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 SIAM (Hsien-lo): Siam in ancient times was two countries, Dvara-

 vati (Lopburi, Lo-huHfi) and Haripunjaya (Hsien A). Later Hari-
 punjaya was absorbed by Dvaravati and thereupon they made the

 country of Siam. In 1653 it first sent an envoy requesting (the privi-
 lege of tribute). In 1673 an imperial command first appointed Sen-
 lieh-p'o-la-chao-ku-lung-p'o-la-ma-hu-lu-k'un-ssiu-yu-t'i-ya-p'u-ai J

 M&Mt.,>tthMSb6i 9MJ* PIFhAW" 1` King of Siam.7o In 1766 (the
 country) was crushed by Burma. In 1781 a native of the country,

 CHPNG Chao% M, recovered the territory and took revenge. The king
 of the country had no progeny and chose CHENG Chao to be head of
 the country. He sent an envoy to present tribute. In 1786 an imperial
 command appointed CHENG Hua - king of the country. This country
 is south of Burma, cut off from China. Its southern coast is on the

 great sea, and all intercourse with it is by the sea-route.
 SULU: Sulu in 1726 first sent an envoy to present tribute. In 1727

 by imperial proclamation a command-edict 71 was conferred on the king

 of that country. It is in the southeastern sea.
 HOLLAND: 72 Holland, also called the red-haired barbarians (hung-

 mao fan) in 1653 first communicated a tribute. In 1664 they assisted
 the imperial troops in attacking and capturing Chin-men [outside
 Amoy]. An edict was imperially proclaimed to praise them. This
 country is in the southwestern sea. Later they seized Java (Ka-la-pa)
 and thereupon divided their people and inhabited it, but still governed
 at a distance through Holland.

 BURMA: Burma (Mien-tien) is the same as Ava (A-wa). In 1750

 the king, Mang-ta-la OaIffi, first sent an officer to present a memorial
 and offer tribute. In 1790 an imperial command appointed Meng-yun

 TLIR King of Ava and Burma (a-wa mien-tien). This country is be-
 yond the frontier barriers of T'ien-ma 9EX1 and Hu-chui Mt in the
 department of T'eng-yiieh, Yunnan.

 WESTERN OCEAN: (Hsi-yang): 74 the countries of the Western Ocean
 consist of:

 PORTUGAL (po-erh-tu-chia-li-ya): In 1670 the king Alfonso [A-,

 U0lUnidentified.

 71 Note that appointment is conferred on the rulers of Laos and of Sulu by a less
 exalted form of document (ch'ih-yfi).

 72 This section was omitted from the Kuang-hsii edition.
 7 Evidently refers to preliminary correspondence regarding the embassy of 1656,

 cf. the K'ang-hsi account translated above.

 74 Omitted from Kuang-hsii edition. Paragraphing inserted by us under this heading.
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 feng-su, Alfonso VI] first sent an officer [Manoel DE SALDANHA] to
 present a memorial and bring tribute.

 I-TA-LI-YA: In 1725 the king, Benedict [Po-na-ti-tofi ?*8g$, Pope
 Benedict XIII at Rome] first sent officers [GOTHARD and ILDEPHONSE]
 to present tribute.

 PORTUGAL (po-erh-tu-ka-erh): In 17927 the king, John [Jo-wang 5a
 A, John V] first sent an officer [A. M. DE SOUZA Y MENEZAS] to present
 tribute.

 ENGLAND: In 1793 sent an officer [Lord MACARTNEY] to present

 tribute. In each case an imperial proclamation was conferred on the

 kings of the said countries. These countries all are in the southwestern
 sea.

 " The remaining countries have commercial intercourse (with
 China) The trading countries are as follows: JAPAN, that is, the
 dwarfs (wo-tzui). It is in the eastern sea and trades with China at
 the island of Nagasaki in that country; it and P'u-t'o [i. e. Puto shan,
 the sacred Buddhist site in the Chusan Archipelago] are opposite
 peaks on east and west. From here (Puto) to there the water route
 is forty watches. From Amoy to Nagasaki, with a north wind one
 enters via the Goto Archipelago (wu-tao), with a south wind one enters
 T'ien-t'ang.76 The water route is seventy-two watches.

 CHIANG-K' OU KUO (Siam?) is in the southwestern sea. It has
 traded since 1729. From that country one traverses the Paracel Islands
 (and the ocean?) 77 to arrive at Lu-wan-shan,78 and entering port via
 the Bocca Tigris one reaches the border of Kwangtung. The route is
 estimated at 79200 li; from Amoy the sea route is 160 watches. CAM-
 BODIA, the ancient Chen-la, is in the southwestern sea between An-
 nam and Siam. The route from the Bocca Tigris into port is the same

 7 All this section was omitted from the Kuang-hsiA edition.

 76 Byk. Hst Chi-yii's atlas of 1848, Ying-huan chih-liieh 1. 15b (map), in a highly
 abstract manner shows Nagasaki behind an island, evidently the Goto Archipelago; the
 southern entrance so formed is labelled Wu-tao men, " Goto Archipelago entrance,"
 and the northern is labelled T'ien-t'ang men.

 _ V~Ik_. FUJITA (WANG 66) identifies Ch'i-chou as the Paracel Is. off the
 east coast of Indo-China. Hai-kuo wen-chien lu 41b (map) shows -LtJI'4 off the
 southeast tip of the Indo-Chinese peninsula. Perhaps this phrase should be taken as
 the " great ocean of the Paracels."

 78M . Lu Wan Shan, according to the Hai-lu 1. 1, is the same as Wan Shan,
 a mountainous, island in the sea outside Canton which served as the navigator's final
 landmark on the voyage home. Hai-kuo wen-chien lu 2. 55 (map) shows Lao Wan
 Shan -t in the sea south of Lintin Is. between the present Hongkong and Macao.
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 as for the country of Chiang-k'ou. The water route from Amoy

 is 170 watches. Adjoining (Cambodia) is the country of YIN-TAI-MA
 (Chantebun?). The water route to it from Amoy is 140 watches. The
 country of SUNGORA is in the southwestern sea. It is a dependency of
 Siam and has traded (with China) continuously since 1729.79 The
 water route to this country from Amoy is 180 watches. Adjoining

 Sungora are the three countries of JAYA (Ch'ih-tzfi), LIGOR, and
 PATANI. Jaya borders upon Sungora on the northeast. The water

 route from Amoy to this country is the same as to Sungora. Ligor on

 the east borders upon Jaya. The water route from Amoy is 150
 watches. Patani (Ta-ni) is also called Ta-nien. On the northeast it

 borders upon Ligor. The water route from Amoy is the same as for
 Ligor. These three countries have all traded (with China) continu-
 ously since 1729. JOHORE is in the southwestern sea. It has traded
 continuously since 1729. Across the ocean it is 9,000 li to the border

 of Kwangtung; they enter port through the Bocca Tigris. From Amoy
 the water route is 180 watches. Dependencies of Johore are the three

 countries of TRENGGANU, TAN-TAN, and PAHANG. From Trengganu to
 the border of Kwangtung the route is estimated at 9,000 li. From
 Amoy to Tan-tan by sea is 130 watches. Pahang and Johore adjoin
 one another. ACHIN is in the southwestern sea. It is traditionally said
 to be the old country of Samudra. The country of LfT-SUNG (lit. Luzon,
 i. e. the Philippines) is situated in the southern sea, southeast of Feng-
 shan sha-ma-chi,80 Formosa. The water route to Amoy is 72 watches.
 In the Ming period it was taken by the Fo-lang-chi [Spanish or Portu-
 guese]. The name of the country was retained (by them). In 1717
 an edict was handed down putting a stop to trade with the southern
 (? text blurred) ocean. After 1727 there was trade as before. The
 country of MANG-CHtN-TA-LAO (Mindanao?) is in the southeastern
 sea. It has traded continuously since 1729. The water route from
 Amoy is 150 watches. The country of KA-LA-PA originally was the
 old land (? text blurred) of Java. It was taken over by Holland; the

 7 The reference here and below to the official resumption of trade with southeast
 Asia about 1729 adds one more question to the many that already present themselves
 concerning administrative reforms in the Yung-cheng period. The era 1723-35 stands
 out as one of reorganization along many lines; and deserves intensive study.

 80;7`-& Wffi jb&Y-VO*M. Hai-kuo wen-chien lu 1.60 (map of T'ai-wan)
 shows Feng-shan on the west coast near the south tip and Sha-ma-ch'i-t'ou & J'APH
 at the south tip; WADA 153-4 (quoting T'ai-wan-fu chih) gives Sha-ma-chi-t'ou ilf
 shan as equivalent to the present Mao-pi-t'ou Cape.
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 name of the country was retained. It is in the southern sea, and has
 traded continuously since 1727. The water route from Amoy is 280
 watches. PORTUGAL (Kan-ssui-la) is in the northwestern sea near
 England. FRANCE (Fa-lan-hsi MON), also called Fu-lang-hsi 416I5
 is the same as the Portugal (Fo-lang-chi 141t0) of the Ming period,
 in the southwestern sea; after absorbing the Philippines (Lu-sung),
 they divided their people and lived there, still governing it at a dis-
 tance from France (Fa-lan-hsi). Also the people of this country from
 the late Ming period have come in and lived at Macao in Heung-shan.
 The present dynasty continued the previous arrangement and every
 year orders them to pay a land-rent in silver. But their people are
 forbidden to enter the provincial capital (Canton). The sea route
 from this country to China is more than 50,000 li. SWEDEN (Jui-kuo)
 is in the northwestern sea; the sea-route is calculated to be over
 60,000 li to Kwangtung. They have traded since 1732. DENMARK
 (Lien-kuo) is in the northwestern sea. The route to Kwangtung is
 the same as for Sweden. After they came to Kwangtung for trade
 in the Yung-cheng period (1723-1735), it became an annual affair." 81

 The amazing confusion exhibited in these entries was nothing new
 and had come down from the eighteenth century or earlier, when the
 Franks, the Portuguese, the French, Italy, the Spanish, the Philippines,
 and even Holland in the course of time had all become pretty
 thoroughly mixed up together in Chinese geographical writings. The
 important thing is not that such errors had arisen but that they per-
 sisted so long in the Ch'ing period. The degree of confusion existing
 in the middle of the eighteenth century is well illustrated in the
 Illustrations of the Regular Tributaries of the Imperial Ch'ing (Dy-
 nasty), a compilation of drawings of barbarians of all countries, with
 explanatory text, illustrating the costume of the sexes and of various
 social classes in each case.82 The material for this imperial work was
 collected by the high provincial authorities and sent to the Grand
 Council for presentation to the Emperor. Yet in the explanatory text
 the following statements occur: 1. 23, J-ta-li-ya presented tribute in
 1667 (actually Holland) and the Pope came to do so in 1725; 1. 47,
 England is a dependency of Holland; 1.49, France is the same as
 Portugal; 1.51, Sweden is a dependency of Holland; 1. 61, Sweden

 81 Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31. 3-4.
 82 Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung t'u compilation imperially ordered 1751, Palace edition

 1761, 9 chuan.
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 TABLE 4. EARLY EUROPEAN EMBASSIES TO THE COURT OF PEKING.

 Note: dates refer to western calendar years in which an embassy was in Peking. Unless otherwise noted, all these embassies appear Go
 actually to have arrived at the capital and to have had audience of the Emperor. For each embassy we have tried to note the chief
 research recently published with reference to it. Lists of embassies, none completely accurate, are given by PAUTHIER, L. PFISTER (Notices
 biographiques et bibliographiques sur les Jesuits . . , p. 506, also p. 610, completed by Havret), and S. COULING (The Encyclopaedia
 Sinica, p. 160, from PFISTER).

 PORTUGAL HOLLAND RUSSIA8 PAPACY 9/BRITAIN
 1520-21 Thome Pires !6

 sent by Emmanuel' 1656 Pieter van Goyer and 1656 Feodor Isakovitch Baikov
 Jacob van Keyser by Alexis I Mikhailovitch

 1670 Manoel de Saldanha 1665? Pieter van Hoorn 5
 by Alfonso VI 1676 Nicolas G. Spathar Milescu

 1678 Bento Pereyra de Faria' 1686 6 by Alexis I
 1689 Feodor Alexievitch Golovin

 by regent Sophia (to Nerchinsk,
 not to Peking) Z

 1693-94 Isbrand Ides C1
 by Peter I 1705 Patr. T. Maillard de Tournon

 by Clement XI

 1727 A. Metello de Souza y 1720-21 Leon Vassilievitch Izmailov 1720 Patriarch Mezzabarba,
 Menezas by Peter I by Clement XI Z
 by John V (1721-25 Laurent Lange trading agent) 1725 PP. Gothard and Ildephonse

 1726-27 Sava Vladislavitch (" Ragu- by Benedict XIII
 zinski ")

 1753 F.-X. Assis Pacleco y by Catherine I .........
 Sampayo 1767 Capt. I. Kropotov
 by Joseph I 1795 Isaac Tithsing by Catherine II 1793 Lord Macartney

 1805-6 Count Golovkin by George III10
 by Alexander I (turned back

 at Urga)

 1808. 1820 (no audiences) 1816 Lord Amherst
 by George III
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 1CHANG T'ien-tse 43-44 states that the King left the choice of an ambassador to the Governor of India, who chose PIRES; see also

 CHANG Wei-hua 4 ,, P'u-t'ao-ya ti-i-tz'it lai-hua shih-ch'en shih-chi kao #jV j Q X " The First Portuguese
 Embassy to China," SHNP 1 no. 5 (Aug. 1933).103-112; YANO (2).

 ' PELLIOT (4).

 'K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72.18b cites this embassy as sent by Alfonso (A-feng-su). (Although Alfonso VI had been exiled in 1667, his
 brother Pedro ruled in his name until 1683.)

 4 PFISTER 610 gives data concerning the arrival of this embassy.

 6 DUYVENDAK (5) 337 n. 4, 338 n. 1 states that this embassy was in 1665 and that references to 1666 in a ChUn Chi Ch'u memorandum of
 1794 and to 1667 in the Kuang-hsil hui-tien shih-li, are incorrect. Similarly the Ch'ing-shih kao, pen-chi, records the embassy under
 1667, the K'ang-hsi hui-tien under 1666 (see text above), and COULING P. 150 as of 1668. Prof. DUYVENDAK'S masterly treatment i
 of the last Dutch embassy naturally arouses the hope that he will deal similarly with these early ones.

 8K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72. 13b (see text above after note 62), and DUYVENDAK (5) . 337-8 refer to this embassy, but we have not M
 noticed much material concerning it. Ch'ing-shih kao also lists it, as from William of Orange.

 DUYVENDAK (3), (4), and (5).
 8 A number of minor Russian emissaries reached Peking whom we have not listed, some of them, like BAIKov, being merely "agents." 0

 COULING 160, following PFISTER, lists 11 Russian embassies; but on pp. 491-2 for the same period COULING lists a total of 18 "Russian 3
 representatives and envoys to China." The latter list, obviously from a different (though unnamed) source, includes a mission " received by >
 the Chinese emperor" (MILOVANov and KOBIAKOV 1670) which is not in PFISTER'S list; and at the same time it omits embassies of C
 1808 and 1820 which are listed by PFISTER. Meanwhile both lists omit a certain BRATISHCHEV, cited by STANTON, who was sent to .
 seek a treaty in 1754, and actually received a letter from the Li Fan Yuan. Much further work along the lines laid down by Dr. ?
 STANTON is plainly required. On the whole subject see J. F. BADDELEY, Russia, Mongolia, China . . ., London 1919; G. CAHEN, Histoire des M
 relations de la Russie avec la Chine . . . (16'89-1730), Paris 1911; J. W. STANTON, " Russian Embassies to Peking during the eighteenth W
 century," University of Michigan Historical Essays (1937), pp. 97-112; and Liu Hsilan-min, "Russo-Chinese Relations up to the Treaty M
 of Nerchinsk," Chinese Social and Political Science Review 23 (1940). 391-440.

 Papal relations are referred to by PFISTER, passim, among others.

 1 E. H. PRITCHARD, The Crucial Years of Early Anglo-Chinese Relations, 1750-1800, Pullman 1936, ch. 5-10 gives an invaluable
 treatment from the British records.
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 190 J. K. FAIRBANK AND S. Y. TENG

 (Jui) and England (Ying-chi-li) are shortened names for Holland;

 1.71, the Spanish in the Philippines (Lu-sung) are the Portuguese

 (Fo-lang-chi) who took Malacca and Macao. (This exaggerated im-

 pression of Holland evidently stems from the seventeenth century.)

 As the most striking commentary on this persistent confusion it

 may be noted finally that in November 1844 the Imperial Commis-

 sioner Ch'i-ying *A, who had just finished the negotiation of treaties
 with Great Britain, the United States, and France and was presumably
 the highest authority in China on the subject of western countries,

 reported to the Emperor that France (Fo-lan-hsi POfiVM) was the
 Fo-lang-chi (Portugal) of the Ming period, whence derived the

 French interest in Christianity; after the arrival of Matteo Ricci, he

 explained, "the Frenchmen suddenly yielded Macao to Portugal,
 themselves returning to their own country; that those barbarians

 should be ten times as powerful as Portugal and yet willingly give up

 the place was (due to) their submission to the teaching of Matteo
 RICCI." 83 Plainly the ideology of the tributary system with all its
 implications survived in the nineteenth century in large part because

 of pure ignorance,-an ignorance so profound that the growth of a
 conscious Chinese foreign policy was seriously inhibited.

 The above table of European embassies to Peking, in compiling

 which we are much indebted to the assistance of Prof. C. S. GARDNER,
 is offered here as an aid to further study. These embassies illustrate

 all the problems of the tributary system in its decline,-the growth

 of trade unconnected with formal tribute, the European dislike of
 the kotow and demand for equal status, the tragic Chinese ignorance
 of the west. It is amazing that a larger number of systematic studies
 have not been made of these successive experiments in Sino-western
 relations.

 6. CH'ING TRIBUTE EMBASSIES AND FOREIGN TRADE.

 The successive editions of the Collected Statutes reflect a changing

 situation but do not reveal its realities in any detail. As a first step
 toward the study of the real activity of individual tributaries we sub-
 mit the following table of embassies recorded in the period 1662-1911.
 The years 1644-1661 are omitted because in that period are recorded
 well over a hundred Mongol tribes and others, many of which we

 83 IWSM-TK 73. 3b.
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 have been unable to identify, and almost none of which are recorded

 after the beginning of the K'ang-hsi period in 1662,-evidently be-

 cause their activity under the Li Fan Yuan by that time was con-

 sidered as in a different category from that of the traditional tributaries

 remaining under the Board of Ceremonies.

 No one source, unless it be the 1200 odd unindexed volumes of the

 Ch'ing shih-lu,84 gives a complete list of tribute embassies to the Court

 of Peking under the Manchus. The following table has been compiled

 from the annals of the Draft History of the Ch'ing (Ch'ing-shih kao,

 pen-chi) and the Tung-hua lU.85 Both these sources at the end of

 each annual section usually give a list of tribute embassies, and

 usually they agree, particularly in the first half of the nineteenth cen-

 tury (Chia-ch'ing and Tao-kuang periods, excepting 1829-31). But

 sometimes one records embassies which the other does not, and some-
 times embassies are recorded in the text of an annual section in

 either work but not in the summary list at the end of the section.
 Thus embassies from Nepal and the Dzungars are often recorded only

 in the text, not at the end. We have distinguished among these

 sources within sources by numerals:

 1 = recorded at the end of the annual section of the Ch'ing-shih kao,

 pen-chi.
 2 = at the end of Tung-hua lu.
 3 = in the text of the Ch'ing-shih kao.

 4 = in text of Tung-hua lu.

 We have searched 3 (the text of the Ching-shih kao) during most of
 the period covered, particularly for the Ch'ien-lung era when sum-

 maries at the end were usually omitted in both sources. The more
 extensive text of the Tung-hua lu (4) has been searched only for the

 first decade after 1662 and elsewhere spasmodically. Each item repre-

 sents a reference to actual tribute (kung M) and has been checked,

 84 Ta-Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu Tokyo (1937), 1220 vols. Cf. K.
 BIGGERSTAFF, Some Notes on, the Tung-Hua Lu and the Shih-Lu, HJAS 4.101-115.

 Prof. BIGGERSTAFF 112 points out that even this collection is by no means complete
 in its coverage of edicts.

 85 Shih-i-ch'ao tung-hua lu + compiled by WANG Hsien-ch'ien and

 PFAN I-fU (cf. BIGGERSTAFF 10c. cit.), Kuang-pai-sung-chai i edition, Shang-
 hai 1891. Our copy of the Ch'ing-shih kao contains prefaces by CHAO Erh-hsUn dated

 1927 and by CHIN Liang dated 1928, making it of the first or Peking edition [cf. C. H.

 PEAKE, A comparison of the various editions of the Ch'ing Shih Kao, TP 35 (1940).
 354-363].
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 although not double-checked; further references can doubtless be
 found in these sources but not, we believe, in numbers sufficient to
 change the general picture here presented.

 On the other hand, the more complete record available in the moun-
 tain of documents compiled to form the Ch'ing shih-lu upsets to some
 degree calculations based upon the Ch'ing-shih kao; for the Shih-lu
 contains numerous annual references to the presentation of tribute
 (from Mongol tribes, Tibet, and such places) not mentioned in the
 Ch'ing-shih kao. This appears from an examination of the Shih-lu

 for 1644, 1654, 1664, and so on at ten year intervals through 1834.
 This discrepancy might be explained on the theory that reference to
 ordinary tribute from places under the jurisdiction of the Li Fan
 Yuan came to be regularly excluded from the Ch'ing-shih kao. But
 it appears that the exclusion went even further, and sometimes
 applied to embassies from the south and east. Thus the Shih-lu for
 1664 (3rd year of K'ang-hsi, ch. 11. 3b, 12. 24b) records tribute from
 Annam and Liu-ch'iu, while the Ch'ing-shih kao, pen-chi, for the same
 year, does not. The Shih-lu for 1674 (13th year of K'ang-hsi, ch. 45.
 10b) records tribute from Annam, while the Ch'ing-shih kao, pen-chi,
 for the same year, does not. Other examples could be cited to indicate
 that the annals of the Ch'ing-shih kao present an incomplete record
 of tribute embassies.85a It is hardly surprising that the compilers of
 the Ch'ing history, working in the twentieth century, should give an
 imperfect record of the functioning of an institution which really
 perished long before the dynasty itself. As a result it would appear
 that a relatively complete record of Ch'ing tribute embassies can be
 secured only through a page by page examination of the twelve
 hundred odd volumes of the Ch'ing shih-lu. This we have not at-
 tempted, but we hope someone else will do so. Until this happy event,
 the data given below appear to be the best available.

 For example, CH'i Kun Id and FEI Hsi-chang jo4,, Hsii Liu-chliu kuo
 chih-luieh ' (Supplement to the Brief Gazetteer of Liu-ch'iu), latest
 date in text 1809, dated in Harvard catalogue 1808, in ch. 2 for the period 1757-1809
 record tribute sent from Liu-ch'iu for ten years not recorded in our table; the latter,
 on the other hand, records tribute from Liu-ch'iu in six years not recorded in this
 work. Again, the Yiieh-hai-kuan chih 21. 17-45 during the period 1665-1839 refers to

 thq tributary activity of Siam in a score of years in which Siamese tribute is not
 recorded in our table, while the latter records tribute in a dozen years when this work
 does not. Some of these discrepancies may of course be explained by the difference
 in place of the variant observers; tribute recorded at Canton or Liu-ch'iu may have
 reached Peking in a different year or not at all.
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 TABLE, 5. TRIBUTE EMBASSIES 16692-1911.

 U~~~ Z ~~~ ~

 K'ang-hsi 1 1662. *12 .

 2. 1663 *1 .... .. .. .. ..*34afHLL.M
 3 1664 *19 *2 *4 .

 4 1665 *12 *12 ... *12... .. . .
 5 1666 *12 *192 ... ..
 6 1667 *12. .... .. . 1 OL
 7 1668 *12 ... *12. *12... .. . .
 8 1669 *12. *192.. .. .. . . .
 9 1670 *12... .. . . *24 PORT.
 10 1671 *12 *12

 11 1672. *192 ... ... *4 ... ..
 12. 1673 *12 ... *1 *2 *4b

 13 1674 *12. *129 ..
 14 1675 *129 ..

 15 1676 *12. .. . ... ... *34 ...
 16 1677 *129 ..
 17 1678 *12. .. *12 PORT.

 18 1679 *12 *12. *12 .. .. ....
 19 1680 *12. *129 ....

 2.0 1681 *12 *2 ... *13c ...
 2.1 1682. *12. .. *12. ... . . . .. . . . . .
 229 1683 *12. *12 ... .. ..
 23 1684 *12. *2 *12.

 24 1685 *192 *12. .. ... *IC ...
 25 1686 ~*12 *12H LL *12b

 2.6 1687 *129 ..
 2.7 1688 *12. *129 ..
 2.8 1689 *12. *2 .
 2.9 1690 *12. ... ..
 30 1691 *12. *12. *1 .

 31 1692. *12. ..... .... ..

 32. 1693 *192 *12.
 33 1694 *12. .. ....
 34 1695 *12. *12. ... ..
 35 1696 *12. .. .... . .
 36 1697 *12. *12. *12. ...

 37 1698 *192 .. ..
 38 1699 *12. *12. ..... .... ..
 39 1700 *192 ... ..
 40 1701 *12. *12. ..... .... ..

 41 1 709 *12. *1 ... ..

 a "The country of Holland sent an envoy who presented tribute and requested

 permission to assist the imperial army in carrying on the war against Formosa; an
 exceptional reward was bestowed upon him." Presumably refers either to BORT or to
 VAN KAMPEN and NOBEL, none of whom reached Peking?

 b Turfan.

 O -lu-t'6 P t# i. e. O6Iot (Western Mongols), later followed by the Dzungars.
 M. COURANT, L'Asie Centrale aux XVIIP et XVIIIe, siecles, Paris 1912, summarizes
 Manchu-Mongol relations in this period as recorded in the Tung-hua lu.
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 cd~ 0 0~

 K'ang-hsi 42 1703 *12 *192 *129 .. ..

 44 1705 *12. *129 ... ... ... .. .. .*

 46 1707 *12 *129 ... ... ..... .. *.
 47 1708 *12 .. . *2 ... .. .. ..

 48 1709 *12 *12. ... .. .. .. .. ..
 49 1710 *129 . * 12 ... .. .. .. ..

 50 1711 *12 *129 . .. ... ... ... .. *.. .. ..

 52. 1713 *12 *12. ..... .. ..... .

 54 1715 *12 *12 .. ... ... .. .. ..

 55 1716 *129 . * 2 .. . . ... ... . .
 57 1718 *12 *12 *129 . .. .. ... ..
 58 1719 *12 * 129 . .. .. .. .

 59 172.0 *12 *12 ..... .. ..... .

 60 1721 *12. *12. *12 ... ..... .. .. ..

 61 17229.9.. .. .

 Yung-che'ng 1 1723 *12 *12 ... .. .. ... ... .. ..
 2 1724 *1 ... *1 *1 . .. .. .. ..

 3 1725 *1 *12. 19.*POP. ..
 4 1726 *1 *1 . . *12 . ..

 5 1727 *1 .. .. .. **.* *. .. *

 7 17298 *12 1 . . . . . . .
 8 1730 *1 .1 2 2 19 .. *1 ... ... ... . .

 11 1733 *1 ... *1 .. . . * . .

 12 1734 *1 *12. ... .. .. .. .. .. .*

 13 1735 *2 ... .......*3*Id

 Chin-ug1 1736 *12 . 1 1 . 1 . . .

 29 1737 *12 *12 *2 . . *2 .. .. ..

 13 17385 2 *2 *23. ... *3 ...

 Ch'enlu g 5 1740 *23. *23 ... ... .. .1 .. .. .
 6. 1741 *12 *123 . *23 ..... ..

 7 1742 *23 *23 *33..

 8 17439 *23 *2.2... .. 2 .. * .
 9 1744 *23 *2 .. .. .. .. . . .

 10 1745 *23 *.. *9133 ..
 11 1746 *23 ... ..... . ... ... *3 .

 12 1747 2 2 *2 . ..*23
 13 1748 *23 *23 . ... ... ...*.

 14. 1749 *2 ... .*2 ..e *.

 15 1750 *23 *2 ... *23 ... ..... .. .*
 16 1751 *2 *2 . . *3 ..... ..

 d Pa-pu-e'rh kuo 3?J. Cf. B Aij Parbuttiya, i. e. Nepal, BRUNNERT 907.
 ePresentation of tribute not specifically mentioned.
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 ce z 04 0~~~~~~.~0
 A 0 1 0 ..

 Ch'ien-lung 17 1752 . . ... ... *3 *3 *3 PORT. *3g
 18 1753 *2 *3 .. *3f *3 PORT.
 19 1754 *2 *23 9.3 . . *23
 2.0 1755 *23 *293 ... ..

 21 1756 *2 *2 . *23 .. ......

 2.2 1757 *123 *123 ... *123.. .. .. 3
 2.3 1758 *293 .. ..*311
 2.4 1759 *2 .

 2.5 1760 * 1219 ... .1. ...

 2.6 1761 *2 . *3 .

 2.7 17692 *23 ....... *131
 218 1763 *2 ... ..

 29 1764 *23 .. .. .. .. .
 s0 1765 *23 .

 31 1766 *12 *129 .
 32. 1767 *2 .. * .

 33 1768 *2 *2.. .... ..

 34 1769 *2 ... ...
 35 1770 *2 *2 .. .. .. .
 36 1771 *2 ... *

 37 1772 *2 *2 ..... ..
 38 1773 *129*1 ... 2
 39 1774 *12 *12. .... . .
 40 1775 *2 *2 .. .. .. .
 41 1776 *2 . . *3 .

 42. 1777 *2 . . *3 .

 43 1778 *293 *23.. ..
 44 1779 *2 ... ..
 45 1780 *23 *2 .

 46 1781 *23 *2 *23 . *3 ..

 47 1782 *2 * .....

 48 1783 *23 ... ..

 49 1784 *12. *12 19. *12 ... ..
 50 1785 *12. ... ..

 51 1786 *12 *12 .. *12 ... ...
 52. 1787 *2.. ..
 53 1788 *2 *2 . . *3 ...

 54 1789 *2 *. 3 *23 ...
 55 1790 *23 *28 *23 *3 *23 *23 .

 56 1791 *923 ... *..2.*23 ... ... ..

 57 1792 *2 . *23 *2 ... *913 ... ... *3~k
 58 1793 *2 *2 *23.....*2

 59 1794 *2 *3 ..*923 HoLL
 60 1795 *2 *12. *12. *12. *12. *12. .. *1 1.EG

 fTribute ordered permanently stopped; in the following year the Dzungars surrendered.

 g E~jf W~aS The Erdeni Regent of the Sakya, or Brugha, i. e.
 Tibet. Cf. BRUNNERT 906.

 khKirghiz (Ha-sa-k'o).

 im*'fifii0: K'u-e-rh-le- Beg; and also Afghanistan (Ai-wu-han).
 J1792.: permission for tribute embassy (MACARTNEY) given; 1793: embassy; 1795:

 tribute not presented at Court.
 ~~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~~J The Ho-han Erdeni Beg, Na-erh-pa-t'u?

 1Annam (An-nan) became Ylieh-nan.
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 11N

 Chia-ch'ing 1 1796 *12 9 . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 2. 1797 *12. *12. ... *129 . .. .. .. . .

 3 1798 *12 *12. ... *129 .. .. ... ... .. ..

 4 1799 *12. .. *129 .. ..............*

 5 1800 *12. *12 ... ... ..... .. .. .*

 6 1801 *12 .. *12. ... .. .. .. .. .*

 8 1803. *12 *2
 9 1804 *12. ... *1... *9 . . . . *

 12 1807 *19. *129.. ... *12 .....

 13 1.808 *1 *12.. ... ... ... .....1. E G
 14 18096 1 1 *1*12 *1*12 .. ... ... ..
 15. 18107 *129 .... *129... 19. ... ... ... ...

 17 1812 *1 *1*12 .I ... ... ... .. ..

 18 1813 19 *12 . *12 . *12 . *12. ... ... ... ... ...

 19 1814 *12. *1 19 . ..

 20 1815 *12. *12. ... *12. *1. . ...... *

 217 1816. *12. *12 ... *9 .
 22 1817 *12. *12. *12. *1... . . .

 23 1818 *12. *129 ..*.
 240 1819 *1 *12 *19.*129 .. *1 ... ... ...

 251 1820 *12. *12. .... .1.. *.

 Ta-kan 18217 *12 *12. *129.. .. ... ... ... ...

 23 1822 *12 *12 .. 13 .. .. .. .. ... ... ..

 3. 1823 *12. *12. 19. *12. .. *12 . ... ... *3.
 4. 1824 *12. *129 .... ... ... ... ..

 Tao-k ang 5 1825 * 12. 9 *12 ... *12 *12 ... ... ... ... ...
 6. 1826. *12. *12 ... ...2.. ..... .....

 7 18273 *12. *129 .. *12 ..19 .. ... .. ..e.
 8 18284 *12. *12. ... ... ... ... ... ..

 9 18295 *23. *21292 2 ... .1. 1 . ... ... ...

 10 18306 *29 *12 . *3 .. .. .. .. .. ..

 11 1831 * *1 *21 *2 *2319 ... ... ... ...

 12 18328 *12. *129 . 1 *2 .. .. . .
 13 18339 *123 *1 2 *12 *123 . . ... ... ...
 14 1834 *12 *12 ..*2 * 12 ... ... .. .. ..

 17 1837 *123 *12 *12 *12 .. . ...3.. .
 18. 1838. *12. *129 .. *12. ... ..1 .. ... ... ... ..

 213 1841 *12. *129 .... *12 ... ..19.. ..

 22 18342 *12. *192 . 19.. .19. ... ... * . .

 23 18435 *2.. *1*12 .. .19.. ... ... ..

 26 18456 *1*12.. .1. ... .. .. .. .. .. ..

 26 1846 *9. *9 *12 *12 ... ... .. .. .
 27 1847 *1.* 192 . . 2 19 . ... ... ... .. ... ...

 28 18481 *1 *12 *1 *12 .. 1.. ... ... ... .. ..

 29 18494 1 *12 *12 19. ... ... ... ... ... ... ..

 30 1850 *14 *14 ... ..
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 Cd~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 Hsien-f~ng 1 1851 *1 *1 . ... ..... ..
 2. 1852. *1 .. .. * .

 3 1853 *1 *1 *1 *1 *1 *1 .. .. .. ....
 4 1854 *14 *1.. ..
 5 1855 *1 *1 ..... ..
 6 1856 *1 .

 7 1857 *1 *1.. ..
 8 1858 *14 *1 .

 9 1859 *1 *1 ...

 10 1860 *1 .

 11 1861 *3.. ..

 T'ung-chih 1 1862 *12. *12. .. .. .. ....
 2. 1863 *129 ..
 3 1864 *12. *12... .. .. . .
 4 1865 . *3 .

 5 1866 *12. *12. .. ....
 6 1867 *12. *12... .
 7 1868 *12. ... ..

 8 1869 *12. *12. *12. ... ..
 9 1870 *12. ... ... ... ..

 10 1871 *12. *12 *12. .. .. *92If
 11 1872. *12. ... ...

 192 1873 *1 ... ..
 13 1874 ...

 Kuang-hsii 1 1875 P *1 *1 ..1 ... ...
 2 1876.. .. . .

 3 1877 *3fl *3 .
 4 1878 *1 ... ... ... ..1
 5 1879 *1 .. * .
 6 1880 *1 ... ....*1 *.*
 7 1881 *1 ......1
 8 1882. *1.. .. . . . .

 9 1883 *1 * .
 10 1884 *1 .

 11 1885 ..

 12. 1886 *1 ... ... ..

 13 1887 *1 .

 14 1888.. .. .. ... . . .

 15 1889 *13 .

 16 1890

 17 1891.. ..

 18 1892. *1 ...
 19 1893 .. ... . . .

 2.0 1894 *1 ..... ..*.

 34 1908 ... ... ... ..*.. ... *3 ..

 Ilsiian-t'ung 1 1909 ... ..........*..

 mJapan.

 n~Liu-ch'iu tribute to China stopped by Japan; tribute envoy to China sent back.
 o ~ j~ The Po-k'o-pa-la Living Buddha of Chamdo, Tibet.

 P~ Only sources 1 and 3 are used, after 1874.
 ~Three khans from TibetNOn1V
 rNothing recorded from here through 1907.
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 The picture presented above in Table 5 may be summarized as

 follows for the two centuries from 1662 to 1860:

 Korea-tribute embassies every year with only one or two exceptions;

 Liu-ch'iu-embassies every other year on the average, actually in
 some 115 years out of the two centuries mentioned, and annually
 in the period 1813-1835,-this has significance for the trade be-

 tween China and Japan;

 Annam-some 45 years in the two centuries mentioned, of which 24

 were in the second century,-a slight (recorded) increase in the
 latter part of the period;

 Siam-some 48 years during the two centuries mentioned, of which
 11 were in the first century and 37 in the period from 1780 to
 1860,-a marked (recorded) increase in the latter part of the

 period;

 Burma-some 16 years between 1750 and 1853, of which 12 were after
 1789,-i. e. chiefly in the nineteenth century;

 Laos-some 17 years between 1730 and 1853, rather evenly scattered
 about ten years apart;

 Sulu-some 7 years between 1726 and 1754.

 The remaining tributaries listed after 1662 are either European, or
 from the north or west; the latter total a dozen miscellaneous items,
 including Nepal (the Gurkas) on ten occasions between 1792 and

 1908, the Western Mongols (Olots, Dzungars) on at least ten occa-
 sions, and Tibet, Turfan, and certain tribes, all very occasionally.

 Nepal sent tribute before the 1818 edition of the Statutes but was not
 regularly enrolled in it.

 From these indications, such as they are, it would appear that, in

 the latter of the two centuries between 1662 and 1860, embassies from
 Korea continued regularly, those from Liu-ch'iu and from Annam
 increased in frequency, and those from Siam and Burma showed a

 marked increase. According to this table, recorded embassies totalled

 216 in the first century and 254 in the second (1762-1860 inclusive).
 Leaving Korea out of account, as a constant factor, the average num-
 ber of embassies per year 1662-1761 was 1.16, whereas in the years
 1801-1860 it was 1.68. It therefore appears that embassies increased

 as the dynasty grew older,-that the height of Ch'ing power in the

 eighteenth century saw less tributary activity than the period of de-
 cline in the first half of the nineteenth century.
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 There is as yet no way of passing final judgment upon the complete-

 ness of the references recorded in the sources upon which this con-
 clusion is based. It is conceivable that as the dynasty grew weaker an

 effort was made to maintain prestige by recording tributary embassies

 more completely. Judging by the regularity of the bureaucratic scribal

 activity under the Ch'ing, so far as we know it, this seems unlikely.

 In any case this evidence, even if it be a mere selection of data, must

 be reckoned with as it stands until an index has been made for the
 Shih-lu, and it or other sources have yielded further references. What

 are we, then, to make of this evidence?

 The most obvious suggestion is that this increase in the sending of

 embassies was prompted by commercial motives. The alternative ex-
 planation would seem to lie in the realm of international politics.

 Under the latter heading, if it can genuinely be separated from eco-
 nomic interests, might lie the increase of Burmese and Nepalese

 activity, following the Chinese campaigns against these countries in
 1765-69 and 1792, respectively. The activity of Sulu and of Laos do
 not seem to fit any particular pattern of explanation. That of Siam

 and of Liu-ch'iu, however, particularly the latter, might be tentatively
 ascribed to an increased interest in commerce. Whether the embassies

 were themselves commercial or merely auxiliarly to trade remains to be
 investigated. But at least in the case of Liu-ch'iu a strong argument
 may be advanced for the commercial explanation, since Liu-ch'iu was
 the entrepot for Sino-Japanese trade; and as a matter of fact a good

 deal (almost a third) of the recorded increase in the total of embassies
 is due to Liu-ch'iu. By statute this kingdom should have sent tribute

 every second year, but it was recorded in 45 years between 1806 and
 1860. We summarize below a rather interesting report written by the

 British Vice-consul at Foochow in 1851 describing at first hand the
 process of tributary trade.85b

 85b For the conduct of the Liu-ch'iu trade at Foochow, ten Chinese brokers were
 named for life, being collectively responsible for each other like the old Cohong at

 Canton. These monopolists similarly had a semi-official status, which was practically

 hereditary; they reported to the government on the trade and through their monopoly

 were able to profit extensively from it.

 The procedure was described as follows: the tributary envoy from Liu-ch'iu on his

 arrival called on the Taotai and Financial Commissioner of the province and was in
 turn given an entertainment, which the Financial Commissioner did not attend, the

 Marine Magistrate (Hai-fang?) usually doing the honors. He then handed in a list
 of the tribute presents and of the import cargo and the armament of his two vessels,-
 which being approved, he started on his journey to Peking under official escort and
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 The suggestion that embassies, at least in some cases, increased in
 number to provide a vehicle for an expanding commerce naturally
 raises the whole question of the relation between trade and tribute in
 the modern period. Having already raised a good many more problems

 his ships were allowed to break bulk. After examining the list of imports, the official

 brokers, each undertaking to dispose of a certain share of the total, would state to

 the Liu-ch'iu traders the prices they were prepared to give for imports and to demand

 for exports. The Liu-ch'iu traders on their part brought specie to cover the extra cost

 of their exports; this was in the form of small Japanese gold coins containing a good

 deal of alloy, which the Chinese brokers could easily transport to Canton or Soochow

 for sale if it could not be converted into sycee locally. The Liu-ch'u traders' sole com-

 pensation while in the hands of the monopolists was the fact that they were freed

 from all official customs duties, although not from the unavoidable presents to Chinese

 officials.

 The Liu-ch'iu trade flourished because at least one half of it was for re-export to

 Japan on the occasion of the annual Liu-ch'iuan tribute missions there, and goods were

 brought to Foochow from Liu-ch'iu on credit repayable in two to five months, after

 transfer of goods to the Japanese trade could be completed. Even though freed from

 customs duties, the Liu-ch'iu cargoes were not accurately reported to the Foochow

 customs; following " old custom " the same imports would be reported year after year

 with but slight variation, so that less than half the cargo was really reported, most of

 it being smuggled by the brokers with the knowledge of the authorities. The Consul

 suspected that this was done to obviate some statutory limit placed upon the size of
 the trade.

 When the tributary envoy returned from Peking, all accounts were closed. The

 envoy again called on the Financial Commissioner and received another entertainment

 under the heading, says the Consul, of " tender mercies and hospitality to strangers

 from afar " which the Chinese were so fond of quoting. The envoy also received

 Tls. 500 from the Financial Commissioner to defray the expenses of his late journey
 to Peking. Finally as a parting ceremony, dressed in full Liu-ch'iu costume, he per-
 formed a grand kotow to the Emperor on an elevated platform at the custom house, in
 gratitude for the exemption of his ships from duty.

 The Liu-ch'iuans like all foreigners were classed as I, barbarians. At Foochow they
 were restricted to the suburbs, where the residence for the tributary envoy was situated,
 and they were not allowed without authorization to enter the city walls or the interior.
 In 1851 the new IKing of Liu-ch'iu was still a minor, aged 17, his father having died
 two or three years before, and was due to be installed in his kingship in the following
 year (1852), when an imperial commissioner would be sent to Liu-ch'iu with an
 imperial document and presents of silks and satins. Customarily this high official
 was selected from Fukien and departed from Foochow with 500 picked troops in two
 large war junks. " It is calculated, what with presents to the Ambassador and his
 escort, their maintenance, and the cargo which the Loochooans are forced to purchase
 at heavy prices from the members of the Embassy, that it will cost Loochoo no less
 than thirty thousand Taels of silver." (Vice-consul SINCLAIR, Foochow, no. 26 to
 Sir George BONHAM, June 18, 1851, British Consular Archives, Foochow.)
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 than have been solved, we venture to put forward a brief interpretation

 of tributary trade in general.

 1. It is a truism that in the modern period Chinese exclusiveness

 was broken down by maritime trade with the west, which increased

 to a point where it could not be confined within tributary channels.

 This process was most spectacular in the case of the opium trade in

 the nineteenth century which provided the lubrication for the entire

 Anglo-American commercial penetration, and which rapidly increased

 the flow of Sino-western commerce built up by the eighteenth century

 tea trade under the East India Company. It was this continued

 growth of trade which brought on the fatal trial of strength between

 the tributary system and Great Britain, from which stemmed the

 debacle of the later nineteenth century. The subject has already been

 much studied.

 2. By contrast, the expansion of Chinese native trade in the Ch'ing
 period has been relatively neglected. The junk trade from Amoy and

 Canton to the East indies and Malaya 86 has been tacitly accepted as

 the logical background of the spectacular Ming expeditions under

 CHANG Ho, but scholarly studies of that period of Chinese imperial

 expansion have been largely devoted to unavoidable textual problems

 rather than to its economic history. After the expeditions ceased in
 1433 Chinese commerce with Southeastern Asia remains obscure until
 after the arrival of the Portuguese at Malacca in 1511, when the story

 of European penetration begins as noted in the preceding paragraph.

 It is generally accepted that the Portuguese at Malacca, in the
 Moluccas, and elsewhere entered into an east-west trade which had

 previously been flourishing under Arab domination. It is an obvious

 next step to posit that the Portuguese and their successors the Dutch

 and English also entered into a north-south trade, which was already

 86 The existence of this great southern trade of Chinese junks from Canton and
 Amoy was recognized in the following passage in Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31. 15 (omitted
 in Kuang-hsii edition), in a section listing native products of trading countries: " As

 to the various countries which are near the northwest, such as Portugal (Kan-ssi-la),

 Sweden, and Denmark, in all cases the barbarian merchants of those countries come

 to China (nei-ti) to trade. They come in summer and go back in winter. As to the

 various countries in the southeastern sea,-Cambodia, Sungora, Johore, Trengganu,
 Achin, and so on,-and the countries in the South Sea,-the Philippines (Luzon) and
 others,-in all cases the merchants of our own harbors of Kwangtung and the merchants

 of Chekiang and Fukien in the winter and spring go to these, various countries to
 trade, and in summer and autumn then come back...."
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 flourishing beteen China and Southeastern Asia and was conducted
 largely by the Chinese. This may be taken as a truism. A recent
 student of the Spanish in the Philippines,87 for example, points out
 that Manila prospered chiefly as an entrepot between China and
 America, the China-Manila trade being conducted by the Chinese. In
 other words, early European trade with eastern Asia was grafted onto
 the Chinese junk trade which already flourished there. Native Chinese
 commercial expansion stemming from the Mongol period, or probably
 much earlier, paved the way for the European invasion of China by
 sea. Should we not assume that it also for a time kept pace with the
 growth of western Commerce? 88

 3. The vitality of the Chinese junk trade with Malaya in the early
 nineteenth century is clearly reflected in the list of countries recorded
 in the 1818 edition of the Collected Statutes as having commercial
 rather than tributary intercourse with China. From the account of
 these countries, translated in section 4 above, the following table may
 be constructed:

 TABLE 6. NON-TRIBUTARY TRADING COUNTRIES 1818.

 No. of "watches" (ching No. of li distant from

 Place W-) 89 distant from Amoy Canton; remarks
 Siam? (Chiang-k'ou) 160 to Amoy 7200 to Canton
 Cambodia 170 " " same route to Canton as

 (Tung-pu-chai) Chiang-k'ou
 Yin-tai-ma 140 " " (adjoins Cambodia)

 (Chantebun?)

 (Malay Peninsula ...... ......
 begins here?)

 Ligor 150 " " (adjoins Jaya)
 Jaya (Ch'ih-tzd) same as Sungora (180) (adjoins Sungora)

 87 W. L. SCHURZ, The Manila Galleon, New York, 1939.
 88 This early Sino-western commercial competition in Malaya is touched upon in an

 article by Prof. CHANG Te-ch'ang VIE , Ch'ing-tai ya-p'ien chan-cheng ch'ien chih
 Chung-hsi yen-hai t'ung-shang , (Sino-western
 coastal trade in the Ch'ing period before the Opium War), CHHP 10 (1935), 97-145.
 89 The length of one sea watch (keng, Pek. ching) appears to be as uncertain as

 the length of one li on land. WANG Ta-hai (Hai-tao i-chih, see under section 7 below)
 479 gives one watch as 50 li 4AThi+t , while a nineteenth century source, YEH
 Ch'iang-yung (Lii-sung chi-lieh) 3, states flatly that one ching is 100 li )L*+ja'j3.,
 J8 Wj-A. At this rate he figures 124 ching as 12,400 li and estimates the
 distances Shanghai-Ningpo as 12 ching, Ningo-Amoy as 40, Amoy-Lil-sung as 72. For
 the Ming period 300 to 400 years earlier, however, MILLS 7 describes a " Keng"
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 No. of "watches" (ching)89 No. of li distant from
 Place distant from Amoy Canton; remarks

 Sungora 180 to Amoy ......
 Patani same as Ligor (150) (adjoins Ligor?)
 (Siamese-Malayan

 border comes here?)

 Trengganu ...... 9,000 to Kwangtung
 border

 Tan-tan 130 to Amoy ......

 Pahang ...... (adjoins Johore)
 Johore 180 to Amoy 9,000 li to Kwangtung

 border

 (end of Malay ...... ......

 peninsula)

 (revert to eastern ...... ......
 route)

 Lu-sung (P. I.) 72 to Amoy ......
 Mang-chiln-ta-lao 150 to Amoy ......

 (Mindanao?)

 Java (Batavia?) 280 to Amoy ......

 A glance at the Atlas van Tropisch Nederland, Blad. lob, or any
 good map of the region90 will show how plainly these places form a
 chain of ports of call on the coastal trade route from Amoy to the

 Straits. That this list is an accurate contemporary record is confirmed
 in a pleasantly unexpected manner by the report of a British empire-
 builder, Captain Francis LIGHT, the chief founder of Penang, who sent
 home about the year 1788 a list of places in Malaya entitled "A Brief

 Account of the several countries surrounding Prince of Wales's Island

 with their production." 91 The places of trade listed by Capt. LIGHT

 are as follows; note the nearly perfect correspondence with the Chinese

 (ching) or watch as 2.4 hours in Chinese navigation; and WADA 152 states that one

 ching equalled 60 li, say 20 miles, 10 ching being covered in 24 hours with a favorable

 wind. These statements demand careful investigation of nineteenth century practice.

 MILLS' calculations are of course borne out by the facts.

 MILLS 43 calculates that Chinese junks of the Ming period according to the sailing

 directions used by them appear to have traveled 2.93 miles an hour in shore waters,

 and to have averaged 6.25 miles an hour in open waters; whereas a modern junk

 might go at most 8.5 miles an hour.

 90HsU- Chi-yUi's geography of 1848, 1. 23b, 2. lb (maps of S. E. Asia), gives nearly

 all this list of places.

 9 Communicated by C. E. WURTZBURG (originally enclosed in CORNWALLIS to
 DUNDAS, Jan. 7, 1789), J. of the Malayan Branch of the R. A. S., vol. 16 part 1 (July

 1938). 123-126.
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 list published 30 years later: Siam, Chantebon, Chia, Sangora, Pattany,

 Ligore, Tringano, Pahang, Jahore, Rheo, ... (5 items) ... Acheen....

 Considering the wealth of place names and points of trade recorded

 in Malaya at earlier periods, the relatively close correspondence of these

 two sources would indicate that they mirrored the same situation, i. e.
 that the Chinese list of 1818 was based on fact. Confirmation may be

 found in other Chinese works.92

 4. The most important thing about this list is the fact that it was

 frankly labelled " trading countries " MiAi1, not " tributaries." In
 the Ming period Kelantan, Pahang, and Johore had been officially

 enrolled as tributaries. Now they were not. Evidently this was a

 tardy acknowledgment of the situation created in the fifteenth cen-

 tury when tribute embassies from Southeastern Asia, with the chief
 exception of Malacca, ceased to arrive at Peking just as soon as CHENG

 Ho stopped coming to get them,-although trade with Southeast Asia

 continued.
 In this context the voyages of CHERNG Ho may be regarded as an

 effort to bring the sources of Chinese maritime trade into the formal

 structure of the tributary system. Foreign places communicating by

 land were by official tradition regarded as tributary and were so en-

 rolled, as were those foreigners who came by sea. But the effort to
 extend this system to keep up with the expansion of Chinese maritime
 trade was too costly and after 1433 it was given up. The tributary

 system no longer worked by sea, and the compilers of 1818 finally

 acknowledged the fact.

 5. It is not difficult to see why this should be so. Like the Chinese
 state as a whole, the tributary system had developed upon the land
 without experience of the sea; and in accord with the position of the
 Middle Kingdom as the center of eastern Asiatic civilization, it had
 functioned passively. The barbarians came to China, the Chinese had
 no reason to go abroad. During the first two millennia of Chinese
 history the tributary system had continued to be based upon land
 frontiers, and whenever the government was even moderately strong
 the trade which crossed these territorial boundaries could be controlled.

 The Jade Gate was merely the most notable of many points of control.

 92 Cf. the following passage from the Hai-kuo wen-chien lu (block print ed., preface
 1730, 1. 25b; we quote SCHLEGEL'S translation in TP [1898]. 298): "South from Siam
 are Chaya, Lakon (Ligor) and Sungora which are all tributary states of Siam. Patani,
 Kelantan, Tringano, and Pahang all follow each other in succession along the (central)
 mountainridge."
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 On the land frontiers there appears to be ample evidence that the
 traditional system functioned, in its own peculiar way, down to the
 end of the Ming period and even later. The " tributary envoys " who
 came to China from the defunct Kingdom of Rum in 1618 may have
 been great liars but they did no more violence to the system than
 their ancestors from " Constantinople" had done.

 Moreover, the ancient caravan trade across Central Asia had been
 necessarily limited in volume and inclined to concentrate upon luxury
 goods of little weight and high value. Such goods could find their best
 market at the capital. Merchants bound for the metropolis found it
 easy to come in the train or in the guise of a tribute embassy. Even
 if they stopped at the frontier, they could still be enrolled as part of
 an embassy. Similarly trade and tribute from a state like Korea, com-
 ing by land over a fixed route to the market and the throne at Peking,
 retained a natural connection,-particularly when the foreign ruler
 himself monopolized the trade.

 6. It was far different with sea trade, which presented new problems
 of regulation. Staple cargoes reaching a southern Chinese port could
 not possibly be transported to Peking and only a token or luxury
 trade accompanied the envoy to the capital. The development of a
 staple trade, made possible by the use of ships, obliged foreign mer-
 chants to reside in the seaports of South China, and resulted in the
 Arab communities at Zayton and Canton. This called forth an adap-
 tation of the tributary system which has already been noted. The
 foreign community was quarantined in its own quarter under its own
 headman. The adaptation was successful and was applied after 1500
 to Macao and the Thirteen Factories, the theoretical connection be-
 tween trade and tribute being kept alive spasmodically by embassies
 from some of the new maritime trading countries. Like the Russians
 in the north, the Europeans and their trade who came to the south
 were kept under control at certain places on the frontier for the cog-
 nate purposes of safety and profit.

 The real problem was presented by the expansion of maritime trade
 in Chinese hands to which we have already referred. The junk fleets
 of Amoy and Canton conducted a foreign trade not only outside the
 capital but even outside the frontiers of China, quite beyond control
 through tributary forms. Countries which remained passively abroad
 while the Chinese went to them could no longer be enrolled as
 tributaries attracted irresistibly by the civilization of the Middle
 Kingdom. Finally the connection of foreign trade and tribute, always
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 an idea but not always a fact, was dealt another blow when countries
 like the United States, Sweden, and Denmark began to trade prosper-
 ously at Canton without ever sending to Peking anything that could
 be called a tribute embassy. Tribute had at last been eclipsed by trade.

 7. If in these circumstances our suggestion is correct, that embassies
 grew more frequent in the early nineteenth century in order to facili-
 tate a generally expanding trade in eastern Asia, then the tributary
 system had indeed fallen upon evil days and was being prostituted
 by the tributaries and no doubt by Chinese merchants as well. This
 had happened before, but now it served most inopportunely to in-
 crease the inadaptibility of the Chinese state and preserve a useless
 official myth. For insofar as the traditional system seemed to be con-
 firmed by these embassies, the Chinese were left to face the western
 maritime invasion with an outmoded foreign policy suited only to the
 land and the far past.

 This interpretation points to two lines of study, in the history of
 trade and of ideas, as most pressingly needed to explain the dichotomy
 in China's reaction to the west a century ago,-on the one hand, the
 intellectual inadaptability of the Chinese scholar-bureaucracy; on the
 other, the activity of Chinese merchants as abettors of the western
 invasion. Source materials for these lines of study are suggested below.

 7. A SELECTED LIST OF CH'ING WORKS (1644-1860) ON

 MARITIME RELATIONS.

 This selection is arranged in a roughly chronological order and

 includes official compilations, gazetteers, and private works and essays,
 all of which provide source material for one or both of two main
 types of investigation: for students of economic history, information
 as to maritime trade routes, ports, ships, goods, and trading places;
 for students of intellectual history, examples of Chinese thought and

 knowledge concerning the maritime countries and their trade in the
 period covered. Within the limits of this period,-that is, the Ch'ing
 dynasty before the Westerners had penetrated inland to dwell at
 Peking and in the Yangtze valley and so become known at first hand,

 -we have tried to indicate certain works of primary and certain others
 of typical value. We have excluded works on Japan, Liu-ch'iu, and
 land-frontier countries; works written by foreigners in Chinese, in-

 cluding primarily those of western missionaries; works referring nomi-
 nally to an earlier period, like the Ming History or the Hsil we'n-hsien
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 t'ung-k'ao; 93 and works containing material drawn from the period
 but compiled later, such as the Kuo-ch'ao jou-yiian chi PffltfWX
 of WANG Chih-ch'un TEt, (1896). It need hardly be remarked
 that no study of Chinese knowledge of the west can be conducted
 without reference to Matteo Ricci and his successors among the
 Jesuits at Peking. The declining influence of Ricci's world-map has
 been studied in a very interesting article by Mr. Kenneth CH'EN,94
 following the lead of Prof. HUNG.95 Several items by Jesuits or show-
 ing such influence may be found in the huge and fundamental collec-
 tion of Ch'ing works on geography compiled by WANG Hsi-ch'i in
 84 volumes.96 Aside from one or two illustrative items, we have ex-
 cluded materials to be found in this collection, which fortunately has
 been indexed in the new classified catalogue of the Chinese-Japanese
 Library of the Harvard-Yenching Institute (Cambridge 1938-). 97

 In the Ch'ing period three works on the maritime nations and their
 trade, judging by the quotations of other scholars, appear to have had
 more than usual influence. They were compiled at intervals of a little

 For a bibliography of Ming works on barbarian relations, cf. CHU Shih-chia Xk

 ?X, Ming-tai ssfi-i shu-mu HJl{1EPW2# A, Y-i-kung 5 no. 3-4 (April 11, 1936).

 137-158.

 94 Kenneth CH'EN, "Matteo Ricci's contribution to, and influence on, geographical

 knowledge in China," JAOS 59 (1939). 325-359; refers to a number of early Ch'ing

 works, several of which are included in the present list. For the original Chinese ver-

 sion of this article see CH'fiN Kuan-sheng eAJ in Yil-kung 5 no. 3-4. 51-72.
 HUNG Wei-lien hMj (William HUNG), K'ao Li-ma-tou ti shih-chieh ti-t'u

 :4TIJ~sWIV (A study of the world-map of Matteo Ricci), Yii-kung 5.
 no. 3-4 (April 11, 1936).1-50.

 96 WANG Hsi-ch'i VAd Hsiao-fang-hu-chai yii-ti ts'ung-ch'ao /Iri1K
 Dig (Collected copies of works on geography, from the Hsiao-fang-hu study), preface
 dated 1877, type print, Shanghai; second supplement preface dated 1897. Contains a

 total of 1438 titles, including the two supplements, in 84 volumes (ts'e), some 6000

 pages. Cited below as Hsiao-fang-hu-chai with number of chih it, ts'e, and page

 where possible.

 Another important collection from which we cite several works is the Chao-tai

 ts'ung-shu Ott originally compiled by CHANG Ch'ao Add, enlarged by YANG

 Fu-chi ; and revised by SHEN Mou-te W;e, first pub. 1697, revised ed.
 1833, re-printed 1876.

 Several items in this list are also noted in A. WYLIE, Notes on Chinese Literature

 . . , London 1867, with which our findings sometimes differ.
 Since completing this article, we have seen the valuable contribution of Mr. Feng-

 t'ien CHAO, An Annotated Bibliography of Chinese Works on the First Anglo-Chinese

 War, Yenching Journal of Social Studies, 3 no. 1 (October 1940) . 61-103, which gives
 further data concerning half a dozen of the items listed below.
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 over a century. The first was the Tung-hsi-yang k'ao t ifWtY of
 CHANG Hsieh Il completed in 1617,98 sections from which are
 translated by GROENEVELDT and which has more recently been studied

 by WADA. The other two, which fall within the period here considered,

 were the Hai-kuo we'n-chien ltu completed in 1730 (no. 8 below) and

 the Hai-kuo t'u-chih completed in 1842-52 (no. 32 below). Both these
 works deserve monographic attention.

 For the study of Chinese maritime trade the materials appear to

 become unusually rich in the early nineteenth century just before the
 crisis over foreign trade at Canton. The brief first-hand account of a

 blind linguist entitled simply Hai-lu, "A record of the sea" (no. 20),

 was taken down in 1820; the enlargement of the gazetteer of Kwang-

 tung province, edited by the great scholar JUAN Yuan, was completed

 about the same time (no. 21); a nautical guidebook, Hai-wai chi-yao,

 was completed in 1828 (no. 23); Prof. Hst Ti-shan has unearthed at

 Oxford a manuscript describing the Chinese side of western trade up

 to 1832 (no. 24); the gazetteer of Amoy (no. 25), home port of Chinese
 junk trade with the Straits, was completed in the 1830's followed by

 the valuable gazetteer of the Canton maritime customs (no. 26). All

 of this was done before the hectic awakening precipitated by the first

 war with England and these works must in some sense be regarded
 as forbears of the famous geographies of the world compiled in the

 1840's by WEI Yuan (no. 32) and Hst Chi-yii (no. 33). If to such

 sources as these there could be applied the same high scholarship

 which has been bestowed upon earlier and more fashionable periods,
 one main door to the understanding of modern Chinese economic his-
 tory could be unlocked. Though recent, these materials do not lack
 for textual conundrums and problems of identification. These geo-
 graphical works in turn are no more than background material for the
 study of Chinese policy as reflected in the collected writings of officials
 (see, e. g., no. 29) .9

 1. Ku Yen-wu AAA, T'ien-hsia chun-kuo li-ping shu X-T1 RUAJ
 IMf (A critical account of the divisions and states of the Empire),
 120 chiian, author's preface dated 1662, republished 1816, later editions
 1831, 1879.

 98 (A study of the eastern and western ocean [routes]), 12 chiian, in the Hsi-yin-
 hsien ts'ung-shu, ts'e 18-21.

 9 See appendix 3 for an author and title index to the following list, which is itself
 arranged roughly chronologically.
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 A critical geographical work by an outstanding Ch'ing scholar.
 Ch. 119 is devoted to the various barbarians beyond the seas
 (Hai-wai chu-fan) and discusses Japan, Liu-ch'iu, and countries of
 the southeast including Fo-lang-chi. Ch. 120 discusses the tribute

 and trade of these maritime countries (Ju-kung hu-shih), including
 reference to trade routes and to the history of the administration of
 foreign trade, down through the Ming and in some cases into the
 Ch'ing period.

 2. CHANG Yii-shu gBEi (1642-1711), Wai-kuo chi % (A
 record of foreign countries), pp. 13, in Chao-tai ts'ung-shu, ts'e 104;
 and Chang Wen-chen Kung chi qAC t (Block-print edition of
 1792) 8. 19-29. (Reference to 1675 in text).

 By a famous scholar, editor-in-chief of the K'ang-hsi Dictionary and
 the P'ei-wen yiln-fu and one of the editors of the Ming History.
 Deals with various tributary tribes in Manchuria and Mongolia,
 plus Korea, Russia, Siam, Holland, Liu-ch'iu, Annam, and Hsi-yang,
 with references to Christianity.

 3. Yu-t'ung t1451 (1618-1704), Wai-kuo, chu-chih Wzu -Mqff&31-P
 1 chfian (29 pp.), n. d., in Chao-tai ts'ung-shu, ts'e 3, and T'an-chi
 ts'ubng-shub tse1.

 This is a verse narration, with notes in prose, of the usual Ming
 list of countries and places; about one page or less to an item, rather
 miscellaneously arranged, e. g. Europe succeeds Hami. Does not
 appear important, except to indicate the knowledge possessed by a
 famous essayist concerning foreign countries.

 4. Lu Tz'fi-yiin SWAt , Pa-hung i-shih A fTa 4 chfian, 2 ts'e,
 author's preface dated 1683. Published separately, as well as in the
 Lung-wei mi-shu J ts'e 75, and Shuo-k'u e ts'e 44.

 Deals with more than a hundred tributary or trading countries or
 places, grouped (often incorrectly) by the four points of the com-
 pass. Ch. 2 includes references to several European countries. In
 several cases includes transliterations of native languages.

 Note also by the same author: I-shih chi-yii tX 4 chijan, n. d.
 Usually published together with the preceding.

 Supplementary to the Pa-hung i-shih, including descriptions of seas
 and their products, poems of Chinese envoys, illustrations of foreign
 coins, and copies with translations of the credentials (kuo-shu) of
 Korean and Mohammedan envoys.

 6
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 5. Lu Ying-yang 1 (original author), Kuang-yii chi GOVE
 (A record of the broad world), revised edition by Ts'AI Fang-ping

 ~i'~, 24 chijan, 7 ts'e, preface by TS'AI dated 1686, block-print
 edition 1707.

 A systematic survey of the provinces, which in chfian 24 takes up
 the conventional Ming list of tributaries but appears to add little

 if anything from the Ch'ing period.

 6. LAN Ting-yfian I-17E (1680-1733), Lun Nan-yang shih-i shu
 & IW IR (A discussion of a proper policy regarding the Southern

 Ocean), in his Lu-chou ch'u-chi ft A4JA 3. 1-6 (first published 1732,
 republished 1880), also in CHU K'o-ching *tA, Jou-yiian hsin-shu
 AEg@ 3. 14-17, and in Hsiao-fang hu-chai, ts'e 54. Arranged by
 the compiler as of 1724.

 A brief note by a well-known scholar urging abolition of the ban

 on maritime trade. He argues that trade with the Southern Ocean

 would benefit China, ridicules the ignorance of his contemporaries,

 and gives a brief survey of foreign countries.

 7. Ch'in-ting ku-chin t'u-shu chi-ch'eng Att,'-t-NAMA 10,000
 chijan, presented to the Emperor in 1725.

 The great Ch'ing encyclopaedia, in the geography section on border
 barbarians, Fang-yii hui-pien, Pien-i tienTA R , ^ , chulan
 83-106 in particular, contains material on southern and western

 places. Thus chujan 85, 97-101, 103-6 include tributaries of the Ming
 period, maritime and continental mixed together. Ch. 87 under
 " unidentified countries " (wei-hsiang Ad) includes Spain, America,

 and others like Damascus (?), while ch. 108 lists also as " unidenti-
 fied countries " J-ta-li-ya, Sicily, Mexico, and Banjermassin among
 others,-all of which raises the question of the influence of Ricci.

 8. CH'EN Lun-ch'iung EBBStY, Hai-kuo wen-chien lu gMJH
 (A record of things seen and heard among the maritime nations),
 1 chiian, maps 1 chilan, author's preface 1730, other prefaces 1743,
 1744, wood-block reprint 1793; also in I-hai chu-che'n ts' 10,
 and Chao-tai ts'ung-shu, ts'e 55.

 A well-known and systematic treatment of the maritime nations.

 The author's father had had experience in the Southern Ocean on
 missions in search of KOXINGA'S remnants after the subjugation of
 Formosa, and finally became Manchu Brigade General at Canton
 in 1718. The author himself became a Brigade General in Formosa
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 after 1721, traveled in Japan, and made extensive inquiries. The
 maps, old style, are of value, and the book appears to have remained
 a standard work down into the nineteenth century.

 9. YIN Kuang-jen I3ti?ff and CHANG Ju-lin gaf, Ao-men chi-liieh
 IF9#Z(A brief record of Macao), 2 chfian, prefaced dated 1751,
 reprinted 1800.

 The authors were successively officials in the Macao area. In ch. 2
 they first describe the maritime trading countries of the southeast
 for some 15 pages, including the rivalry of the Portuguese and the
 Dutch, and then concentrate upon the Portuguese at Macao, their
 way of life in much detail, concluding with accounts of the western
 calendar and language.

 10. Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung t'u _JfA n Eg1, 9 chfian, (Illustrations
 of the regular tributaries of the Imperial Ch'ing) compiled by TUNG
 Kao By and others under imperial auspices: ordered 1751, completed
 1760, Palace edition 1761.

 Illustrations of some 300 aboriginal or border tribes or countries,
 with explanatory text; ch. 1 refers to several European countries.
 See above, note 82.

 11. Ta-ch'ing i-t'ung chih * -,. (Gazetteer of the Ch'ing
 Empire), compiled by CHIANG T'ing-hsi 7*991 and others under
 imperial auspices, imperial preface dated 1744, slightly revised in
 1764, reprinted in 1849.

 Chfian 353-356 at the end deal with tributary states. See App. 2.

 12. T 'ai-wan-fu chih !%N* -Ai (Gazetteer of T'ai-wan-fu, Formosa),
 26 chiian, first compiled 1694, revised 1741 and 1774. Harvard has a
 block-print edition of 1888 reprinted from the 1872 edition.

 Ch. 19. 37-49 on foreign islands (wai-tao) refers to Liu-ch'iu, Japan,
 Java (Ka-la-pa), Western Ocean, Holland, Siam, etc., and sea-
 routes and trade regulations.

 13. Ch'ing t'ung-tien: Huang-ch'ao t'ung-tien B4J4hA, 100 chiian,
 ordered compiled under imperial auspices in 1767. Covers the period
 1644-1785.

 Chfian 97-99 on border defense, Pien-fang 1 discuss the tribu-
 taries in general plus Japan and Liu-ch'iu, the maritime nations of
 the south, and those of the west, respectively. Several identifications
 of countries (e. g. Cheng-ch'ien, Ching-hai, and Hu-lu, 98. 18b-20b)
 are recorded.
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 14. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao: Huang-ch'ao wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao Ha;

 ji-4 compilation ordered 1747, completed 1786 or 1787, covering
 material to 1785, Chekiang Shu-chii edition 1882.

 Ch. 293-300 describe the barbarians at length. See App. 2.

 15. WANG Ta-hai FE*N, Hai-tao i-chih KNOB (A treatise on the
 islands of the sea), 6 chiian, pub. 1791, in Hsiao-fang-hu-chai, ts'e 54,
 chih 10, pp. 479-489.

 Describes a score or more of the islands in the Southern Ocean,

 Chinese immigration, products, etc. The author had made a voyage

 to some of the islands he describes.

 16. Fu-chien t'ung-chih cheng-shih-1fieh TM1 ti&L!L (A survey
 of administrative affairs, for the Gazetteer of Fukien province), bound
 MSS., 15 chiian in 17 ts'e, n. d., worm-eaten and with some marginal

 corrections; the text refers to the year 1794, if not later.

 Ch. 14 gives a brief survey of the regulation of foreign trade since

 the Sung and the countries concerned. Ch. 15 consists of 8 pages

 on barbarian trade, referring to Liu-ch'iu, Sulu, and Holland, i.e.

 those tributary via Foochow.

 17. HUNG Liang-chi Add (1746-1809), Ch'ien-lung fu-t'ing-chou-
 hsien t'u-chih J+lX l (Gazetteer of administrative areas,
 Ch'ien-lung period) 50 chilan, completed 1803.

 A private compilation similar to the Ta-ch'ing i-t'ung chih but more
 condensed. Tributary and trading countries are described in the
 last chiian, classified by location. The author was well known as

 a historian. See App. 2.

 18. YEH Ch'iang-yung MXR, Lu-sung chi-liieh 5 (A brief
 description of the Philippines), 31/2 pp., in Hsiao-fang-hu-chai, ts'e 76,
 chih 10, chfian 8, item 5 from end.

 Notes on the customs, products, language, and commerce of the
 Philippines. One date in the text refers to 1812.

 19. Chia-ch'ing ch'ung-hsiu i-t'ung chih ;1MRM4 (Gazetteer
 of the empire, revision of the Chia-ch'ing period), 560 chfian, a revision
 under imperial auspices of the Ta-ch'ing i-t'ung chih of the Ch'ien-lung
 period, (q. v.), the material extending to 1820; lithophotographic

 edition from the Palace manuscript, published by the Commercial
 Press, Shanghai, 1934.

 The last few chiian deal with 43 foreign countries from Korea to
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 France, touching upon their location, history, products, and rela-
 tions with China.

 20. HSIEH Ch'ing-kao Afrjoi (1765-1821), Hai-lu *0 (A maritime
 record), 2 chulan.

 (1) Wood-block edition, preface by YANG Ping-nan IMli, T. Ch'iu-
 heng f*, of Chia-ying Ahdd (Kwangtung), as author, describing how
 he obtained the information in 1820 from HSIEH, who had traveled
 abroad for 14 years, learned the languages and customs of the Southern
 Sea, and finally lost his eyesight and became an interpreter at
 Macao,-an unusual repository of first-hand information. (WYLIE 53
 makes no reference to HSIEH by name and gives the publication date
 as 1842).

 (2) Another edition in the Chinese-Japanese Library at Harvard,
 revised and with notes by Lu T'iao-yang , FEW, preface by him dated
 1870, is assigned to HSIEH as author without reference to YANG
 Ping-nan. This later edition appears to be the better known, e. g.
 CHANG Wei-hua 109. It differs from the former in having western
 style maps and extensive notes, largely condensed from the original
 edition.

 This work merits extensive attention as a first-hand source on
 Chinese southern trade in the early nineteenth century. It gives
 sailing directions for and brief descriptions of more than 60 countries
 or places, from the Malay peninsula around to the coasts of India,
 and through the East Indies, including references to Europe. Its
 eye-witness quality is indicated, for example, when the writer,
 YANG, states that Japan is omitted because the narrator, HISIEH,
 had not gone there on his travels. A work entitled Hai-lu chu '4
 by FENG Ch'eng-chiin has been advertised. Note also Prof. FPNG'S
 discussion of this work in Yil-kung 6 (no. 8-9). 113-114.

 21. Kuang-tung t'ung-chih AEZ (Gazetteer of Kwangtung
 province), WYLIE 36 refers to a first edition of 1683;

 (1) Yung-cheng edition: 64 chiian, preface dated 1731.
 Ch. 58 on the outer barbarians (wai-fan) gives an historical survey
 and an orthodox Ming list of 31 countries with comments.

 (2) JUAN Yuan 1Rf7 edition: 334 chijan, compiled in 1818, JUAN
 being editor-in-chief as well as then Governor-General at Canton,
 published 1822, reprinted 1864, the blocks having been burned in 1857.

 Ch. 170. 36-42 lists Siam, Holland, Western Ocean, England, etc.
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 as tributaries, the account being based partly on the archives
 (tang-ts'e). Ch. 180 gives an historical summary of maritime trade
 and customs administration. Ch. 330. 32-62 discusses some 90 mari-
 time countries or places, including the Europeans, using both
 standard accounts and local records, e. g. 61b the country of
 Pi-li-shih PRJt1 .I (Britain?) is recorded simply as having " entered
 port" (chin-k'ou) in 1752. (A common source can no doubt be
 established for parts of this work and of the Yiieh hai-kuan chih.)
 Ch. 100. 52b has a passage on Macao. The high scholarship of the
 chief editor, as well as its extensive detail, make this a work of
 importance.

 22. Ho Chang-ling VAN'), compiler, Huang-ch'ao ching-shih-wen
 pien AO %Ri& (A collection of essays of the reigning dynasty,
 of practical value), 120 chfian, compiler's preface 1826.

 Ch. 83. 37-39 contains LAN Ting-yiian's essay on southern maritime
 trade (noted above, no. 6), followed by a similar item, and others
 on coastal defense, Formosa, suppression of piracy, and the like.
 These essays have value as reflecting the thought of the times.
 Unfortunately a supplementary collection (Huang-ch'ao ching-shih-
 wen hsii-pien) compiled by Ko Shih-chfin Vi?i and published in
 1888 contains material chiefly post-1860.

 23. Li Tseng-chieh 41W, Hai-wai chi-yao MMU (A record of
 essentials concerning the outer seas), postface 1828, in CH'IN K'un

 IIB4, compiler, Ts'ung-che'ng hsii-yii-lu ti*,ft, 7 chiian, preface
 1881, forming ts'e 19-22 in Ju-pu-chi chai hui-chl'ao kW*A*2i'0

 A handbook of information and advice for sailing captains, divided
 into 23 sections on sheltered harbors (23 places listed); on the arma-
 ment of ships, choice of pilots, and sea-fighting; on the itineraries
 for sailing vessels from Canton up the coast to Shanghai, from Amoy
 to Formosa and the Philippines, and from Amoy to the Straits and
 beyond, with times required (e. g. 12-13 days to Palembang); plus
 extensive tables for use in navigations, calculation of tides, and the
 like. Careful study of this work should yield invaluable conclusions
 regarding Chinese maritime (junk) trade in the early nineteenth
 century.

 24. Hst Ti-shan E113 O ed., Ta-chung-chi CAA, Commercial Press,
 Peiping, 1931, pp. 237.

 A valuable collection of documents transcribed by Prof. Hst from
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 a MSS. found in the Bodleian Library, dealing (1) with the voyage
 of the East India Company ship Lord Amherst up the China coast
 in 18392 under H. H. LINDSAY to test out the market (petitions to
 the local authorities and proclamations and replies from them);
 and (2) correspondence at Canton between the Chinese authorities,
 the Hong merchants (HOWQUA and others), and the English, dating
 from the late XVIII and early XIX centuries. This material is of
 first rate value as illuminating the Chinese side of the correspon-
 dence summarized in Dr. H. B. MORSE'S Chronicles of the East
 India Company.

 25. Hsia-men chih &_P],'0% (Gazetteer of Amoy), compiled by CHOU
 K'ai AJM^L and others, 16 chiian, completed 1832, last preface 1839.

 Ch. 5 contains interesting details regarding shipping, including
 Chinese vessels in oceanic trade (yang-ch'uan, p. 27) and barbarian
 vessels of various types (31-5). Ch. 6-7 on Formosan imports and
 customs administration are followed in ch. 8 by a systematic dis-
 cussion of 31 maritime trading nations, their location, harbors,
 products, etc. evidently based in part on original data in addition
 to such works as the Tung-hsi-yang kao and Hai-kuo wen-chien lu;
 Amoy being a chief port in southern trade, the use of this material
 should yield unusually valuable results.

 26. LIANG T'ing-nan MM , Yiieh-hai-kuan chih 4 ~1S1 (Gazet-
 teer of the maritime customs of Kwangtung), 30 chulan, reference to
 1839 in text; Ch. 1-4, 21-25, and 26-30 (ts'e 1, 7, and 8) reprinted
 Peiping 1935 et seq. in the Kuo-hsiieh wen-V'u C series.

 Of the three volumes of this rare work so far published, the second
 and third deal with tributary trade and the barbarian merchants at
 Canton, ch. 21-24 in particular describing tributary relations with
 Siam, Liu-ch'iu and European states, and trade relations with 24
 maritime countries including America and certain obscure places
 recorded as having " entered port " at one time. A valuable primary
 source based partly on archives.

 27. LIN Tse-hsii #I* &, trans., Hua-shih i-yen B (Barbarian
 statements concerning Chinese affairs), 1 chilan, 3 pp., Hsiao-fang-hu
 chai ts'e 77, chih 11, ch. 9, item 3.

 Evidently a fragment of the work done by Commissioner LIN'S
 corps of Chinese translators at Canton, probably in 1839 (cf. Gideon
 CH'EN, Lin Tse-hsil, Peiping 1934, pp. 7-10). Miscellaneous content
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 including references to the Thirteen Factories, Hong Merchants,
 interpreters, Russia, Chinese population, opium, currency, etc. The
 western originals should not be hard to find, perhaps in the Chinese
 Repository.

 28. Ho Ta-keng fij,-k Ying-i shuo AAM (A treatise on the Eng-
 lish barbarians), in Hsiao-fang-hu-chai, ts'e 77, chih 11, chiian 9, item
 4. Follows LIN Tse-hsi's Hua-shih i-yen and consists of five lines
 expatiating on the danger of British expansion in Malaya. N. d., post
 1819 by reference to Singapore in text.

 929. CHANG Shu-sheng WUI, Yang-wu ts'ung-ch'ao 99MA" (A
 miscellaneous collection on foreign affairs) pub. 1884.

 Contains 11 works on military and foreign affairs, chiefly post-1860
 but including LIN Tse-hsii on Russia, and YAO Ying A4lir (1785-
 1853) on Anglo-Russian relations. The papers of YAO Ying (Chung-
 fu-t'ang ch'ilan-chi rdp49+ pub. 1867) contain a work reflecting
 his experience as an official in Formosa during 1838-1843 and his
 views on foreign policy (tse 5-9, entitled Tung-ming wen hou-chi

 ;t Ri i, 14 chilan). This is of course but one of many such
 collections.

 30. WANG Ch'ing-yfin BEAT (1798-1862), Shih-ch'ii yii-chi Tm;
 e also entitled Hsi-ch'ao chi-cheng N%% i0C, 6 chiian, 6 ts'e n.d.,
 1890 wood-block edition.

 Useful notes on various aspects of administration by an official who
 rose to be President of the Board of Works. Ch. 6 contains material
 on maritime trade (shih-po), plus edicts on the MACARTNEY and
 AMHERST embassies.

 31. Fu-chien t'ung-chihJM;i.t (Gazetteer of Fukien province), 278
 chfian, first compiled 1737, revised several times, particularly in 1835
 (date of preface); published with some further revision (material
 dated 1842) in 1871.

 Ch. 269 discusses the barbarians tributary through Foochow,-
 Liu-ch'iu, Holland, Sulu,-with Japan also. Ch. 270 surveys the
 official regulation of maritime trade, quoting edicts, from the Sung
 down to 1842, followed by a list of foreign trading countries

 (pp. 18-19).

 32. WET YiianAW, Hai-kuo t'u-chii! i~ l,*I~t (An illustrated gazet-
 teer of the maritime countries), 100 chiian; the preface to the 1876
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 and referring to Soma, for " Soma being the Breath " (pranah), he
 thus introduces Breath into the effused seed and so quickens it (SB.
 VII. 3. 1. 12, 45, 46); the verses (VS. XII. 1192, 113) concluding " grow-
 ing, 0 Soma, unto immortality, gain thou thy highest glory in the Sky,"
 i. e. that of the Moon (SB. 111. 4. 3. 13).

 This introduces us to " Soma," of whom we shall have much to say.
 For he too, King Soma, is the victim: Agni the eater, Soma the food
 here below, the Sun the eater, the Moon his food and oblation above
 (SB. XI. 1. 6. 19, X. 6. 2. 1-4 and passim) . We cannot pursue this re-
 lationship here at full length except to say that " when eater and food
 (adya = puroddasa, sacrificial cake) unite (ubhayam sam-ugacchati), it
 is called the eater, not the food " (ib. 1), i. e. there is an assimilation
 in both senses of the word; that this assimilation is also the marriage
 effected on the night before the new moon's rising (amdvdsya, " co-
 habitation," 12 Panini III. 1. 122) when she enters into (pravisati)
 him (JUB. I. 33. 6); that the Sun and Moon are the divine and human
 worlds, Om and Vac (JUB. III. 13, 14), and again, that the Sun is
 Indra, the Moon Vrtra, whom he swallows on that night, before the
 new moon appears (SB. I. 6. 4. 18, 19). It appears, indeed, from a cor-
 relation of this passage with ib. 11.4. 4. 17-19, that Vrtra is the solar
 Indra's bride, cf. RV. X. 85. 29 where the Sun's bride, who enters into
 him (visati patim) is originally ophidian, acquiring feet only on her
 marriage (as in the marriage of a mermaid to a human); and that
 there are more ways than one of " killing " a dragon. All this expresses
 the relationship of the Breath to the " elemental self," Eros to Psyche,
 the " Spirit " to the " soul " and is paralleled in Meister Eckhart's
 " The soul, in hot pursuit of God, becomes absorbed in him, just as
 the Sun will swallow up and dout the Dawn" (EVANS ed. I. 292, cf.

 SB. I. 6. 4. 18) "because Indra smote Vrtra with the full moon offering. In that they

 have references to waxing at the new moon offering, it is because then the moon passes

 away (ksapa* . . . gacchati) and verily thus does he cause it to grow and wax"

 (KB. III. 5).

 12 Sun and Moon, Breath and Substance, are a progenitive pair (Pragna Up. I. 4, 5,

 cf. Plutarch, Moralia, 368 D). Their marriage is probably implied in RV. X. 85.18,19

 (cf. MACDONELL, Vedic Index, s. v. candra), and by the word amdvdsya itself. For

 comparative material cf. SIECKE, Liebesgeschichte Himmels, 1892. Love and Death are

 one person. There are inseparable connections between initiation, marriage and death

 and assimilation; the word " marriage " itself seems to contain *mer (Skr. mr, to die,

 cf. maryah, marriageable youth); and very many of the words used in our texts with

 respect to the unification of the many in the one imply both death and marriage, e. g.

 api-i, eko bhfz, sambhfz, samgam, samdhM; cf. rEX6w to be perfected, be married, die.
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 ports in that province and became governor of it in 1847 (cf.
 IWSM-TK 78). Other high officials lent their names to the title

 page, the plates were preserved at the (Governor's) yamen *I
 0V and the work is plainly an invaluable reflection of the knowl-
 edge possessed by the Chinese authorities appointed after the first
 treaties to stem the western invasion. Chfian 1-3 concern Asia, 4-7
 Europe, and 8-10 Africa and America. Hst confesses in the direc-

 tions to the reader (fan-li) that " place names of foreign countries
 are very difficult to distinguish; if ten persons make translations,

 all ten will be different." Hsil made careful use both of Chinese

 works, such as the Hai-kuo wen-chien lu of a century before, and
 of western maps, noting many differences in transliteration between
 the two. His text is punctuated, place names are marked, and
 sources cited.

 Hsiao-fang-hu-chai contains several brief items by Hst Chi-yii
 Bilk- , e. g. (1) Wu-yin-tu lun Hi: IJ2& (ts'e 54, chih 10, p. 413).
 Deals briefly with the British in India.

 (2) Ti-ch'iu chih-liieh iPD - (A general description of the
 earth), two pages (ts'e 1, chih 1, p. 7-8). Largely geographical,
 concerning the poles, equator, continents, etc; references to Antarctic
 explorations conducted two years previously by France, England,
 Spain, and the United States,-evidently those of D'URVILLE (1837-
 40), WILKES (1839-40), and Ross (1841-43),-date this fragment

 as probably just previous to Hst's universal geography of 1848.

 34. HsiA Hsieh -, pseud. Chiang-shang-chien-sou aiKi? t (lit.
 "the lame old man on the river"), Chung-hsi chi-shih *fli
 (A record of Sino-western affairs), 24 chiian in 8 ts'e, first preface
 1851 (Tao-kuang 30th year, 12th month), second preface to revised
 edition 1859, last preface 1865; extra title-page bears date Oct. 1868.

 An important survey of Chinese relations with the West, through-
 out the modern period down to the 1860's (in the later editions);
 apparently well based on documents, contemporary sources, and
 even some western books, with chapters divided according to

 periods, concentrating on the post-treaty era.

 Material of probable value, which we have not been able to examine:
 Hai-wai fan-i lu f compiled by WANG Yiin-hsiang EA-1
 and published in a wood-block edition in 1844 by the Ching-tu
 shu-liu-hsiian 1 Peking, 4 ts'e.
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 This collection contains an item by WANG Wen-t'ai i?Ct, Hung-
 mao-fan Ying-chi-li k'ao-lieh I (A study of the

 red-haired English barbarians?), listed by WYLIE 53 as published

 in 1841.

 8. INDEX OF TRIBUTARIES LISTED IN SIX EDITIONS OF

 THE COLLECTED STATUTES

 The identification of places mentioned above is concentrated here

 in order to disencumber the text and to provide a minimum reference

 list of places important in Ch'ing economic relations, also to indicate

 certain places still requiring identification. A number of items from

 the Ming period are obscure and probably unimportant, others have

 been recognized and discussed at length by scholars of several gen-

 erations. Ming names of course frequently persist in the Ch'ing
 literature, such as that noted in the preceding section, at the same

 time that new forms are recorded. It is much to be hoped that expert

 attention will be devoted to the place names appearing in texts of the

 modern period down to 1860. No doubt many items not traced by

 us can be elucidated by workers better versed in this difficult specialty.

 Note: This list includes all places listed as tributary in the following: Wan-li hui-
 tien 105. 80-107. 88b (Li-Pu, chfian 63-65); K'ang-hsi hui-tien 72. 4-19b; Yung-che'ng
 hIui-tien 104.4-38b; Ch'ien-lung hui-tien 56.1; Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31.2-4; Kuang-hsil
 hui-tien 39. 2-3; a few items are added. Nearly all these tributaries are listed as

 countries (kuo) in the sources. Variants are noted but not indexed unless they appear
 in the above sources; cross references are suppressed when they would form an ad-
 joining item. Authorities are cited by abbreviations, as in Appendix 1 below. Note

 that the Mongol tribes and others under the Court of Colonial Affairs (Li Fan Yuan)

 in the Ch'ing period, and a few Tibetan monasteries in Wan-li hui-tien 108 are omitted.
 Abbreviations: B = BRUNNERT (see App. 1 below), H = HERMANN, P = PLAYFAIR.

 Ctry. = country, Tn. = Town, Tr. = Tribe. ** = listed as tributary in one or more
 editions of the Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien. * listed as having commercial relations in the
 1818 edition.

 Arrangement: place-name, location, Hui-tien reference, identification.

 *ACHIN (Acheen, Acheh, Atjeh): Ya-chi By. No. tip of Sumatra.
 Wan-li 106. 84b; Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.

 GROENEVELDT 92 gives Atjeh, corrupted by Europeans to Achin or

 Acheen. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 297. 17b follows the Ming History in stat-
 ing that this was the name given in the Wan-li period to what was
 formerly called Su-men-ta-la; but the latter is now identified by
 PELLIOT (3) 214, also MILLS 11, as " Samudra harbour, near Pasai

 on the north coast of Sumatra; this port (says MILLS) was also the
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 starting point of the voyage to the Nicobar Islands and Ceylon."

 See under Lambri below, also Samudra.

 ADEN: A-tan PfM. Arabia. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 ROCKHILL (1) 76.

 AFGHANISTAN: Ai-wu-han .! f (Mod. A-fu-han). Kuang-hsii
 68. 8.

 ALANI (Aas, Aorsi): A-su KAI. Tr., in the Caucasus. Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 84-90; H: 50D2.

 ALMALIK?: An-li-ma %1JJ. Tn., in No. Sinkiang. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 Cf. BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 33-39; FPNG (2) 2: A-li-ma-li I4*gJJJJlW .

 A-LU KUO see Aru

 ANDIJAN (Andedjan): An-chi-yen TA. Anc. Ferghana. Ch'ing
 t'ung-k'ao 299. 7b.

 FENG (2) 2; H: 17 II C1/2.

 ANDKHUI (Andkhoi): An-tu-huai iWAH. Tn., W. of Balkh,
 Bukhara. Wan-li 107.88b.

 BRETSCHNEIDER (2) 275: P: 119.

 AN-LI-MA see Almalik?

 AN-CHI-YEN see Andijan

 **ANNAM (Yuieh-nan): An-nan Ctry. Wan-li 105. 81b; K'ang-
 hsi 72. 14; Yung-cheng 104.24; Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31. 2a;

 Kuang-hsil 39. 2a. Name changed officially to Yiieh-nan in 1803.

 AN-TING 5k. District in Kansu. Wan-li 107. 87.
 Ts'EN 166: modern Harashar (Ha-la-sha-erh); BRETSCHNEIDER
 2.9205-208.

 AN-TU-HUAI see Andkhui

 ARABIA (1): T'ien-fang . Wan-li 107. 88a.
 DUYVENDAK (1) 9: Mecca; H: 54D3: Arabia; PELLIOT (2) 296:

 Arabie, La Mecque.

 ? (2): Hsia-la-pi YA";t. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 (?) TING 28: same as Arabia.

 ARU: A-lu WO' also 320. Ctry., N. E. coast of Sumatra. Wan-li
 106.84.

 H: 54F4; ROCKHILL (1) 75.

 A-SU see Alani

 A-TAN see Aden
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 A-TUAN see Khotan?

 A-WA see Burma

 BADAKSHAN (Badakashan): (1) Pa-ta-hei-shang A Wfi1. Ctry.
 and Tn., No. of Kabul, C. Asia. Wan-li 107. 88b.

 BRETSCHNEIDER 2.276-8; Feng (2) 4.

 (2) Pa-tan-sha 4#;Ff&. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2.272.

 BALKH: Pa-li-hei 4EJJi.- Tn., So. C. Asia. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 100; Feng (2) 4.

 BANJERMASSIN: Ma-ch'en !N . So. coast Borneo. Ch'ing t'ung-
 k'ao 293. lb.

 Cf. Hst Chi-yii 2.2 (map): Ma-shen f; Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung
 t'u 1. 55: same as Wen-lang-ma-shen in the southeastern sea

 j Fji.*,-a scribal error for Wen-chi-ma-shen fP.
 BARAWA: Pu-la-wa JDIWt. Tn., So. of Mogadisho, Africa. Wan-li
 106. 84b.

 H: 54D4; FENG (2) 6.

 BASHIBALIK: Pieh-shih-pa-li YJlAR. Tn., ancient Urumtsi (Ti-

 hwa), Sinkiang; anc. country of Moghulistan. Wan-li 107.87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2.225-244.

 BENGAL: (1) Pang-ko-la 44g;J. Ctry. Wan-li 106. 84.
 ROCKHLL (1) 436; FANG (1) 12.

 (2) P'eng-chia-na JIiJIS. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 68, 435: P eng-chia-la M; FENG (2) 5.
 BILLITON: Ma-yeh-weng R;VE. Island E. of Sumatra. Ch'ing
 i-t'ung chih, Ch'ien-lung ed., 356.36.

 Wu Han 174; FENG (1) 15.

 BOLOR: Po-loerh t:lf. Tn. and Ctry., E. of Badakshan in the
 Hindu Kush. HUNG Liang-chi 50.18b.

 FENG (2) 6. M.

 BORNEO: So-lo VO, presumably a scribal error for P'o-lo 4, mod.
 form V*J1 P'o-lo-chou. (P'o-lo does not appear in the Hui-tien
 text). Wan-li 107. 84: " In 1406 the eastern king and the western
 king each sent an envoy to present tribute at Court."

 GROENEVELDT 101: Borneo.

 BRUNEI (Bornui): (1) P'o-ni (Sung-Yuan form) If Ctry., N. W.
 Borneo. Wan-li 105. 82b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 66. Also written iM.
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 (2) Wen-lai ZJ (Ming form)
 Wu Han 137; Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung t'u 1. 57 identifies Wen-lai
 with P'o-lo (Borneo), erroneously, as do CHANG Hsieh and the Ming

 Shih; WADA 127-8 suggests that P'o-ni was recorded from the

 western (hsi-yang) trade route while Wen-lai (or P'o-lo) came

 through the eastern (tung-yang) route.

 BUKHARA?: Pu-ha-la PiAI11. Wan-li 107.87b.
 FRNG (2) .6 from the Yiuan History quotes F !t and TIEA11.

 **BURMA: (1) A-wa 41g. Ctry. Wan-li 106.84b. (2) A-wa A;
 Kuang-hsii 39.2b: same as Mien-tien. (3) Mien-tienJif; Ch'ien-lung
 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31.3; Kuang-hs~i 39. 2b.

 BURUT (Black Kirghiz, Kara-Kirghiz): Pu-lu-t'e 4i**. Tr., No.
 C. Asia. HUNG Liang-chi 50.17.

 MAYERS no. 532; H: 66CD2/3; Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 299. 3, 5: moslem

 tribe S. W. of the Dzungars, with Eastern (Tung) and Western

 (Hsi) divisions.

 CAIL: Chia-i-le MAO. So. India, opposite Ceylon. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 DUYVENDAK (2) 386.

 CALICUT: Ku-li tiq. Ctry., S. W. coast of India. Wan-li 106.83b.
 GROENEVELDT 44; H: 54E4: Ku-li-fo

 *CAMBODIA: (1) Chen-la AMl; Wan-li 105. 81b. (2) Chien-pu-chai
 (sai) *MLV; Chia-ch'ing 31. 3. (3) Tung-pu-chai ;, common error
 for Chien-pu-chai; e. g. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 293. 1. This variant is dis-
 cussed by PELLIOT (Memoires sur les coutumes de Cambodge),
 BEFEO 2.127.

 CANANORE (Jurfattan): Sha-li-wa-ni &ff+2-V2. S. E. Coast India,
 No. of Calicut. Wan-li 106.84b.

 F:NG (1) 12, 16; Wu Han 168: Jurfattan; ibid. 174: Sha-li-pa-tan
 A3Jarfattan, mod. Cananore. PELLIOT (2) 287: Jurfattan?

 CEYLON: Hsi-lan-shan f (or Oj4I) JiLII. Wan-li 106.84.
 H: no. 927-28

 CHALISH: Ch'a-li-shih !f}1E. Tn., near Ilibalik, Sinkiang. Wan-li
 107.87b.

 H.55F2.

 CHAMPA: Chan-ch'eng tMA (Variants: Chan-pu-lao fki*_, Chan-
 po , Chan-la W). Wan-li 105.82.

 PELLIOT (3) 216: Chinese name for native Chan fj

 CHAO-HSIEN see Korea
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 CHAO-NA-P'U-ERH see Jaunpur

 CHAO-WA see Java

 CHENG-CH'IEN X.(?). HUNG Liang-chi 59.9. Ch'ing t'ung-tien
 98.18b: located 1000 li outside P'u-erh fu (Yunnan), sent tribute in
 1775.

 CHEN-LA see Cambodia

 CHIA-I-LE see Cail

 *CHIANG-K'OU see Siam

 CHIEN-CHOU AI. District in E. Manchuria. Wan-li 107. 86b.
 H: 55H2; T. C. LIN (2) 867: a center of the Jurchen.

 CH'IEN-LI-TA 1ALIL Wan-li 106.84b.
 Cf. ROCKHILL (1) 67: Ch'ien-li-ma X. Unidentified; possibly near
 northern Maldive Is.

 CHIEN-PU-CHAI see Cambodia

 CH'IH-CHIN-MENG-KU tJfjj. Milit. district in Kansu (Yii-men
 hsien 3iP' 3i). Wan-li 107. 87b.

 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 211-215; P: 995

 *CH'IH-TZU see Jaya

 CH'I-LA-NI **11]. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 CHI-LAN-TAN see Kelantan

 CHING-HAI Aft (?). HUNGLiang-chi 50. 9b.
 Ch'ing t'ung-tien 98. 19: sent tribute 1775 with Cheng-ch'ien, q. v.

 CHIU-CHIANG see Palembang

 CHOLA: (1) So-lif~ff._ Ctry., on the Coromandel coast, S. E. India.
 Wan-li 105. 83.

 PELLIOT (1) 328-329: same as (2).
 (2) Hsi-yang so-li _i4T. Wan-li 105. 83: a country on the seacoast
 near So-li.

 GROENEVELDT 44 gave W. Soli; CHANG Wei-hua 175-6 shows the
 two to be identical.

 CH'U-HSIEN AtI. District in Kansu. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 H: 55F3; BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 210

 COCHIN: K'o (Ko) -chih #J;t. Ctry. on the Malabar coast, S. W.
 India. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 COIMBATORE see Coyampadi

 COYAMPADI (Coimbatore): (1) K'an-pa-i-t'i AE!Al. S. E.
 India, No. of Cochin. Wan-li 106. 84b.
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 FENG (1) text 42.

 (2) Elan-pa-li t#4 (or E) M.
 DUYVENDAK (2) 386 suggests "Coyampadi? "; PELLIOT (2) 290,
 296: probably " Koyampadi (Coimbatore) "; FibNG (1) 11.

 *DENMARK: Lien-kuo ilbg. Chia-ch'ing 31.4.
 DJOFAR (Dufar, Zufar): Tsu-fa-erh IifIt . Tn., So. Arabia or
 Tso-fa-erh Ai. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 611n.

 E-CHI-CHIEH NOWiJL. Unidentified. Wan-li 107.88b.
 **ENGLAND: Ying-chi-li t1lJ. Chia-ch'ing 31.3.
 E-LO-SSU see Russia

 EUROPE: Not formally listed, see Western Ocean

 FA-LAN-HSI (France) see under Portugal

 *FRANCE: Fa-lan-hsi, confused with Portugal, q. v.
 FU-LIN see Syria

 FU-LO-CHU XAK presumably an error for Mei-lo-chui, see Molucca.
 FU-YU see To-yen

 HA-HSIN I1"1. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 88b.
 TING Chien 2. 30: in W. Persia

 HA-LIEH see Herat

 HA-LIEH-ERH: P Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 TING Chien 2. 28b: same as Ha-lieh (Herat)

 HAMI: Ha-mi P Tn., Sinkiang. Wan-li 107. 87.
 P: 1907

 HA-SAN P Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.

 TING Chien 2.28b.

 HAN-TUNG 31W. District in Kansu (Tun-huang hsien). Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 P: 1980; BRETSCHNEIDER 2.218

 HA-SHIH-HA-ERH see Kashgar

 HA-TI-LAN PM . (?). Wan-li 107. 87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2.315: probably Khotelan

 HEI-KA-TA PM. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 HEI-LOU see Khorassan

 HERAT: Ha-lieh O,.2. Tn., Afghanistan. Wan-li 106. 87b.
 P: 1906; BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 278-290; FLNG (2) 13.
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 **HOLLAND: Ho-lan nP. K'ang-hsi 72.12a; Yung-che'ng 104.22;
 Chia-ch'ing 31. 3.

 Popularly known as the " Red-haired foreigners (barbarians) ,"

 Hung-mao fan ItW, a term also used for the English, cf. CHANG

 Wei-hua 107-8. In the Ming period written kn1, cf. DUYVENDAK

 (3). 30n. 4.
 HO-MAO-LI or HO-MAO-WU, see Marinduque

 HORMUZ (Ormuz): Hu-lu-mo-ssui Z!* :2 or Hu-lu mu-ssui WT.
 Tn., Persian Gulf. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 GROENEVELDT 44.

 HSIA-LA-PI see Arabia?

 HSIAO-KO-LAN see Quilon

 HSIEN-LO see Siam

 HSI-LAN-SHAN see Ceylon

 HSI-PAN-YA see Spain

 HSI-PU-LU-T'E see Burut

 HSI-YANG see Western Ocean.

 HSI-YANG SO-LI see Chola

 HSU-WEN-TA-NA see Samudra

 HU-LU: M1 or MIR. HUNG Liang-chi 50. 8b.
 Lit. "bottle-gourd country"? Cf. ROCKHILL (1) 91 under Chan-
 ch'eng; Ch'ing t'ung-tien 98. 20b: located 18 stages outside Yung-
 ch'ang fu, Yunnan,-sent tribute in 1746.

 HU-LU-MO-SSU see Hormuz

 HUNG-MAO FAN see Holland

 HUO-CHAN see Khodjend

 HUO-CHOU see Karakhodjo

 HUO-T'AN see Khodjend

 ILIBALIK: I-li-pa-li ZJ;-M}J1. Sinkiang near mod. Kuldja. Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 H: 55F2; BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 225: later name for Bashibalik.

 ISFAHAN (Ispahan): I-ssui-fu-han ZJ,-1uflI. Tn., Persia. Wan-li
 107. 88b.

 **I-TA-LI-YA see under Portugal

 *JAPAN: Jih-pen 1] or Wo-nu . Wan-li 105. 80b; Chia-ch'ing
 31.3.

 7~
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 JAUNPUR: Chao-na-p'u-erh M11%. Mid-India near Benares.
 Wan-li 106. 84b.

 FENG (1) 17-18. Same as old Fo-kuo 414.
 *JAVA: (1) She-p'o FM%, Chinese pre-Mongol transcription; (2)
 Chao-wa JRJt, post-Mongol (Fukien) transcription, Groeneveldt 45.

 Wan-li 105. 82.
 ROCKHILL (1) 66: Majapahit.

 (3) Ka-la-pa WAJPe or A*1. Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.
 WANG Kuo-wei 54; CHANG Wei-hua 110: old Chinese name for

 Batavia, hence for Java as a whole.

 *JAYA (Chaya,Jaiya): Ch'ih-tzuii4fT. W. Siam. Chia-ch'ing31.3b.
 Hai-kuo we'n-chien lu 1. 25b gives * Hsieh (hsia) -tzu, translated by
 SCHLEGEL 298 as Chaya. Captain Francis LIGHT, quoted above part

 6, between Chantebon and Sangora (sic) listed " Chia-Province

 West of Siam-produces Cotton, Dyes, Birdsnest, Salt Fish, Dryed
 Shrimps,-Manufactures Silk and Cotton Clothes-Plundered and

 destroyed by the Burmers 1787" (C. E. WURTZBURG, "A Brief
 Account of the several countries surrounding Prince of Wales's

 Island . . .", J. Mal. Br. R. A. S., vol. 16 part 1 (July 1938). 123-
 126). W. LINEHAN, " A History of Pahang," J. Mal. Br. R. A. S.

 14 part 2 (June 1936). 9 refers to Jaiya or Chaiya as near Ligor.

 JIH-LO-HSIA-CHIH H1Elb . Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 JIH-LO E S. Unidentified. Wan-li 107.88b.

 BRETSCHNJIDER 2.314.

 JIH-PEN-KUO see Japan

 *JOHORE: Jou-fo 3 . Ctry., So. Malay penin. Chia-ch'ing 31.3b.
 GROENEVELDT 135.

 JUI KUO see Sweden

 JUNG i. "Western barbarians." Unidentified. Wan-li 107.87b.

 Tao-i chih-lileh (Wang 30) has a Jung on the Malay Peninsula.

 JURFATTAN see Cananore

 KA-LA-PA see Java

 K'AN-PA-I-T'I see Coyampadi

 KAN-PA-LI see Coyampadi

 KAN-SHIH My. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.

 TING Chien 2.29 line 4.

 KAN-SSU-LA see Portugal
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 KARAKHODJO: Huo-chou MC Tn., E. of Turfan, Sinkiang,
 Wan-li 107.88.

 P: 1900: ancient Kao-ch'ang; BRETSCHNEIDER 2.186-8.

 KASHGAR: Ha-shih-ha-erh PI Tn., Sinkiang. Wan-li 107.
 87b.

 P: 3224.

 KASHMIR: K'o-shih-mierh A . Wan-li 107.87b.
 FENG (2) 18.

 KELANTAN: Chi-lan-tan 24M)iiF. Ctry., E. coast Malay penin. No.
 of Trengganu. Wan-li 106.84b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 65,121; CHANG Wei-hua 109; KUWABARA 7. 86: same

 as Ki-lan-i-tai |)ti of the Yuan period.

 KHODJEND: (1) Huo-chan AK&. Tn., in Kokand, C. Asia. Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 P: 2414.

 (2) Sha-liu-hai-ya &'*NiftY. Wan-li 107.87b.
 TING Chien 2. 29b: Sha-lu-hai-ya 1, ancient name for above; con-
 firmed by BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 253, who calls it Shahrokia.

 ?(3) Huo-t'an AM. Wan-li 107.87b.
 TING Chien 2. 29b; no confirmation found.

 KHORASSAN: Hei-lou X.S Afghanistan. Wan-li 107. 88b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 272-3; FENG (2) 13: same as Herat.

 KHOTAN: (1) Yu-t'ien f1fJ. Tn., in Sinkiang. Wan-li 107.88b.
 Ancient name of Khotan, mod. Ho-t'ien VI; cf. P: 92058.

 ? (2) A-tuan KQ. Wan-li 107. 87b.

 KIRGHIZ (Cossacks): Ha-sa-k'o i1. Tr., No. C. Asia.
 B863a. Divided into Eastern (Tso T/E) and Western (Yu )i

 K'O-CHIEH &fL. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 Cf. TING Chien 2. 929b.

 KO-CHIH see Cochin

 **KOREA: (1) Kao-li ANN. (Koryo) pre-Ming; (2) Chao-hsien
 tSIf. Wan-li 105. 80; K'ang-hsi 72. 3b; Yung-che'ng 104. 4; Ch'ien-lung
 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 32.92; Kucang-hsii 39.2.

 K'O-SHIH-MI-ERH see Kashmir

 KOYAMPADI see Coyampadi

 KUANG-NAN see Quang-nam
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 KUCHA: K'u-hsien %:M. Tn., Aksu district, Sinkiang. Wan-li
 107. 87.

 TS'EN Chung-mien 152-153; H: 55F3.

 K'U-CH'A-NI SWO9. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 K'U-HSIEN see Kucha

 KU-LI see Calicut

 KU-LI-PAN-TSU see Pansur

 KU-MA-LA tiA. Ctry. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 83b.
 K'UN-CH'ENG see Kunduz?

 K'UNG-KA-ERH C9. Unidentified. HUNG Liang-chi 50.21.
 KUO-SA-SSU . Unidentified. Wan-li 107.87b.

 KUNDUZ?: K'un-ch'eng h*IA. Possibly the Tn. and Ctry. in N. E.
 Afghanistan? Wan-li 107. 87b.

 TING Chien 2. 28b; cf. H: 60B3.

 LACON see Ligor

 LAMBRI: (1) Nan-p'o-li MftfIJ. Ctry., No. tip of Sumatra, mod.
 Achin. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 GROENEVELDT 44, 89; ROCKHILL (1) 67.

 (2) Nan-wu-li 1I same place; cited as different country in Ming
 History [PELLIOT (1) 3927; (2) 288].

 LAN-PANG W#[. Unidentified. Wan-li 105. 83.
 TING Chien 15: island group east of Singapore.

 LAO-CHUA see Laos

 **LAOS (Lao-chua): Nan-chang iV. Ctry., No. Indo-Chinese
 penin. Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31.2b; Kuang-hsii 39.2b.

 Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 296.28: Nan-chang is the name first used in the
 Chia-ching period (1522-65) for the Lao-chua "@ tribes, situated
 between the borders of Annam, Siam, and Yunnan; cf. H: 56B4:
 Laotien. MAYERS no. 3929 states that Lao-chua is the designation

 attributed in Chinese literature to the Shan tribes, q. v.; CHANG
 Ch'eng-sun 69: Lao-chua is the popular name, Nan-chang the
 official one (kuo-hao). Cf. SOULIE' and TCHANG, " Les barbares
 soumis du Yunnan," BEFEO 8.155-6.

 LA-SA 4It. Tn., Arabia or Africa. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 ROCKHILL (1) 616: probably on Somali coast of Africa; Wu Han
 168: the Wu-pei-chih-t'u AW46-01J puts La-sa in Arabia N. W. of
 Aden. Cf. PELLIOT (2) 287 n. 3.
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 LIEN-KUO see Denmark

 *LIGOR (Lacon): Liu-k'un * (or #). Ctry., on E. coast Malay
 penin. No. of Sungora (now in Siam). Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.

 KUWABARA (1) 280; CHANG Wei-hua 109. ROCKHILL (1) 109 identi-

 fies Lo-wei A as " Ligor (?) ."

 LIU-CH'EN 4PIJ. Tn., E. of Karakhodjo, Sinkiang. Wan-li 107.88.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 31: Lukehak; FPNG (92) 924: Lukehun.

 **LIU-CH'IU :*. Ctry., E. China sea. Wan-li 105.81; K'ang-hsi
 72. 10; Yung-cheng 104. 16b; Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31. 2;

 Kuang-hsii 39.2.

 ROCKHILL (1) 64: N. W. Formosa; PELLIOT (1) 332 n. 7: much
 debated by Japanese scholars as to whether this is mod. Ryukyu Is.

 or Formosa. Ming sources distinguish Greater (Ta) and Lesser

 (Hsiao) Liu-ch'iu, e. g. Wu Han 149. Presumably Liu-ch'iu through-
 out the Ch'ing period is the modern Ryukyu Is., although earlier
 the name referred to Formosa, cf. WADA 131.

 LIU-K'UN see Ligor

 LIU-SHAN see Maldive Is.

 LU-MI see Rum

 LU-SUNG see Philippines

 MA-CH'EN see Banjermassin

 MALACCA: Man-la-chia AMMJlJ. Ctry., S. W. coast Malay penin.
 Wan-li 106. 83b.

 Many variants: Ma-la-chia i., Ma-liu-chia PtA ,'.

 MALDIVE ISLANDS: Liu-shan Mt1i. S. W. of Indian penin. Wan-li
 106. 84b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 82,387.

 MA-LIN see Melinde

 *MANG-CHUN-TA-LAO 4i (GILEs 7667) . ? Chia-ch'ing
 31.3b. Possibly for Magindanao i.e., Mindanao? (cf. WADA 135,

 157, 160-161 where various forms are given; none are the same as this).

 MAN-LA-CHIA see Malacca

 MARINDUQUE?: Ho-mao-li 4rf or Ho-mao-wu * or S. P. I.,
 So. of Luzon. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 WADA 156 quoting CHANG Hsieh, Tung-hsi-yang k'ao: same as

 Mao-li-wu (Marinduque); probably in fact indicating the adjacent
 island of Camarine, according to WADA 157.

 MA-YEH-WENG see Billiton
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 MECCA see Arabia (T'ien-fang)

 MEDINA: Mo-te-na V . Tn., Arabian coast of Red Sea. Wan-li
 107. 88b.

 MEI-(MI)-LO-CHtU see Molucca

 MELINDE: Ma-lin )A#. Tn., E. coast of Africa, No. of Mombasa.
 Wan-li 106. 84b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 83.

 MIEH-K'O-LI see Nieh-k'o-li

 MIEN-TIEN see Burma

 MINDANAO see Mang-chiun-ta-lao?

 MOGADISHO (Mogedoxu, etc.): Mu-ku-tu-tz'ui *'tWI. Tn., E.
 coast Africa. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 GROENEVELDT 44.

 MOLUCCA: Mei-lo-chui A 9.
 Correct form for X Fu-lo-chui.

 HUNG Liang-chi 50. 5: X; Cf. Ch'ing i-t'ung chih 356. 7 .
 WADA 161; Wu Han 183.

 MO-TE-NA see Medina

 MU-KU-TU-TZ'U see Mogadisho

 NAN-CHANG see Laos

 NAN -P'O-LI see Lambri

 NAN-WU-LI see Lambri

 NIEH-K'O-LI 1LiiJ. Tr., E. of Hami, Sinkiang? Wan-li 107.87b.
 TING Chien 2.2b; cf. BRETSCHNEIDER 2.178.

 NISHAPUR: Ni-sha-wu-erh {1'*P7)L. Tn., in Persia, province
 Khorassan. Wan-li 107.87b.

 P: 4555, 4665.

 OIRAT: Wa-la AMk1. Tr., Mongols. Wan-li 107. 85.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2.159-173 confuses Oirat with the later Oelot.

 *PAHANG: P'eng-heng Z4. Ctry., E. coast Malay penin. Wan-li
 105. 82b.

 ROCKHILL (1) 65: P'eng-k'eng; Wu Han 149: another Ming name

 P'en-heng 9

 PAI Nl. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 315: probably the city of this name in E. Tur-
 kestan. Cf. also under Shan below.

 PAI (PO)-HUA W~t. Unidentified. Wan-li 105.82b. Cf. Lu Tz'ui-
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 yiin (Pa-hung i-shih 2.26): same as ancient Chu-nien Ml, mod.
 Coromandel.

 PAI-I see Shan tribes

 PAI-KA-TA: 1V42. Unidentified. Wan-li 106.84b.
 TING 1. 28b, 2. 19 suggests that this maritime tributary is Bukhara.

 PAI-YIN MW. Tr., unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 Listed as in the Western Regions. Cf. also under Shan.

 PA-K'O-I I/ 4. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.

 P'A-LA fI*J. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 Cf. old kingdom of Pala, N. E. India, H: 39F2?

 PA-LA-HSI E01l. Unidentified. Hsit wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao 239. 24b.

 PALEMBANG: (1) San-fo-ch'i . E. Sumatra, anc. Srivijaya.
 Wan-li 105. 82b.

 GROENEVELDT 62, 73. KIUWABARA 7. 17 and FENG (4) 228 agree in

 identifying it with Palembang.

 (2) Chiu-chiang NA, later name (for a smaller area?)
 ROCKHIL (1) 66; FENG (1) 11.

 PA-LI-HEI see Balkh

 PANG-KO-LA see Bengal

 PANSUR: ]Ku-li-pan-tsu tj4!f2j~i. W. coast of Sumatra near Baruis
 (Baroes). Wan-li 106. 84b.

 FUJITA (WANG 60): identifies Pan-tsu as given in Tao-i chih-lileh

 with Pin-su V--M and the " Pansur, Fansur " of the Arabs, ku-li
 meaning "island" (cf. ibid. 63b quoting GERINI).

 PA-TA-HEI-SHANG see Badakshan

 *PATANI: Ta-ni )CN (also Ta-nien ) Ctry., So. of Sungora, E.
 coast Malay penin. (now in Siam). Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.

 CHANG Wei-hua 109; WANG Kuo-wei 43b: also by error identified by

 Ming writers with Brunei (P'o-ni). WADA 128 n. 3 suggests this
 was because the name P'o-ni came through the western (hsi-yang)
 trade route. KUWABARA 7. 83 suggests the identity of Patani
 (Ta-ni) with the Ta-li -k}J country of the Yuan period.

 PA-TAN-SHA see Badakshan

 P'ENG-CHIA-NA see Bengal

 P'ENG-HENG see Pahang

 *PHILIPPINES (Luzon): Li-sung F*. Ctry. Wan-li 106. 84b;
 Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.
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 CHANG Wei-hua 73-4: Lu-sung was the pre-Spanish name, later
 applied to Spain as " Great Luzon" Ta-hi-sung *k. For example
 see IWSM-TK 76.16 (July 1846); by contrast Hsiao-lii-sung /J-
 came to be used for the Philippines (Manila), e. g. ibid. 71. 23b
 (May 1844). The Fukien authorities in Feb. 1847 identified Hsi-
 pan-ya (Spain) as Ta-hi-sung (ibid. 77.14b).

 PIEH-SHIH-PA-LI see Bashibalik

 P'O-LO see Borneo

 PO-LO-ERH see Bolor

 P'O-NI see Brunei

 **PORTUGAL: Portugal Spain, Italy, and France were constantly
 confused for one another, or not distinguished.
 (1) Fo-lang-chi fINuA i.e. Franks, originally derived by the Chinese
 from the Arabs as a term for the West in the period of the Crusades;
 revived for the Portuguese after 1500. Also used for the Spanish and
 later confused with France, see (2). Cf. CHANG Wei-hua 5-6. Ch'ing
 t'ung-k'ao 298. 31b: same as Ho-lan-hsi eniiiJ, capital Pa-li-shih
 Et*? (Paris); occupied and traded at Macao (sic).
 (2) Fa-lan-hsi (France) aJi- N or Fu-lang-hsi AIN. Chia-ch'ing
 31. 4: same as the Fo-lang-chi of the Ming period; occupied the Philip-
 pines (Lu-sung), lived at Macao (sic). CHANG Wei-hua 5 gives half
 a dozen variants of Fa-lan-hsi; Ho-lan-hsi, noted above, tends to
 confuse it with Holland.

 (3) J-ta-li-ya (Rome or Italy, also Portugal) ; Chia-ch'ing
 31. 3: the king, Po-na-ti-to (Pope Benedict XIII) sent tribute in 1725.
 Cf. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 298. 6-8: a peninsula in the Mediterranean,
 capital Rome, etc., in 1670 and 1678 the king, A-feng-su (Alfonso VI
 of Portugal), sent tribute, etc. CHANG Wei-hua 155-6: early used for
 Europe (Rome) and in the Ming History for Catholic missionaries.
 In early nineteenth century documents the Portuguese at Macao were
 referred to as J-ta-li-ya kuo (lit. the country of Italy), e. g. IWSM-TK
 71. 1 (Mar. 1844); but it was explained that while this name had been
 given the Jesuit missionaries and so applied to Macao, the country
 really involved at Macao was Ta-hsi-yang, see below. Meanwhile
 when an Italian missionary was seized it was stated in June 1848 that
 Italy (I-ta-li kuo) on its part had no headman in Kwangtung . TIC
 MC E7KN (ibid. 79. 17), i. e. it was an entirely new country.
 (4) Ta-hsi-yang kif?. A general term for Europe as opposed to
 the Indian Ocean (Hsiao-hsi-yang), see under Western Ocean; but
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 also used for Portugal as a single country, e. g. IWSM-TK 70. lb

 (Dec. 1843), 72. 3 (July 1844).

 (5) Po-erh-tu-chia-li-ya (Portugal) 41i990AJfi6i Chia-ch'ing 31. 3:
 the king, A-feng-su (Alfonso VI) first sent tribute in 1670.

 (6) Po-erh-tu-ka-erh (Portugal) 414MIN. Chia-ch'ing 31.3: first
 sent tribute in 1727.

 (7) Kan-ssuI-la i* J13. Chia-ch'ing 31. 4: near England in the north-

 western sea. CHANG Wei-hua 69: used for the Portuguese by error,

 being derived from " Castilla," the Spanish in the Philippines; this

 accords with the suggestion of PELLIOT (5) 69 n. 3 where other tran-

 scriptions for Portugal are also mentioned.

 PU-HA-LA see Bukhara

 PU-LA-WA see Barawa

 QUANG-NAM: Kuang-nan Oi. E. coast of Indo-China. Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 196. 30: anc. Nan-chiao A, bounded by Annam,

 Champa, Burma, and Siam; MASPERO (" Royaume de Champa,"
 TP 11. 195): an old capital of Champa; cf. KUWABARA 7. 19; and
 L. AUROUSSEAU in BEFEO 22.158-160. Hai-kuo wen-chien lu 19b:
 the same as Annam.

 QUILON (Kulam): Hsiao-ko-lan 'I44&i. S. W. tip of India. Wan-li
 106. 84.

 ROCKHJLL (1) 67: Hsiao-chui-nangOII, Kain Colam; cf. ibid. 76,
 83, 4925.

 RUM: Lu-mi A or A. Ctry., E. Asia Minor. Wan-li 107. 88.

 H: 54C3; BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 306-8.

 RUSSIA: E-lo-ssui WAV.
 Not listed in the sources here covered; in the Ch'ing under the Li
 Fan Yuan (see part 3 above). BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 73-81 summarizes

 Yuan History references.

 SAIRAM: Sai-lan A-. Tn., N. E. of Tashkent, C. Asia. Wan-li
 107. 87b.

 P: 5347; FPNG (92) 31.

 SAMARKAND: Sa-ma-erh-han . Tn., C. Asia. Wan-li
 107. 88.

 P. 5342.

 SAMUDRA: (1) Hsii-wen-ta-na S:;ff71. E. coast Sumatra. Wan-li
 105. 83: " it is said to be the same as " (2). (2) Su-men-ta-la OMn
 M 4IJ. Wan-li 105. 83; Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.
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 Translated by earlier writers as Sumatra and identified with Achin

 (q. v.) following Chinese sources. PELLIOT (3) 214 now concludes
 that it corresponds to the present village of Samudra on the Pasai
 River, and MILLS 6n. works out the probable location from a

 Chinese sailing chart as " near Meraksa about 5 miles west of the
 Pasai River."

 SAN-FO-CH'I see Palembang

 SAO-LAN: 4Ad. ? Wan-li 107.87b.
 Variant for Sairam? This is another guess by Mr. TING.

 SHA-LI-WAN-NI see Cananore

 SHA-LIU-HAI-YA (Shahrokia) see Khodjend

 SHAN TRIBES: Pai-i NA. No. Indo-China penin.
 MAYERS no. 329: " The Shans of the border-land between Yunnan
 and Burmah term themselves, and are commonly known as, Pai I

 i'f. Chinese official writers, however, describe them as Lao Chua
 (Laos), and the designation Pai I is applied in the description of
 the tribes of Yunnan (Nan Man Chih . Book III . . .) to

 the aborigines of the Kuangsi frontier ...." SOULE and TCHANG,
 in BEFEO 8. 352 quoting Nan tchao ye che, identify the Mt3A
 Po-jen with the iff " Pai-yi" and NA " Pa-yi," all being of
 Thai race. J. SIGURET, Territoires et populations des confins du
 Yunnan (Peiping 1937) 137 classes the Pai-i WFA as a Shan tribe
 in Yunnan.

 SHA-TI-MAN: fWM~t- ? Wan-li 107.87b.
 Lit. " Barbarians of the desert." Cf. BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 315.

 SHE-HEI . Tn., So. coast Arabia? Wan-li 107. 87b.

 TING Chien 2. 29b: in Arabia, same as Sha-ha eJ'PJ; cf. H: 50D4
 Escier, (No. 2113) M Shih-ho, Shihr.

 SHE-LA-CH'I #WI40. Shulistan? Wan-li 106. 84b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 127-8

 SHE-P'O see Java

 SHIRAZ: Shih-la-ssui 9J.0). Tn., Persia. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 P: 5677; BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 292-4, 128

 **SIAM: (1) Hsien-lo WE Ctry. Wan-li 105. 81b; K'ang-hsi 72.16;
 Yung-che'ng 104. 27; Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31. 2b; Kuang-hsii
 39.2b. ?(2) Chiang-k'ou MUL. Chia-ch'ing 31.3: a country, 160
 watches from Amoy.

 Hai-kuo we'n-chien lu (a work completed in 1730, see under part 7
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 above) 1. 25, in describing the sailing route from Amoy to Siam,
 gives its destination as Hsien-lo chiang-k'ou, translated by Schlegel
 197 as " the estuary of Siam," 188 watches from Amoy; to enter port
 (ju-chiang) it is 40 watches more. Hai-lu (a work completed

 about 1820) 1. 2 likewise refers to Hsien-lo chiang-k'ou as the
 end of the sea route to Siam. In the list quoted above (part 5)
 from the 1818 edition of the Hui-tien, Chiang-k'ou kuo occupies the
 place where one would necessarily expect to find Siam, which on

 its part is not listed; the identification of Chiang-k'ou kuo as identi-
 cal or connected with Siam should be easily proved by further

 research. For example, the Ch'ing t'ung-tien 98.13 states that the
 king is named Cheng %. The contemporary king of Siam had
 this same surname.

 SO-LI see Chola

 SO-LO see Borneo

 SPAIN: Hsi-pan-ya MAX. Not formally listed in the Hui-tien,
 confused with Portugal, q. v.; see Philippines.

 **SULU: Su-lu OT& Sulu Archipelago. Wan-li 106. 83b; Yung-cheng
 104. 36; Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-ch'ing 31. 2b; Kuang-hsii 39. 2b.

 ROCKHIML (1) 66; UCHIDA 32 gives variants.

 SUMATRA see Samudra

 *SUNGORA (Sunkla): Sung-chui-lao AJWN. Ctry., on E. coast
 Malay penin., No. of Patani (now in Siam, mod. Sunkla). Chia-ch'ing
 31.3b.

 CHANG Wei-hua 109: same as Sung-ch'ia +I or Sung-chiao WIl, Sawng
 Kia or Sungora; KUWABARA (1) 280.

 SYRIA: Fu-lin 4TX. E. coast of Mediterranean, incl. Palestine.
 (originally the Byzantine empire). Wan-li 106. 84b.

 HERRMANN 38 distinguishes between Greater Fu-lin as the E.
 Roman Empire, and Sham, Smaller Fu-lin `1, in Syria.

 *SWEDEN: Jui-kuo VW Chia-ch'ing 31.4.
 TABRIZ: T'ieh-pi-li-ssui lJAi} ).. Tn., Persia. Wan-li 107. 87b.

 EkNG (2) 35.

 TA-HUI tT [ F. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 T'AI-NING, district of, see To-yen

 TA-NI see Patani

 TA-NIEN see Patani

 TAN-PA ?iZ. ? Wan-li 105.83. Lu Tz'u-yiin (Pa-hung i-shih
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 2.26b): same as ancient Lang-ya-hsiu T:FS; cf. FENG (4) 226:
 Lafnkasuka, on the northern Malay peninsula.

 *TAN-TANT [i. Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b (text indistinct): dependency of
 Johore, listed between Trengganu and Pahang. Cf. FhNG (4) 221:
 ) [, TW, and J R (241 n. 1) all appear to refer to the same place
 on the Malay peninsula. This seems more probable than the early

 suggestion of FERRAND 13.299-300 that Tan-tan might be "dans la
 partie orientale de la mer de Java."

 TASHKENT: T'a-shih-kan 'tf. C. Asia. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao

 299. 12b.

 P: 154

 TIBET: Wu-ssui-tsang AT-79. Wan-li 108.88b; K'ang-hsi 73. 1;
 Yung-cheng 105. 1.

 Also T'u-fan, Hsi-tsang, etc., cf. B: 906; and P: 2502 for variants.

 TIEH-LI RX. Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 T'IEH-PI-LI-SSUI see Tabriz

 T'IEN-FANG see Arabia (Mecca)

 TING-CHI-NU see Trengganu

 TOGMAK: T'o-hu-ma ft . C. Asia. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 BRETSCHNEIDER 2. 161; cf. H: 69C2 Tokmak.

 TO-YEN: the districts of To-yen i, Fu-yii MM, and T'ai-ning
 *M in So. Manchuria. Wan-li 107. 86b.

 H: 55GF2

 *TRENGGANU: Ting-chi-nii T;4t. Ctry., E. coast Malay penin.
 No. of Pahang. Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b.

 ROCKHIILL (1) 65, 118; CHANG ilsieh 4. lib gives Ting-chi-i T as a
 dependency of Java, adjacent to Johore; WANG Kuo-wei 29b gives
 Ting-chia-lu *1 as Tringganu; Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 297.16-17: a
 dependency of Johore. KUWABARA 7. 85 identifies it as Ting-ko-erh
 TRIM of the Yuan period.

 TSO-FA-ERH see Djofar

 TSO-HA-SA-K'O see Khirgiz

 TSO-FA-ERH see Djofar

 T'U-LU-FAN see Turfan

 TUNG-PU-LU-T'E see Burut

 TUNG-YANG see under Western Ocean

 **TURFAN (anc. Kao-ch'ang): T'u-lu-fan . Tn., Sinkiang.
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 Wan-li 107. 88; K'ang-hsi 72. 8b; Yung-cheng 104. 37b.

 P: 6670.

 TURGUT: T'u-erh-ku-t'e ?:ft*. Tr. C. Asia. Ch'ing i-t'ung chih
 355. 34.

 Cf. B: 864, 903

 URIANGHAI: Wu-liang-ha ,%X*. District in E. Inner Mongolia

 and So. Manchuria. Wan-li 107. 85.

 P: 7182; T. C. LIN (2) 867.

 WA-LA, the three princes of the, see Oirat

 WEN-LAI see Brunei

 WEN-TU-SSU-T'AN UIVAUR. Unidentified. HuNG Liang-chi 50. 21.
 **WESTERN OCEAN COUNTRY(IES): Hsi-yang(chu)-kuo Nfl
 (i) J. K'ang-hsi 72.18; Yung-cheng 104. 30; Ch'ien-lung 56. 1; Chia-
 ch'ing 31. 3: at first (1690) singular, later a generic term for European
 countries. Cf. CHANG Wei-hua 155-6: Ta-hsi-yang for Europe; Hsi-

 yang in the early Ming meant the So. Sea and Indian Ocean west of
 Borneo, as opposed to Tung-yang from Borneo east (quoting CHANG
 Hsieh, Tung-hsi-yang k'ao); see also the more full (and earlier) dis-
 cussion in WADA 1923-5: Hsi- and Tung-yang originally referred to

 the trade routes along (Hsi) the Indo-Chinese-Malayan coast and
 (Tung) to the Philippines, Molucca, etc., respectively. Ta-hsi-yang
 was also used for Portugal (q. v.) in particular.

 WO-NU see Japan

 WU-LUN )UY. Unidentified. Wan-li 107.87b.
 Cf. ROCKHILL (1) 238: Wu-lun MK*, a dependency of Java.

 WU-SHE-LA-T'ANG A*JKA . Unidentified. Wan-li 106. 84b.
 WU-SSU-TSANG see Tibet

 YA-CHI see Achin

 YA-ERH-KAN see Yarkand

 YA-HSI: Wf. Unidentified. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 TING Chien 2. 29b gives Aksu

 YARKAND: (1) Ya-erh-kan Jf1 . Tn., Sinkiang. Wan-li 107. 87b.
 (2) Yeh-erh-ch'in (Hui-hui kuo) Az . Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih
 355. 36

 Cf. FANG (2) 41: Yeh-erh-ch'iang A, Ch'ing name for Yarkand.

 YEH-SSU-CH'ENG .W.A. Unidentified. Wan-li 107.87b.
 YING-CHI-LI see England
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 *YIN-TAI-MA 9+kRPX. Unidentified, near Cambodia; possibly Chan-
 tebun? Chia-ch'ing 31. 3b: listed between Cambodia and Ligor. Cf.

 Hai-kuo wern-chien lu 196: K'un-ta-ma RAP. between Cambodia
 and Siam.

 YUEH-NAN see Annam

 YU-HA-SA-K'O see Kirghiz

 YU-T'IEN see Khotan

 APPENDIX 1

 Bibliographical note: Research on various aspects of this enormous and ramified

 subject has accumulated to a point where general surveys should be of value. At the

 same time, most of the work done has been on the Ming period, leaving a gap between
 it and the nineteenth century. The following modern writings relating to maritime

 relations and/or the tributary system, although largely concerned with the Ming or

 earlier periods, are selected as essential background materials for the study of the

 Ch'ing period. They are arranged alphabetically by author and are so cited in the

 article, particularly in the index of place names, section 8. For analytical purposes they
 may be classified under five heads:

 (1) On administration: KuWABARA'S masterly study of Sung and Yuan foreign
 trade has not been equalled for a later period; CHANG Te-ch'ang, T. C. LIN, YANO,

 and UCHIDA, among others, describe the Ming organs of administration dealing with
 foreigners.

 (2) On sea-routes and the Ming expeditions: WVADA discusses the route via the

 Philippines and MILLS that via Malaya; GROENEVELDT, HIRTH and ROCKHILL, and ROCK-

 HILL, among others, translate valuable texts while the expeditions under CHENG Ho first
 studied by ROCKHILL and his predecessors are dealt with in an important series of mono-

 graphs by PELLIOT, DUYVENDAK, and FkNG, which revise previous work while not
 supplanting it.

 (3) On relations via Central Asia: BRETSCHNEIDER is still a chief work for the

 Ming period; the immense volume of Ch'ing materials concerning the Li Fan Yuan
 appear hardly to have been touched.

 (4) On the Europeans: CHANG Wei-hua has done a valuable study of the sections

 on European countries in the Ming History, and CHANG T'ien-tse a study of Macao
 (note PELLIOT'S review); for this type of work see under table 4 below, and the
 bibliography given in PRITCHARD; this article does not attempt to refer to the work
 done on the Jesuit missions.

 (5) On Ch'ing relations with neighboring states: ROCKHILL (on Korea and Tibet),
 CHANG Ch'eng-sun and YANO (1) (on Burma), and DEVERIA (on Annam, inadequate)
 barely enter upon this vast subject.

 This cursory survey reveals many lacunae in our knowledge of Ch'ing foreign rela-
 tions: Manchu administration in Central Asia; Sino-Dutch relations in the seventeenth

 century; tributary relations with Siam, Laos, and Liu-ch'iu; the Chinese side of foreign
 trade in general. Studies such as those of Prof. DUYVENDAK on the last Dutch em-
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 bassy are much needed. In section 7 above we attempted to list some of the Ch'ing
 sources which await critical use. In the list which follows, some items are included as

 worthy of avoidance.

 Abbreviations:

 B = H. S. BRUNNERT and V. V. HAGELSTROM, Present Day Political Organization

 of China, trans. from Russian by A. BELTCHENKO and E. E. MORAN, Shanghai,
 1912.

 H A. HERRMANN, Historical and Commercial Atlas of China, Cambridge, 1935.
 P = G. M. H. PLAYFAIR, The Cities and Towns of China, A Geographical Dictionary,

 Shanghai, 1910 (1879).

 IWSM-TK is used below for Ch'ou-pan i-wu shih-mo g w* fit Tao-kuang
 Wt section, 80 chiian, Peiping 1930.

 Atlas van Tropisch Nederland, Batavia 1938 (cf. Blad. lob, Earlier History).
 BRETSCHNEIDER, E., Mediaeval Researches from Eastern Asiatic Sources . . . London

 1910 (1888), reprint 1937. Note that the section based on Ming-shih and
 Ta-Ming i-t'ung-chih appeared with characters in China Review 5 (1876-7).

 CHANG Ch'6ng-sun i l,, Chung-Ying Tien-Mien chiang-chieh qwen-t'i tj3iAAI
 V fA U y (Sino-Burmese Frontier Problems), YCHP monograph series no. 15,
 Peiping 1937; espec. pp. 85-91.

 CHANG Hsi-lun its ,g Shih-wu-liu-ch'i shih-chi chien Chung-kuo tsai Yin-tu-chih-na
 chi Nan-yang-ch'iin-tao ti mao-it illfC;2 J 'LVI J~VM1C
 'h ,j fr5JwJ (Chinese trade in Indo-China and the Southern Sea archi-
 pelago in the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries) Shih-huo ?kA 2 no. 7 (Sept.
 1935) . 22-30. A brief survey based on the Ming History; interesting suggestions
 and bibliography.

 CHANG Te-ch'ang Vor"A, Ming-tai Kuang-chou chih hai-po mao-i IUf)it Z
 MARW (Maritime trade of Canton in the Ming period), CHHP 7 no. 92
 (June 1932).1-18. English version: " Maritime Trade at Canton during the
 Ming Dynasty," The Chinese Social and Political Science, Review 17 (1933).
 264-282. See also note 88 below.

 CHANG T'ien-tse' &AW , Sino-Portuguese Trade from 1514 to 1644, a synthesizs of
 Portuguese and Chinese sources, Leyden 1934. Equally important review by
 PELLIOT (5).

 CHANG Wei-hua , Ming-shih Fo-lang-chi Lfl-suimg Ho-lan I-ta-li-ya ssfi-chuan

 chu-shih 810{ _VfEIMJL# (A Commentary of
 [sic] the four chapters on Portugal, Spain, Holland and Italy in the History of
 the Ming Dynasty), YCHP monograph series no. 7, Peiping 1934. A valuable
 study which makes good use of the findings of PELLIOT and others.

 DEVERIA, G., Histoire des relations de la Chine avec l'Annam-Vietnamn du XVIe au
 XIX si'cle, d'apre's des documents chinois, Paris 1880. Not of much use.

 DUYVENDAK, J. J. L., (1) Ma Huan re-examined, Amsterdam 1933.

 , (2) The true dates of the Chinese maritime expeditions in the early fifteenth
 century, TP 34 (1939).341-412.

 , (3) The last Dutch Embassy to the Chinese Court (1794-95), TP 34 (1938).
 1-137.

 -, (4) The last Dutch Embassy in the " Veritable Records," TP 34 (1938) . 223-
 227.
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 DUYVENDAK, J. J. L., (5) Supplementary Documents on the last Dutch Embassy to

 the Chinese Court, TP 35 (1940) . 329-353.

 "Embassies to the court of Peking . . . ," The Chinese Repository 14 (1845) .153-6.
 Extracts from Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31, which reproduce, with some inaccuracies,
 part of the data presented in tables 2 and 3 below.

 FENG Ch'eng-chiin i% * , (1) Ying-yai sheng-lan chiao-chu SUNW it'
 [Critical notes on the Ying-yai sheng-lan (1451)] Shanghai 1935. Reviewed by
 PELLIOT (3); our citations are from introduction.

 I (2) Hsi-yii ti-ming f jiJO- (Place names in the Western Regions), pub.
 by Hsi-pei k'o-hsiieh k'ao-ch'a-t'uan 3f4 44;j, n. p. 1930. A useful
 list but gives only general source references.

 I (3) &s-yui nan-hai shih-ti k'ao-che'ng i-ts'ung ~. t X X
 (Collected translations of critical studies of historical places in the Western

 Regions and the Southern Sea); and ibid . h.i. . hsii-pien (supplement), both
 Commercial Press 1934. Translates 25 articles, 17 of them by Prof. PELLIOT; a
 useful collection, even though translated.

 I (4) Chung-kuo nan-yang chiao-t'ung shih 41rft T,;Z' (History of
 Chinese intercourse with the Southern Sea), Shanghai 1937. An annotated col-
 lection of sources, up into the Ming period. Perhaps the most useful single
 work so far available.

 FERRAND, G., " Le K'ouen-louen et les anciennes navigations interoceaniques dans les
 mers du sud," JA ser. 11, tome 13 (1919) . 239-333, 431-492, tome 14. 5-68, 201-

 241. Based on pre-Ch'ing bibliography, like most items here listed; strikingly
 illustrates the phonetic problems presented by Asiatic place names.

 FuJITA Toyohachi GjII , Tosei kosh5 shi no kenkyi2 *MZ4&631
 (A study of the history of relations between East and West), 92 vols. Tokyo
 1932-33. Vol. 92 contains a useful index of place names. See also under WANG

 Kuo-wei.

 GROENEVELDT, W. P., Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca, campiled from

 Chinese sources, n. p. 1876. Includes translated extracts from the Ming History,
 Tung-hsi-yang k'ao. etc.

 HIRTH, F., and ROCKHILL, W. W., trans., Chau Ju-kua: his work on the Chinese and
 Arab trade in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, entitled Chu-fan-chi, St.
 Petersburg 1911. Like the preceding item, must of course be used in con-
 junction with the more recent work of PELLIOT, DUYVENDAK et al.

 Hou Hou-p'ei J Wu-k'ou t'ung-shang i-ch'ien wo-kuo kuo-chi mao-i chih kai-

 k'uang P,, Pi I ?AZ403Z (General condition of our
 country's international trade before the opening of the treaty ports, i. e. before
 1843), CHHP 4 no. 1 (June 1927). An early study, now quite superseded by

 other work.

 JAMIESON, G., " The tributary nations of China," China Review 12 (1883). 94-109.

 Translates extracts from Chia-ch'ing hui-tien 31 and Chia-ch'ing hui-tien shih-li
 392-3 which require careful and extensive checking. Used as the basis for

 the chapter " China and her tributaries " (reprinted from the National Review,

 June 1884) in R. S. GUNDRY, China and Her Neighbors, London 1893.

 K. (pseudonym), "Audiences granted by the Emperors of China to western envoys,"

 China Review 3 (1874). 67-83. A pot-pourri quoting chiefly western sources;

 no longer of value.
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 Kuo Yu-i Miff, trans., MOMOSE Hiroshi Wf3JL, Ming-tai Chung-kuo chih wai-
 kuo mao-i 99&+Rp;;%P3lj (China's foreign trade in the Ming
 period), Shih-huo 4 no. 1 (June 10, 1936) . 42-51. Japanese original in Toa

 *ijf 8 no. 7 (1935).95-110.
 KUWABARA Jitsuz5 I , 7, On P'u Shou-keng, a man of the Western Regions ....

 Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyy Bunko, no. 2 (Tokyo 1928).
 1-79; 7 (1935).1-104.

 LIN, T. C., (1) Manchuria in the Ming, Empire, Nankai Social and Economic
 Quarterly, 8 no. 1 (April 1935).1-43.

 , (2) Manchurian Trade and Tribute in the Ming Dynasty: a study of Chinese
 theories and methods of control over border peoples, ibid. 9 no. 4 (Jan. 1937).
 855-892.

 MAYERS, W. F., The Chinese Government... , 3d edition, revised by G. M. H. PLAY-
 FAIR, Shanghai 1897 (1878).

 MILLS, J. V., Malaya in the Wu-Pei-Chih Charts, J. of the Malayan Branch of the

 R. A. S., 15 part 3 (Dec. 1937). 1-48. A work of great value, on a subject first
 developed by PHILLIPS. Conclusions given in part in DUYVENDAK, Sailing
 Directions of Chinese Voyages, TP 34 (1938). 230-237.

 MOMOSE Hiroshi see Kuo Yu-i, trans.

 MORRISON, Rev. R., A View of China for philological purposes.. ., Macao 1817, 80-
 86, gives a rather miscellaneous list of 30 tributaries " as they stand on the

 records of the Board of Rites and Ceremonies "; exact source not stated. An
 interesting compilation rather than a translation, including the principal maritime
 tributaries of the early Ming.

 PAUTHIER, G., Histoire des relations politiques de la Chine avec les puis'sances occz-
 dentales . . . , Paris 1859. Translates, not impeccably, the section on tributary
 ritual in the 1824 edition of the Ta-Ch'ing t'ung-li, noting certain differences
 with the edition of 1756 previously translated by PAUTHIER as " Documents
 officiels chinois sur les ambassades 6trangeres, envoyes pres de 1'empereur de la
 Chine," Revue de l'Orient 2 (1846). 1-22.

 PELLIOT, P., (1) Les Grands Voyages Maritimes Chinois au Debut du XVe Siecle,
 TP 30 (1933). 237-452.

 , (2) Notes Additionelles sur Tcheng Houo et sur ses voyages, TP 31 (1935).
 274-314.

 , (3) Encore a propos des voyages de Tcheng Houo, TP 32 (1936) . 210-222.
 , (4) L'Ambassade de Manoel de Saldanha a Pekin, TP9 27 (1930) .421-424.
 Gives evidence for 1670 as the date rather than 1667.

 , (5) Un ouvrage sur les premiers temps de Macao, TP 31 (1934).58-94. A
 review of CHANG T'ien-tse, giving new material as well as corrections.

 PRITCHARD, Earl H., The Crucial Years of Early Anglo-Chinese Relations, 1750-1800,
 Pullman 1936; pp. 403-430 give a useful bibliography of western materials on
 early modern relations and includes a list of Chinese materials.

 For other items relating to European embassies, Russian relations, and the
 like, see under table 4 above.

 ROCKHILL, W. W., (1) Notes on the Relations and Trade of China with the Eastern

 Archipelago and the Coasts of the Indian Ocean during the Fourteenth Century,
 TP 14-16 (1913-1915) . passim; sep. pub. Leiden 1915.

 8
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 ROCKHILL, W. W., (2) China's intercourse with Korea from the XVth century to 1895,

 London 1905.

 , (3) The Dalai Lamas of Lhasa and their relations with the Manchu Emperors
 of China, 161..4-1908, Leyden 1910; from TP 11 (1910) 1-104.
 , (4) Diplomatic Missions to the Court of China: the Kotow question, American
 Historical Review 2 (1897) . 427-442, 627-643. Revised and extended as Diplo-
 matic Audiences at the Court of China, London, 1905.

 SCHLEGEL, G., Geographical Notes, TP 9 (1898).177-200, 273-298. Not reliable but

 has a few useful references.

 TING Ch'ien T3, Ming-shih ko wai-kuo chilan ti-li k'ao-cheng RJ1t+f# "
 35.;4 (A critical study of the geography of the Ming History chapters on

 foreign countries), in the Che-chiang t'u-shu-kuan ts'ung-shu 4JffiiIEIJ#
 I& (Collectanea of the Chekiang Library), ts'e 8 (1915). Certain of Mr.
 TING's errors are indicated in CHANG Wei-hua 102-103 and in WADA 157. His

 work contains a plethora of unsupported guesses; it is cited below in section 8
 only for suggestive value.

 TS'EN Chung-mien 44L1, Ming-ch'u Ch'fi-hsien A-tuan An-ting Han-tung ssfi-wei

 k'ao U (A study of the four districts of
 Ch'ii-hsien . . . at the beginning of the Ming period), Chin-ling hsiieh-pao

 6 no. 2 (Nov. 1936).151-172.

 UCHIDA Naosaku, see WANG Huai-chung trans.

 WADA Sei (S[f1fi3p), "The Philippine Islands as known to the Chinese before the
 Ming Period," Memoirs of . . . the Tjyo Bunko (The Oriental Library) no. 4
 (T6ky6 1929).121-166. Makes extensive critical use of CHANG Hsieh, Tung-hsi-
 yang k'ao.

 WANG Huai-chung FEjI'FP, trans., UCHIDA Naosaku A Ming-tai ti ch'ao-
 kung mao-i chih-tu qWA$UiM (The system of Court tribute
 and trade in the Ming period), Shih-huo 3 no. 1 (Dec. 10, 1935). 32-37. Pub-

 lished originally in Shina kenkyul ijVSf Ft, 37 (1935). 91-101.
 WANG Kuo-wei 3lq* trans., FUJITA Toyohachi author, Tao-i chih-tiieh chiao-chu

 %% |i}PI4 [Critical notes on the Tao-i chih-luieh (Brief Gazetteer of the
 Island Barbarians, by Wang Ta-yuan UE)CJ 1349] in Hsudeh-t'ang ts'ung-k'o
 _Tk -jl ts'e 10. Synthesizes modern critical work on an important Yuan
 text.

 Wu Han , Shih-liu shih-chi ch'ien chih Chung-kuo yu Nan-yang ?oie3U-1Z

 +tp ,P " China and South Sea Islands [sic] before 16th Century," CHHP
 11 no. 1 (Jan. 1936).137-186.

 YANAI Watari M"N _ff. Toyo tokushi chizu * J1iji ,13 (Far Eastern historical
 atlas), revised edition Toky6 19926.

 YANO Jinichi 9f- , (1) Biruma no Shina ni taisuru choko kankei ni tsuite

 fta&D jIi -#I i; I W I :)K -C (On Burmese tributary re-
 lations with China), Toyj Gakuh5 *if f 17 (1928).1-39.
 , (2) Shina kindai gaikoku-kankei kenkyiA XkL-R +N R t (A study
 of modern Chinese foreign relations), Kyoto 19928. This volume is centered upon

 Ming and Ch'ing relations with the Portuguese and discusses each of their
 embassies.

 Yii-kung pan-yiieh k'an Yj 1f f1 " The Chinese Historical Geography, Semi-
 monthly Magazine " (Peiping 1934-1937). A chief repository of recent Chinese
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 research on its subject, containing articles too numerous to list here. Cf. in

 particular vol. 6 no. 8-9 (Jan. 1, 1937), a special research number on the

 South Sea area iAKIMV-
 For Chinese works not in this list see above under section 7.

 APPENDIX 2

 A note to page 177.

 With the lists of tributaries from the Ch'ing editions of the Hui-tien may be
 compared certain others:

 (1) a list of 57 tribes or states given by HUNG Liang-chi in his Ch'ien-lung fu-t'ing-
 chou-hsien t'u-chih (see under part 7 above), ch. 50;

 (2) a list of 31 tributaries in the Ch'ien-lung edition of the Ta-ch'ing i-t'ung chih
 (completed 1764), 353-356;

 (3) a list of 43 such places in the revised edition of this gazetteer, Chia-ch'ing ch'ung-
 hsiu i-t'ung chih (covering material to 1820), 550-560; and

 (4) a list of 32 tributaries in the Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao (covering the period from the
 beginning of the Ch'ing to 1785), 293-300. We take HUNG Liang-chi's list as a framework
 because it is both analytically arranged and the most extensive.

 Key: 0 = not listed. + = listed, * = not in the lists of six editions of the Hui-tien
 given above.

 1. 2. 3. 4.
 HUNG Liang-chi l-t'ung chih l-t'ung chih. Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao

 (1 764) (Chia-ch'ing)
 EASTERN BORDER:

 Korea (Chao-hsien) ...................... + + +
 Liu-ch'iu ............................... + + +
 Japan ................................ + + +
 Sulu ................................ + + 0
 Marinduque? (Ho-mao-wu) .............. (Ho-mao-li) + 0
 *Molucca ............................... + + 0
 Brunei (Po-lo, Wen-lai) ................. + + 0

 SOUTHERN AND SOUTHEASTERN BORDER:

 Annam (An-nam) ....................... + (Yiieh-nan) (An-nan)
 Laos (Nan-chang) ....................... + + +
 *Kuang-nan ............................. 0 + +
 Burma (Mien-tien) ...................... 0 + +
 *Hu-lu ................................. 0 + +
 *Cheng-ch'ien ..................0......... + 0
 *Ching-hai .............................. 0 0 0
 Siam ................................. + + +
 Chiang-k'ou (Siam?) ......... ........... 0 + +
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 1. 2. 3. 4.

 HUNG Liang-chi I-t'ung chih I-t'ung chih Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao
 (1764) (Chia-ch'ing)

 SOUTHERN AND SOUTHEASTERN BORDER:

 Cambodia (Tung-pu-chai) ....... ........ 0 (Chien-pu-chai) +
 Sungora ............ .................... 0 + 0
 Johore .................+................ O +
 Achin . .................................. 0 + 0

 Philippines (Li-sung) .................... + + +
 Mang-chiin-ta-lao ............ ........... 0 0 0

 Java (Ka-la-pa) ... ....... (Chao-wa) (Ka-la-pa) +

 I-ta-li-ya ............................... 0 0 +

 Portugal (Po-erh-tu-ka-erh-ya) ............ 0 0 +
 Portugal (Fo-lang-chi) ................... + 0 +
 Western Ocean ........................... + + 0
 Lambri ................................. + + 0

 Champa .............. .................. + + 0

 Cambodia (Chen-la) ..................... + 0 0?
 Brunei (P'o-ni) .......................... + + 0
 *Billiton ................................ + + 0
 Palembang (San-fo-ch'i) ................... + 0 0

 WESTERN AND NORTHWESTERN BORDER:

 *Eastern Burut ........................... 0 0 +
 *Western Burut .......................... 0 0 +
 *Andijan ................................ O0 +
 Badakshan ............................. O0 +
 *Bolor .................................. 0 0 +
 *Afghanistan .......0 0..... O O +
 Bengal (Pang-ka-la) ..................... + + 0
 Syria (Fu-lin) ........................... + + 0
 Calicut ................ ................. + + 0
 Cochin ................ ................. + + 0
 Ceylon ............ ..................... + + 0
 Chola (Hsi-yang-so-li) ........ ........... + + 0
 *Wen-tu-ssi-t'an ............. ............ 0 0 0
 *K'ung-ka-erh ..................0......... O O
 England .............. .................. 0 + +
 Portugal (Kan-ssui-la) .................... 0 0 +
 Holland .............. .................. + + +
 Sweden .............. .................. 0 + +
 Denmark ............. .................. 0 + +
 *Tashkent (following Badakshan) .......... 0 0 +

 NORTHERN BORDER:

 *Russia ................................. + + +
 *Turgut ................................. + 0 0
 *Eastern Kirghiz .......................... 0 0 +
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 1. 92. 3. 4.
 HUNG Liang-chi I-t'ung chih I-t'ung chih Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao

 (1764) (Chia-ch'ing)

 NORTHERN BORDER:

 *Western Kirghiz ........... 0......... +
 o Yarkand 0 0

 (Yeh-erh-ch'in, Moslems)

 o Samudra 0 0
 (Su-men-ta-la)

 o 0 Pahang +
 o 0 *Banjermassin 0

 (Ma-ch'en)

 o 0 Trengganu 0
 o 0 Malacca 0

 (Ma-liu-chia)

 o 0 Palembang 0
 o 0 France 0

 It is apparent that even officially published lists of tributaries had no fixed member-
 ship. Since countries that made contact by trade almost necessarily attained a nominal
 tributary status, such lists are of greater value for economic than for political history.
 Yet even for this purpose they hark back so plainly to the bygone glories of the
 Ming (e. g. Ceylon, Chola, Calicut) that their value is dubious.

 APPENDIX 3

 99. Author and title index to section 7.

 Ao-men chi-tileh 9.

 CHANG Ju-lin 9.
 CHANG Shu-sheng 929.
 CHANG Yu-shu 92.

 CH'EN Lun-ch'iung 8.
 Chia-ch'ing ch'ung-hsiu i-t'ung-chih 19
 CHIANG-SHANG-CHIEN-SOU 34.
 Ch'ien-lung fu-t'ing-chou-hsien t'u-chih 17.
 Ch'in-ting ku-chin t'u-shu chi-ch'eng 7.
 Ch'ing t'ung-k'ao 14.
 Ch'ing t'ung-tien 13.

 Chung-hsi chi-shih 34.
 Fu-chien t'ung-chih 31.
 Fu-chien t'ung-chih cheng-shih-liieh 16
 Hai-kuo t'u-chih 32.

 Hai-kuo wen-chien lu 8.
 Hai-lu 920.

 Hai-tao i-chih 15.

 Hai-wai chi-yao 923.

 Ho Chang-ling 9292.

 Ho Ta-kUng 928.

 Hsi-ch'ao chi-che'ng 30.

 HSIA Hsieh 34.

 Hsia-men chih 25.

 HSIEH Ch'ing-kao 920.

 Hsi Chi-yii 33.

 Hst Ti-shan 24.

 Hua-shi i-yen 927.

 Huang-ch'ao ching-shih-wen pien 9292.

 Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung t'u 10.
 HUNG Liang-chi 17.

 I-shih chi-yi! 4.
 JUAN Yuan 21 (2).

 Ku Yen-wu 1.
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 Kuang-tung t'ung-chih 21.

 Kuang-yil chi 5.

 LAN Ting-yiian 6.

 Li Tseng-chieh 23.

 LIANG T'ing-nan 26.

 LIN Tse-hsii 27, 29, 32.

 Lu Tz'fi-yUn 4.

 Lu Ying-yang 5.

 Lun nan-yang shih-i shu 6.

 Li-sung chi-Neh 18.

 Lu T'iao-yang 20.

 Pa-hung i-shih 4.

 Shih-ch'ii yii-chi 30.
 Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung-chih 11.
 Ta-chung-chi 24.

 T'ai-wan-fu chih 12.

 T'ien-hsia chiin-kuo li-ping shu 1.
 T'u-shu chi-che'ng 7.
 WANG Ch'ing-yfin 30.

 Wai-kuo chi 2.

 Wai-kuo chu-chih tz'ui 3.
 WANG Ta-hai 15.

 WEI Yuan 392.

 YANG Ping-nan 920.

 Yang-wu t,3'ung-ch'ao 929.
 YAO Ying 929.

 YEH Ch'iang-yung 18.

 YIN Kuang-jen 9.
 Ying-huan chih-tiieh 33.
 Ying-i shuo 928.

 Yu T'ung 3.

 Yiieh-hai-kuan chih 926.
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